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COUNTRY DATA SHEET

aenral
Area, land sq km 197,096
Population (1991) 16,671,705

Growth rate % per annum 2.5
Density (1991) per sq km 85

Soio-zomc IClatOt
Total hours worked per day, wome 15-18
Total hours worked per day, man 8-10
Female ownership of land percent 7
Share of credit to women percent <1

social Indcators
Population Chaacteristics (1990)

CrUde birth rate per 1,000 51
Cmde death rate per 1,000 22
Life expectancy at birth, male years 47
Total fertlity rate 7.3
Coantrcptive prevalence rate percent 5
Female-headed households percent 30

Health
infent mortality (1990) per 1,000 live births 117

Maternal mortality rate per 100,000 births 500
Female morbidty rate percent 76
Population per physician (1991) 24,700
Population per hospital bed (1991) 1,200
First birth in 12-15 age range percent 29
First birth after ge 19 percent 22

income Distribution, (1989-90) 1/
Highest quntile of national inome % of populaton 8
Lowest quintle of national mcome % of populaaoa 30

Access to Electricity (1989-90)
% of Urban population percent 40.1
% of Rural population percent 1.9

Nutrition (1991)
Calories per capita 2800

Education (1990)
Literacy rate, 1991 percent, ge 10 and over 54
Female literacy, 1991 percent, age 10 and over 45
Adult leracy rate, 1991 percent, age 20 and over 52
Female adult literacy, 1991 percent, age 20 and over 39
Primary school enrollmont - total % of relevant popuation 72
Primary school enrollnt - femile % of relevant population 63

V Based on expend_te data font Houseold Bu4g*t Suewy. C-ontnued

This document has a restrictod distribudon and way be used by recipients only in the performance
of their offcial duties. Its contents may not otherawise be dit 'sd without Wotld Bank authorizaton.
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Gross Nationl Product - 1991
Annual growth rate of GNP

(% p.a., constan prices)
USS m % of GNP 1985-91 1989 1990 1991

GNP at market prices 278 100.0 3.9 7.8 5.5 3.6
GDP at factor cost 2805 97.5 4.6 7.3 4.0 4.1
Gross domestic investment 358 12.4 13.1 19.2 19.9 4.3
Gross national savings -35 -1.2 14.0 15.5 49.3 25.6
Cunrent account balance -393 -13.7 -5.1 10.7 -10.8 -17.6
Exports of goods & NFS 198 6.9 0.9 1.1 -3.7 -8.3
Imports of goods & NFS 591 20.5 -1.0 0.3 -9.0 -13.2
GNP per capita 170

ouLput, Employment and Productivity - 1991
=-V alue Addod-

- Value Added - Labor Force - per Worker
US$ m % mill. X USS %

Agricultu 1443 51.4 5.23 80.1 275.7 64.2
Industry 330 11.8 0.21 3.3 1549.3 360.6

Manufacturing 119 4.3 ..

Services 1032 36.8 1.08 16.6 952.5 221.7

Total 2805 100.0 6.53 100.0 429.6 100.0

Governmnt Finance
In fislyea U Sh m -% of GDPmp-

1991J92 1987188 1991/92

Current receipts 185995 5.4 6.6
Current expenditures 323017 5.9 11.5

Current deficit -137022 -0.5 -4.9
Capital expenditures 21 258478 4.7 9.2

Continued

2/ Includes net lIdwg
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Money, Credt and Prices
In fiscalyears

1987/88 1988/89 1989190 1990/91 1991/92

In billias of U Sh outstatdin, enad of period:

Money supply 26.83 00.17 94.43 138.56 222.33
Bank credit to public sector 11.93 26.40 9.20 12.91 64.03
Bank credit to private sector 12.29 42.06 70.46 107.82 136.74

Percentage or idx numbers:

Manet- as % of GDP 6.4 6.8 6.8 7.2 7.9
Kampala CPI (Sept 1989 = 100) 32.8 75.7 110.1 137.1 194.8
(annual average)

Aanuapercgntage chages:

Kampala CPI 167.9 130.5 45.4 24.6 42.1
Money supply 212.0 124.3 56.9 46.7 60.5
Bank credit to public sector 191.0 121.3 -65.2 40.3 396.0
Bank credit to private sector 199.8 242.2 67.5 53.0 26.8

Balance oi'Payments
in fs1cal years

1987/88 1988189 1989/90 1990191 1991/92

in RilOi"ns of US$

Exports of goods & NFS 324 304 246 200 195
Imports of goods & NFS 682 712 676 658 523

o/w Petroleum 69 76 78 87 57
Resomrce gap (deficit--) -358 -408 -430 -458 -328

Factor service payments, net -57 -67 -77 -66 -142
Net private transfers 120 114 78 80 127

Balance on current account -295 -361 -429 -444 -343
(excl. net official transfers)

Net official transfers 92 131 153 205 217
Balance on curment account -203 -230 -276 -239 -126
(incl. net official transfers)

Capital account 138 127 232 134 7
Long-term, net 101 125 215 131 21
Short-term, net 47 -4 18 3 -2
Errors and ommissions -10 7 0 0 -12

Overall balance -65 -103 -44 -105 -119

Monetary movements 65 103 44 105 119
Change in reserves ~74 12 l1 -5 -i

IMF tr ctions,net -17-
Other 85 85 34 64 121

Contimue
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Merchadse Exportf (Avrage 1987 - 19901)

Vale
US$ m % of Tota

Coffee 218.6 89.8
Cotton 5.6 2.3
Tea 3.0 1.2
Tobacco 1.9 0.8
Other 14.5 6.0

Total 243.6 100.0

Rate of Exchag (Officia, mid-point)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1m

US$1.00 = U Sh 0.009 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.001
U Sh 1.00 = US$ 106 222 433 750 1146

Extera Deb December 31, 1991

US$ n

Public debt, mcil guarante 31 2325
IMP 330
Non-guaranteed private debt 0

Total long-term 2655
Short-term 177

Toal oubnding & disbursed 2832

Net LT Debt Serice Rtio for 19914/
Parcentage

Public debt, incl guranteed 31 47.6
IMP 21.2
Non-guaranteed private debt 0.0

Total logterm 68.8
Short-term 2.6

Total outstanding & disbwsed 71.4

lRD/IDA Lendi, December 31, 1991
hI .lis of USS

IlRD IDA

Outstandng & disbursed 29 1078
Undisbursed 0 351

Total outnding including undisbursed 29 1429
3/ Excludes MP.
4/ Dt servie, nt of Interesta erned oan fori excohanerese,

as a percenta of of expts of goods & NFS.
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Preface

The last Country Economic Memorandum for Uganda, Towards Stabilization and
Economic Groih (Report Number 7439-UG), was issued in September 1988. Since that time,
despite a severe deter.ioration in the country's interational terms of trade and the exacerbation
of the AIDS pandemic, the Government of Uganda has continued to implement a challenging
economic reform program, with support from the World Bank, the IMF and the donor
community.

This report documents the progress made to date and compliments the Government of
Uganda for takig some bold economic decisions. With the restoration of peace and security
throughout most of the country, and the improvement in the investment climate, the time is now
ripe for the citizens of Uganda to start taking advantage f the new e.onomic enviionment. While
poverty in Uganda continues to be a serious problem, this report suggests that there is some
evidence that, as a rweult of the policies implemented, Uganda is slowly on its way towards
Vgrowing out of poverty". The report cautions, however, that there is little ground for

complacency. Reinforcing the recommendations of the 1990 World Development Report, it
advocates a growth oriented strategy for poverty reduction in Uganda and advises the Government
o 'stay the course' and continue implementing the set of policies which will augment the
country"s I aman capital and enable its citi;ens to participate equitably in that growth.

This report has been prepared by a team led by Kapil Kapoor (Task Manager, AF2CO)
and comprising Emmanuel Ablo (AF2CO), Maurizia Tovo (AFTSP), Lemma Merid (AFTSP),
Mark Blackden (AFISP), Hailu Mekonnen (PIHRWD), Eliabeth Shields (EDICD), Mimi
Klutstein-Meyer (AP2CO), Aziz Khan (consultant) and Mark Henstridge (Summer Intern). Bonnie
Keller (DANIDA) and Carol Carolus (USAIMD) participated in the main mission and contributed
to the preparation of the report. The team worked in close collkboration with a UNDP
programming mission on poverty alleviation and rural development, led by Prof. A. Mafeje and
the Goverment's counterpart team led by Keith Muhakanizi (MFEP) and consisting of Joseph
Okune (PAPSCA Coord;"ator), Damon Kitabire (MFEP), Margaret Kakande (MFEP), R.P.
Tumusime (MWIDCY), Moses Bekabye (MFEP), Harriette Mugerwa (MFEP) and Francis
Wagaba (MFEP). The peer reviewers were Helena Ribe (PHRPA) and Oey Astra Meesook
(AV4CO). The document was produced by a team led by Katiryn Rivera (AF2CO).

The report was discussed with the Government of Uganda in March 1993.



Executive Summary

1. With a per capita Income of under US$170, Uganda today is one of the poorest countries in
the world; indeed, it is a living testament of the havoc caused by the politica turmoil and economic
decline brought about ty more than a decade of despotic rule.

2. At independence (1962), Uganda had one of the most vigorous and promising eccnomies in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), and the years following independence amply demonstrated this economic
potential. Favored with a good climate and fersle soil, the country was self sufficiet.. in food, with
the agricultural sector being a large earner of foreign exchange. The manufacturing sector supplied
the economy with basic inputs and consumer goods and was also a source of foreign exchange
earnings through the export of textles and copper. Export earnings not only financed the country's
import requirements but also resulted in a current account surplus. Fiscal and monetary management
was sound and the domestic savings rate averaged about 15 percent of GDP, enough to finance a
respectable level of investmeLt. Uganda's system of transportation was widely regarded as one of the
best in SSA and included an effective network of roads, railways, port and air transport.

3. Ug&ea's social indicators were comparable to, if not better than, most countries in Africa.
Tbhe country's health service had developed into one of Africa's best and pioneered many low cost
health and nutrition programs. There existed a highly organized network of vaccination centers, and
im_unkation programs reached as much as 70 percent of the population. Although school enrollment
was still low, Uganda's education system had developed a reputation for very high quality.

4. The Amin regime radically reversed the economic and social progress attained since
independence, and the ensuing civil strife resulted in a tremendous loss of human life. It is estimated
tat as many as 500,000 Ugandans lost their lives during Amin's eight-year dictatorship and ar many
as one milion more were internally displaced from their homes and farms. A 1985 estimate by the
U.S. Committee for Refugees concluded that in that year one out of every fourteen Ugandans was
either a refugee or was displaced; it was estimated that as many as 200,000 Ugandans had fled the
country and were living in exile.

5. Economic mismanagement accompanied the civil war and professional standards deteriorated
rapidly as skilled personnel fled the county. Between 1970 and 1980, Uganda's GDP declined by
about 25 percent, exports by 60 perceAt, and import volumes by close to 50 percent. With large
increases in defense expenditures, the government budget became increasingly untenable and was
largely financed by bank borrowing which resulted in average inflation rates well in excess of 70
percent. Ecoromic i ament and abuse of human rights on a massive scale continued during
the Obote regime in the early 1980s. By 1985 govrment expenditure on education and health, in
real terms, amounted to about 27 percent and 9 percent respectively of the 1970s levels. When the
National Resistance Movement (NRM) Government assumed power in January 1986, it inherited a
shatered economy whose social indicators today paint a dismal picture of the quality of life of its
citizens and are indicative of the extent of poverty within the country.

6. Given this legacy, this Country Economic Memorandum focuses on poverty in Uganda. Part
I of the report presents a profile of poverty, using data from the recently concluded Household
Budget Survey, the Demographic and Health Survey and the Population Census. These data were
supplemented by a Rapid Poverty Appraisal conducted by the mission in August, 1992, in an attempt
to get a beter understanding of the causes of poverty and what it means to be poor in Uganda.
Particular emphasis has been placed on the gender dimensions of poverty, recognizing the fact that
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poverty affects men and women in different ways becase they play different roles, have different
needs and face different constraints. Part I of the report also examines the policies that have been
implemented by the NRM Government during the past five years and, despite the data-poor situation,
analyzes the impact of adjustment policies on the poor. Part 11 of the report is forward looking and,
consistent with the recommendations of the 1990 World Development Report, articulates a two-
pronged strategy for poverty reduction. The first prong of the strategy outlines policies designed to
increase labor productivity and accelerate economic growth. The second prong recognizes that while
economic growth is a necessary condition for poverty reduction, it is, by no means, a sufficient
condition. In order to ensure that the poor are able to participate equitably in such growth, it
recommends increasing the share of public expenditures on critical social services in order to foster
the development of human resources within the country. Although a special case could be made for
targeted interventions for the vulnerable groups in Uganda, the report recommends keeping these to
a minimum, given the tight budgetary constraint and poor adwlnlstrative capacity in the country.

A. Poverty Profile

7. This report has defined two relative poverty lines for Uganda. The first poverty line has been
drawn at U Sh 6,000 per capita per month (approximately US$110 per capita per year in 1989/90
prices), which is approximately equal to four fifths of the mean per capita monthly expenditure in
1989/90 (U Sh 7,512). The second poverty line has been drawn at U Sh 3,000 per capita per month
(approximately US$55 per capita per year), which is approximately equal to two fifths of the mean
per capita monthly expenditure. Ugandans falling below the U Sh 6,000 poverty line have been
charactrized as the 'poor' and those falling below the U Sh 3,000 povert line as the "poorest", or
the core poor.

8. PreJiminary estimates indicate that, In 1989190, a minimum of U Sh 6 000 per capita per
month would have provided a daily intake of 2,200 calories plus some reasonable nonfood
penditures (e.g., clothing, fuel, etc.). This does not mean that people with monthly expenditures

higher than U Sh 6,000 in 1989/90 lived comfortably; rather, it means that those witi lower monthly
peaditres could not satisfy their basic requirements. The lower poverty line of U Sh 3,000

represents the bare minimum for adequate food intake. At U Sh 3,000, if you are adequately fed, you
do not have anything else at all, however essential. As the key social indicators discussed below
indicate, access to basic social services is very low throughout the country, implying that some
Ugandans living above the poverty line could be considered poor.

9. Using total expenditure as the measure of welfare and a poverty line of U Sh 6,000, 55
percent of Ugandans can be defined as being poor. The poor are disproportionately found in rural
areas, where about 57 percent of the population is poor, compared to about 38 percent in urban areas.
Ninety-two percent of the poor in Uganda live in the countryside, while only 89 percent of the
population is classified as rural. The discrepancy between nura and urban levels of povsrty is even
greater using the lower or *core* poverty line; 96 percent of the core poor live in nur *J areas. When
the data are analyzed to take into account the depth of poverty, it turns out that not only is poverty
more widespread in rural areas, but that it is deeper. In other words, rural people are more likely to
be poor than urban dwellers, and their poverty is more severe.

10. Poorer households in Uganda tend to be larger, have older and less educated household heads,
and are more likely to be headed by a woman. Not surprisingly, the dependency ratio, which is
calculated as the proportion of the household population younger than 18 and older than 55, is quite
high and increas's for poorer households. The difference in average per capita expenditure between
urban and rural areas is significant, with rural people spending about 60 percent as much as urban
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dwellers. Accordingly, indicators generally associated with poverty have higher values for rural
Uganda: larger household size, higher dependency ratio, higher illiteracy, etc.

11. Ihe highest incidence of poverty is in the northern part of the country. In the rural areas of
the north, 81 percent of the population have a real per capita monthly expenditure of less than U Sh
6,000 and 42 percent have a real per capita monthly expenditure of less than U Sh 3,000. Such high
incidence can be ascribed for the most part to the ravages of the civil war. As persistent insecurity
prevented the hardest hit northern districts fro- being included in the Household Budget Survey, it
can be assumrl that the actual poverty incidt n the north is higher.

Social and / -W ial Indkcators

12. Life 3xoectancy at 47 for men and .50 for women is one of the lowest in the world, and it is
difficult to see how the situation could improve in the near future with the AIDS pandemic
threatening not only the adult population but also infants. AIDS has emerged as a significant cause
of death and illness among young chiidren. Thus, the already high infant and child mortalitj rates
(respectively, 117 and 180 deaths per 1,000) can be expected to rise. Areas whet peace has not yet
been completely restored are at a greater risk of HIV infection because of the presence of both
regular and rebel armies.

13. Not surprisingly, insufficient access to health and sanitation services is also reflected in the
general mortality and tuorbidity pattens. Uganda's crude death rate, at 20 per 1,000, is about twice
the level of the average low-income country (e.g., neighboring Kenya) and considerably ibove the
SSA average. While such high rates can be partly explained by civil strife and AIDS, it is undeniable
that poor health conditions are part of the explanation. Malaria has been found to be the principal
killer among adults admitted to hospitals, far ahead of AIDS. Diarrhea, pneumonia and anemia are
almost as common as AIDS as reported primary causes of death. Among children under five, who
account for over half of hospital deaths, the main killers are malaria, pneumonia, diarrhea and
malnutrition. Available information on morbidity, as measured by outpatient statistics asd surveys
of mothers, confirms a similar pattern. Thus, the main causes of mortality and morbidity, with the
exception of AIDS, appear to be related to a generally unhealthy environment and a lack of routine
medical intervention.

14. The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) conducted in 1988/89 found that 45 percent of
children aged 0-60 months had stunted growth, as shown by their height-for-age. Severe growth
retardation occurred in 20 percent of the sampled children. Sunting reflects the cumulative effect of
chronic malutition over a number of years, and it is typically associated with poor economic
conditions (as illustraed above). Although it is conceivable that some families will fail to provide
adequate nutrition to their children out of ignorance or neglect, it is very unlikely that this would be
the case for the majority. This assumption is supported by the fact that stuntig is almost twice as
common in rural than in urban areas, that is, in areas that where the incidence of poverty is much
higher. Thus, we can conclude that, when the effect of insufficient access to social services is
combined with that of limited economic resources, the percentage of Ugandans living in poverty
apps to be higher than what a poverty line at U Sh 6,000 would suggest.

15. There are, of course, regional variations. The DHS found the prevalence of stntig to be
considerably higher in the southwest (54 percent), while Kampala had the lowest percentage of
stunted children (22 percent). The northern districts could not be surveyed because of the insecurity
in the area, but medical personnel in Gulu and Kitgum estimate malnutrition rates to be at least 60
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percent. Acute malnutrition (i.e., wasting) is only 2 percent according to the DHS, but in Gulu,
Kitgum and Karamoja it is estimated to be as much as 30 percent.

Impact of Adjustment on the Poor

16. Against this backdrop, and the seemingly overwhelming problems facing them, the NRM
Government must be complimented for their tenacity and determination to improve the lot of
Uganda's citizens. During the past five years, the Government has implemented a far-reaching
economic reform agenda which has today transformed Uganda into one of the most liberal economies
in Sub-Saharan Africa. With the liberalization of the exchange and trade regime, the abolition of the
Industrial Licensirg Act, the promulgation of a new investment code, and the gradual liberalization
of agricultural pricing and marketing, the Government has succeeded in establishing some of the
fundamental preconditions that are essential for sustainable growth.

17. Runl and Urban GDP Per Capta. Since poverty in Uganda is largely a rural phenomenon
and most of the poor are engaged in multicrop and mixed production, the trend in real agricultural
GDP closely reflects the pattern of rural living standards. Moreover, since most rural land falls under
the customary tenancy system where access to land is fairly open, and since over 85 percent of the
farming population operates on less than two hectares of land, the benefits of agricultural growth are
likely to be evenly distributed among the rural population. Thus, average trends are expected to be
a fair reflection of changes in rural living conditions. Aggregate real per capita GDP, which had
declined steadily between 1983 and 1986, increased significantly between 1987 and 1991. Real GDP
per capita in rural and urban areas essentially followed the same trend. On average, the welfare of
the rural and urban poor, in real terms on a per capita output basis, has improved by between 14 and
16 percent respectively during the past five years, maintaining the rural-urban income gap at around
5.2:1 over the second half of the 1980s. Compared to the early 1980s, some income redistribution
in favor of the rural areas seems to have occurred. It is important to note, however, that averages
mask the existence of wide intraregional differences, particularly in urban areas.

18. There is considerable uncertainty in determining whether these improvements were entirely
a result of adjustment policies, other extraneous factors, or some combination of the two. Given that
peace and security were regained at a time that the strctural adjustment policies were put in place,
causes serious jifficulties in disentangling the effects generated by the macroeconomic policies per
se. The problem is also compounded by the difficulties in isolating the effects of the price reforms
(i.e., changes in the exchange rate, interest rates and product pricing) from the impact of the injection
of large amounts foreign exchange support accompanying the reform program. To isolate, at least
partially, the effects of the "peace dividend* from the effect generated by policy measures, the
domestic barter TOT for cash crops (traded), food crops (nontraded), and the agriculture sector as
a whole have been calculated. These prices are influenced, in one way or another, by such policy
measures as the changes in the exchange rate, price and trade liberalization, and the elimination of
marketing monopolies.

19. The terms of trade for cash crops fluctuated considerably during the 1981-86 period and
experienced a sustained deterioration between 1986 and 1989. However, there was a dramatic
improvement in the cash crops TOT in 1990 and 1991. Food crop TOT improved steadily between
1981 and 1987, largely as a result of insecurity, which prevented adequate supplies of food from
reaching the market. Since 1987, with the restoration of peace throughout most of the country, there
has been a significant revival in agricultural output and in the marketed surplus causing the TOT for
food crops to decline. Given the dominance of the food crop sector, this has resulted in the aggregate
TOT shifRing against agriculture. This somewhat surprising result probably warrants further research
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which present data limitations do not permit, i.e., a closer examination of farmers" incomes and
expenditures per capita. he key implication of the decline in agricultur. TOT is that increases in
gross domestic incomes have tended to be smaller than the increases in gross domestic product in
agriculture. It must also be pointed out that the improvement in the security situation has resulted in
a decrease in the farmers cost of production and so the decline in TOT probably overstates the loss
in incomes.

20. Mamecononkc Po&yaa1l$slmplica#ioes. A poor macroeconomic eAvironment, in addition
to providing the wrong market signals and thereby stifling economic growth, hurts the poor by
indirecty taxing the resources that they possess. An enabling macroeconomic environment. on the
other hand, removes production disincentives, encourages optimal resource allocation, and improves
income distribution. The impad of macroeconomic policies, particdularly those fobsing on taxation
and the exchange rate, is particularly pronounced in largely agricultural economies such as Uganda
and thereby warrants carefil consideration. The exchange rate, in particular, produces the most
pervasive impact that often outweighs the other effects of crop-specific policies.

21. Through a series of changes in the foreign exchange allocation system, the Ugandan shilling
has depreciated significantly since 1987. In 1987, the US dollar was officially exchanged at an
average rate of U Sh 44.7 and the spread between the official exchange rate and the free market
exchange rate amounted to about 266 percent. Starting in 1988, the Government began implementing
an aggressive program of adjusting the ofhicial exchange rate with a view to compressing the gap
between the official and the foreign exchange bureau rate and in July 1990 it legalized the operation
of the foreign exchange bureaus. By 1991, the Government had adjusted the official exchange rate
to an average of U Sh 750 per dollar, i.e., over a 17-fold depreciation. When the differential had
declined to about 15 percent, the Government decided to cease setting the official exchange rate
administratively and introduced a foreign exchange auction in January 1992.

22. It is important to note that real devaluation, by itself, cannot provide positive incendves and
stimulate the supply response unless it is complemented by price and market liberalization which
allows market-determined or border prices to be unsmitted to the producers and reduces the
monopoly rents enjoyed by marketing boards. Recogniing this, the Government of Uganda has
overhauled the system of marketing, pricing and taxing coffee. Starting with the 1991/92 coffee year
(October-September), the Government has moved to a system where only an indicative floor price
for coffee is announced and the actual producer price is determined by market forces. The export
monopoly of the Coffee Marketing Board has been eliminated and coffee exporting has been opened
to competition. To couneract the adverse impact of the decline in the international price of coffee,
the Government has viruly abolished all taxes on exports; the remaining export tax only applies
to Arabica coffee which commands a premium price on the internaional market. The Government
has further elimined the export monopoly of the Uganda Tea Authority and the Produce Marketing
Board, although the Lint Markeding Board still enjoys a monopoly for exporting cottonL These
changes have gone a long way in altering relative prices in favor of cash crops (tradables), and have
had a beneficial impact on the poor, to the extent dtat they are involved in the production of such
crops.

23. The over 50 percent decline in the international price of coffee, as a result of the collapse of
the Intnational Coffee Agreement, has caused major foreign trade, fiscal and price instability,
inimical to the rural as well as to the urban poor. As a result of the actions mentioned above,
partcularly since 1990, the Government has been able to protct the price received by producers.
Although the real producer price of Robusta coffee declined in the early years of the program with
the deteioration in the international environment, in 1991 the price was about 7 percent higher than
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the price in 1987, the year when the Government commenced implementing the ERP. The farmers'
share of the international price of coffee in 1991 and 1992 was more than double their share in the
mid 1980s. As a result of the adjustment measures implemented by Government, relative prices,
particularly since 1989, have changed in favor of coffee as compared to the prices received by
farmers for growing food crops such as plantain (matoke), cassava and maize, which compete with
coffee for farmer's resources, particularly labor. It is therefore apparent that, through macroeconomic
and agricultural pricing policies, the Government has been largely successful in preventing the coffee
industry from virtually collapsing which would have occurred in the absence of the structural reforms
implemented.

24. Impicatons for Household Welfare. To keep real incomes rising in the face of the overall
decline in the TOT of the agricultural sector, various strategies are being adopted by farmers. As
recent experience in several areas shows, monetization of the agricultural sector is gradually on the
increase as farmers shift resources, particularly labor, from less paying crops to crops commanding
higher prices at the farmgate level. In particular, incomes are being supported, in some areas, by the
introduction of some high-paying export crops into the production mix. These encouraging
developments are also being affected by changes in the labor market. In recent years, labor shortages
have started manifesting themselves, particularly in the estate sector, as a result of which real rural
wages have risen. Among the reasons for the labor shortage, particularly during peak season, is the
decline in the supply of migrant labor from neighboring countries and the impact of the AIDS crisis
on the productive segments of the population. Although this labor shortage has adversely affected the
up-keep of the coffee trees, a relatively labor-intensive activity, it has helped to supplement the
income of net-labor supplying households further improving rural welfare.

25. Inlation and Its hIpact on he Poor. While adverse weather conditions and the frequent
adjustments to the exchange rate and to interest rates have all contributed to the escalation of prices,
the imaance between government revenues and expenditures, and the link between the fiscal deficit
and monetary expansion has been the primary cause for the high rate of inflation in Uganda. The tax
effort in Uganda is still among the lowest in SS , and total revenues are sufficient to finance only
about 50 percent of government expenditures. While external loans and grants have traditionally
financed a large part of the fiscal deficit, borrowing from the domestic banking system bas been an
extremely impoitant sc'lrce of financing for the Govermment, at least until 1988/89. Consequently,
until 1988/89, the large-scale monetization of the deficit resulted in triple digit inflation levels,
thereby severely eroding real incomes in Uganda.

26. In order to stem this erosion, one of the key objectives of the stabilization component of the
adjustment program in Uganda has therefore been to keep prices in check by mobilizing incremental
fiscal revenues and restricting cxpenditures to budgeted amounts. Bringg inflation down to levels
comparable with those of major trading partners is a declared objective and a continuing challenge
for the Government. Since 1990, the Government has embarked upon a concerted program aimed at
mobilizing incremental revenues and controlling expenditures. The tax and tariff regime has been
rationalized, the rate structure has been greatly simplified, and tax exemptions mnmized. With the
establishment of the Uganda Revenue Authority (URA) in September 1991, the Government has taken
a bold step forward in overhauling its system of tax administration. Furthermore, the Government
has instituted a strict program aimed at keeping expenditures in line with the budget and has started
paying back its arrears to the banking system. As a result of these measures, Uganda has been
successful in reducing the average rate of inflation from over 200 percent in 1986/87 to about 42
percent in 1991(92. The average monthly inflation rate between July 1992 and February 1993, has
been -0.2 percent.
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27. Ike ?isJWon of Soda( Series. Another channel through which adjustment policies impact
on the poor is throi'gh the restrucuring of public expendiures such that an increased emphasis is
placed on the ptovision of economic and socia services which increase human capital. Expenditures
in areas such as primary health, primary education services, agricultunl research and extension, etc.
empower the poor, raise their productivity and augnt their eaning potential in the long run. While
Uganda still spends far less on economic and social services than do most countries in the world and
in SSA, the adjustment program in Uganda bas nonetheless emphasized the need for and resulted in
a visible change in public expenditure priorities with expenditure allocations increasing In favor of
social sectors in general and on education and heath care in particular. Given the extremely low
revenue effort mentioned above, the Government plans to continue increasing these allocations
steadily, keeping in mind the macroeconomic implications of the constraints imposed by the tight
resource envelope.

B. A Streg for Poverty Reduction

28. Despite the progress achieved to date, the unfinished economic agenda is large and there
should be little cause for complacency. If the Government's overarching objective is to make a
serious dent in poverty over the next decade, it wiUl have to vigorously implement the two-pronged
set of policies alluded to earlier, i.e., (1) policies which wil accelerate economic growth; and (ii)
policies which will deliver key services to the poor and, by investing in human capital, ensure that
the poor are able to participate equitably in that growth. While there is broad ownership of these
policies within Governmen, the principal challenge ahead lies in building the capacity to ensure that
policy changes can be implemented efficiently. Furthermore, there is an urgent need to strengthen
the databe and develop a poverty monitoring system which can provide policymakers with reguar
infomation on the impact of economic and social policies on the lives of the poor.

Poldes for Acceleating Growth

29. Experience from other countries has shown that macroeconoriic stability, a high rate of
investment backed by domestic savnWgs, and high rates of literacy and nuneracy are vital for rapid
economic growth. Uganda continues to do poorly in each of these three areas. Inflation continues to
be high and savings and investment continue to be low as do rates of litracy and numeracy. Tbe key
to achieving macroeconomic stability is to get firm control over the government budget. Despite the
rationalization of the tax and tariff regime and the establihment of the Uganda Revenue Authority,
the Government's revenue effort remains one of the lowest in the world. In the coming years, it will
be imperative to fiuther tighten tax administration and to broaden the tax base. The Government has
made remarkable progress in keeping expenditures in line withlihe budgeted amounts and such
discipline has to be maintained. However, given the low revenues, the Government will probably
continue to be a dissaver for several years to come thereby necessitating that the private sector
generate the large increases in savings that wil be necessary to finance the investment needed for
rapid econonic growth. Experience of countries like China, India, and Kenya has shown that poor
countries are capable of saving 20 percent of GDP or more. Ihis places a premium on the
development of the financial sector, because the key to higher rates of saving is an efficient finacial
syste capable of mobilizing small savings from a large proportion of the populaion.

30. Poliesfor Acdxag Agdcdual Grw&th At the heart of its growth strategy will have
to be the transformation of agriculture. The agricultural sector has the pnti to feed the country,
to supply food to the regional market, to export horticultural products in addition to the traditional
export crops, to produce industrial raw materis (sugarcane, coton, etc.) and generally to act as the
engie of growth. The key to readizig this potel is increasing yields by raising the productivity
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of the farmer. That means security of land tenure, investment in research and extension, control of
plant and animal diseases and rural feeder roads. Por some crops hbh-yielding varieties are available
from local research stations or foreign stations. What remains is to adapt them as necessary, and
propagate and disseminate them. An effective extension service is needed to ensure rapid adoption
of improved varieties by the farmers. Many countries in Asia have shown that rapid and sustained
improvements in yields are possible. The key question is one of timing, i.e., how quickly can Uganda
put in place the infrastructure needed to raise yields. The answer partly lies in targeting incremental
national and donor resources towards agriculture, particularly research and extension and rural feeder
roads. Raising agricultural productivity, along with increased access to basic health and education,
must take priority in the Government's spending program. Markets, with the associated infrastructure
of storage and refrigeration, also matter a great deal. This is a maOter for private investors rather than
Government except with regard to government support for the collection and dissemination of market
intelligence.

31. In addition to raising yields, Uganda must pay more attention to the working of the domestic
markets in agricultural products. This is not an invitation to Government to intervene in the affairs
of producers, processors and traders. Rather, it is to draw attention to the need to use public policy
and public expenditure to facilitate the proper functioning of markets in agricultural products. Poor
rural roads, for example, can place producers of certain crops, or producers in a particular reglon,
at a disadvantage vis-a-vis producers in other regions or producers of the same or other crops. Or
the way truck operators are licensed or regulated may have adverse effects on the markets for
agricultural commodities. In Uganda there is anecdotal evidence of very low farmgate prices for some
crops relative to final consumer prices. It is the legitimate responsibility of Government to find out
whether the gap between farmgate and final prices is broadly reflective of costs or whether it is
indicative of a malfunctioning market.

32. Rural feeder roads constitute an essential element of Uganda's strategy for accelerated
agricultural growth. Roads are needed to bring in agricultural inputs and implements, facilitate the
work of extension staff, bring access to manufactured goods, create access to basic social services
such as education and health and, most important of all, provide access to markets for farm goods.
During the early phase of the ERP the Government placed emphasis on the rehabilitation of the major
runk roads and much progress has been achieved in this area. The Government has recentiy shifted
attention to rural roads and the donors have responded enthusiastically with funds, equipment and
technical assistance. However, progress with the rehabilitation of rral roads has been slow. Ihe main
reason for this is the weak implementation capacity of the Ministry of Local Government and the
district authorit 2s upon which falls the responsibility for the construction, repair and mainte_nce
of rural roads. This is a task which will be gradually shifted to the districts, in parallel with the
necessary financial and trained manpower resources. The decentralization of responsibilities will
probably start with feeder roads maintenance.

33. In the drive towards greater reliance on market forces and on the private sector, Uganda has
moved quickly to dismantle the monopolies in the agricultural sector. These monopolies were the
Coffee Marketing Board fur coffee exports, the Uganda Tea Authority for tea exports, and the
Produce Marketing Board for the export of food crops. In all three areas the emergence of
competition is acting as a spur to fiuther market development. In food crops, for example, private
traders have been the driving force behind the penetration of the European and Middle East markets
in simsim. Unfortnately, Uganda is not entirely rid of monopolies. The Lint Marketing Board sfill
has the right to purchase all cotton for export. Ginneries are free to sell lint to the domestic cotton-
processing mills. However traders in cotton lint and seed must be licensed by the Lint Marketig
Board. Ihe Cotton Act, last revised in 1964, provides for the zoning of cotton production, the setting
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of fixed seed and cotton lint prices, restrictions on the Importation of, or trade in cotton and for the
licensing of ginneries and restrictions on the siting of the same. As a result the cooperative unions
have a de facto monopoly of cotton ginning. There has been much talk of amending the Cotton Act
and the Lint Marketing Board Act with a view to introducing more competition into the cotton
industry but little action so far. Given the potential for fast growth of a once-thriving industry,
Government must set itself monitorable targets for removing the institutional factors constraining the
revival of cotton.

34. Ineffective and inefficient financial intermediation hurts all sectors of the economy, including
agricuiture. At present agriculture does not depend much on purchased inputs and implements,
whether locally made or imported; nor is the bigger proportion of agricultural output marketed or
processed. The heaviest demand for credit in the agricultural sector has come from the agencies
responsible for the procurement, processing and marketing of the traditional export crops, particularly
coffee. Apart from the Rural Farmers Scheme that has been operated by the Uganda Commercial
Bank, institutional credit has generally not been available to the smallholder. As a result not enough
is known about the capacity of the smallholder to absorb and repay loans. The usual presumption is
that credit is a constraint on production. This may well be true in Uganda but it does not follow that
rushing credit to the farmer would translate into increased production. The first priority should rather
be to get a better understanding of the different factors limiting the smallholder's ability to expand
output.

35. PolUiesforAcelerating Industrial Growth. Although import-substitution, certainly the old-
fashioned, state-directed kind, is out of favor, it must be said that Uganda has substantial scope for
replacing imnorts, provided this is done efficiently. A wide range of basic products are still imported,
including cekent, paints, biscuits, processed milk, garments, blankets, tomato paste, and tinned fruit
juices. Import-substitution is more likely to succeed if it is part of an outward-oriented development
strategy than one focused entirely on the domestic market. The Republic of Korea, China, and other
fast-growing countries have demonstrated the superiority of outward orientation. Thus, Uganda must
exploit, to the full, the opportunities for entering export markets. As far as manufactured exports are
concerned, there are no obvious winners on the horizon but these cannot be ruled out. It is private
investors, not governments, who pick winners (or losers). ITe government's role is to ensure that
the investment climate is conducive to attracting investors who can produce a wide range of
manufactured goods for the local and export market. In this regard, the great success achieved by
Mauritius in identifying and exploiting an export market niche (n this case, wearing apparel) provides
an indication of the opporunities that Uganda can seize.

36. Given the dearth of long-term finance, modern technology, knowledge of foreign markets and
management skills in Uganda, foreign investment has a crucial role to play as the catalyst for the
transformation of the economy. In some countries minorities from a particular foreign country or
region have performed this role. In Uganda the Asians fit the bill. A significant number of the Asians
expelled by Amin in 1972 have become successful entrepreneurs in Britain, Canada and other
countries. The courageous decision of the NRM Government to reurn the expropriated properties
to the owners opens the way for these entrepreneurs to invest in Uganda. Having been dispossessed
once, they will most likely exercise maximum caution in committing resources to Uganda.
Nevertheless, the early signs are encouraging and a number of Asians have embarked upon a major
rehabilitation of their properties once these were returned to them. Uganda needs to be forthright
about the catalytic role that investors can play in the economy and it should mount investment
promotion exercises directed at Asian and other foreign invesors.
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37. Enployment and Labor Market Polcies. The central objective of employment and labor
market policies for the reduction of poverty in Uganda should be to increase the earnings of labor
in agriculture. From the objectives of the land reform legislation proposed by the Agriculture Policy
Committee, it appears that the Government rightly wishes to pursue a strategy of rural development
which promotes a system of smallholder agriculture by further consolidating the de facto universal
access to land. For this strategy to work, the proposed land reformr legislation must find ways of
guaranteeing tenancy rights to all the existing users of land and ' 'proving the land endowment
of the very small farmers. To encourage the small farmers to overc.. ne the absence of the advantage
of economies of scale, steps should be taken to facilitate their access to an appropriate technological
package. As has been stated throughout the report, Ugandan agriculture operates under primitive
conditions and the knowledge of farming systems and crop husbandry practices is rudimentary.

38. Iabor Mobii. The operation of the rural labor market will continue to be constrained due
to the absence of a large and mobile ruril labor force. This is not by itself a problem as long as the
concentration of labor in smallholder agriculture is not artificially promoted by inappropriate
incentives. Improved systems of information and infrstuctural facilities, along with the steady
improvement of productivity in smallholder agriculture, is likely to make as much labor available to
the rest of the economy as it can efficiently employ.

39. Govenamert Role in the Fonnal Sector. Regulation of employment and wages in the formal
sector has traditionally been kept low in Uganda and the Government has rightly resisced pressures
to regulate formal sector wages, through such measures as the legislation of minimum wages. As long
as there ib a healthy growth of earnings in the primary sector of the economy, the market might be
trusted to ensure that the formal sector of the economy pays a price for labor that is adequate for
living above the poverty threshold. Creating too great a differential between earnings in the primary
sector and the earnings in the formal sector ofte leads to a lower than optimal rate of
industrialization, an unwarranted influx to urban areas leading to an overcrowded informal sector,
and a rising differential in the earnings between the formal and informal sectors.

40. Edcation and fIhing. Education and taining facilities must adjust to make the allocation
of lahor more efficient. Improved productivity of agricultural labor hinges critically on the expansion
of primary education. Urban educational services would be better advised to reduce the focus on
general higher education and instead increase the emphasis on technical training. Clearly the entire
system of pricing of educational serices is in need of a basic reappraisal. At present a primary
school student in Uganda is charged a tuition which is often a significant proportion of the cash
income of an average rural household whereas university education continues to be free of tuition,
often with access to additional subsidies.

41. AIDS. The effects of the AIDS pandemic on employment and the labor market in Uganda
cannot be determined with any precision. It is however clear that AIDS, which disproportionately
strikes people in their prime, will increase the dependency ratio and make the task of poverty
reduction more difficult. The pessimistic prognosis is heightened by the fact that measures to prevent
the spread of HIV infection - critically important though they are - will have little effect on the
incidence of AIDS during the next decade. The Government of Uganda deserves credit for dealing
with the AIDS issue in an open manner. Besides concentrating efforts on containing the firther spread
of the HIV infection, e.g., by promoting the use of condoms, the Government, working with the
NGO comunity, should explore the need to make targeted interventions in order to reduce the
extreme effects on householas whose labor endowments have been depleted by AIDS.



42. Public SectorIkmployment. Expaosion of public sector employment is not an effective method
of poverty reduction. Indeed an expansion in public employment almost certainly hurts the cause of
poverty reduction by appropriating resources that might be used to expand employment more
productively elsewhere in the economy. The number of persons employed in the public sector has
grown too rapidly over the years from the standpoint of the actual expansion of public services and
the capacity of the Government to protect real wages of public employees from serious erosion. ne
result is widespread resort to cormpt and fraudulent practices (e.g., bribety, keeping 'ghost' workers
on the payroll) and moonlighting and second informal jobs. On the whole, the effective labor time
spent in public employment may have declined at the same time that there has been a steady rise in
the number of persons on payroll. Recently tha Government has succeeded in reversing the trend and
reducing the number of persons on payroll. The task is incomplete and should continue. To the extent
that the reduction in government employment comes through the elimination of ghost workers and
attrition (i.e., not replacing the low priority retirees) the process does not impose any burden on the
current budget. A further opportunity may become available if the increase in capacity utilization in
formal sector enterprises provides a leeway for productive expansion of employment. In that event
positions in these enterprises might be filled by the redundant government workers. However, a
reduction in public employment is by itself a rather minimsl measure. A central objective of the
presently underway civil service reform program must be to introduce a culture of improved job
performance, matched by higher real earnings commensurate with skill levels. This in turn means that
a way must be found to prevent employment in public sector to be determined by the supply of high
school and university graduates in a system of irrational relative costs of different forms of education.

Policies for Gender-Responsive Growth

43. The strategies adopted by the Ugandan Govermnent to reduce poverty and to foster
sustainable economic growth need to take explicit account of the gender dimension. In this respect,
they must recognize and seek to address the asymmetries in the respective rights and obligations of
men and women, and pay particular attention to the gender division of labor, and differential
incentives and opportunities facing men and women, as the country embarks on monetization,
diversification, and productivity enhancement in the critically important agricultural sector. It is, in
particular, necessary that gender-responsive actions be undertaken as an interconnected package of
measures which are mutually reinforcing. The priority areas requiring attention if Uganda is to enable
both men and women to break out of poverty, and to contribute more fully to economic and social
development, are:

(i) to promote, through literacy and education, and in conjunction with the vigorous pursuit of
the gender-responsive legal (and customary) reform efforts underway, the legal rights and
protections enabling women to benefit from their own labor and to have greater access to and
control of economically productive resources, including capital and land, thereby raising the
status of women to enable more equal participation in household-level, community, and
national decisionmaking;

(ii) to raise the productivity of women's economic (paid) labor through investment in education
aimed at overcoming social, financial, and cultural barriers to female participation, including
at the post-prinary level; through investment in basic, accessible, and affordable health care
responsive to the wide range of women's health needs; and through targeted actions aimed
at raising women's access to information, technology, inputs, credit, and extension services;

(iii) to alleviate the domestic labor constraint through substanially increased attention to and
investment in labor-saving technologies, in infrastructure (especially transport, feeder roads,
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and markets), and in waver supply and woodlots, that take explicit account of female users'
needs in design and implementation;

(iv) to provide maximum political and financial support to the efforts, spearheaded by UNICEF,
to reduce AIDS risk among young girls; and to protect the rights of children, including
ftrough institutional measures in the RC system to ensure appropriate representation and
articulation of children's needs.

C. Policies for the Delivery of Sodal Services

44. 2&e Public xpendUuwe Agenda. The Government recognizes that, since the single most
important asset owned by the poor is their labor, the central element of its poverty reducing public
expenditure strategy should be to accord highest priority to developing their human capital. Human
capital, more than any other factor, increases the income earning opportunities of the poor and
contributes both to individual and national productivity. Accordingly, during the past two years, the
Government has bee" attempting to foster such development in human capital by restructuring
government expenditures in favor of the social sectors and rural infrastructure. Notwithstanding the
sere resource constraints, the Government must continue to ensure that these priority programs
reemain protected. Not only should more resources be channelled towards primary education and
primary health care, but the efficiency of these expenditures should also be improved by ensuring that
money is spent on high impact programs and that the combination of expenditures within and across
sectors are optimal. The Government needs to critically review its portfolio of investment projects
in order to ensure that it is responsive to the country's changing needs. In other words, Government
needs to ensure that expenditures are made on a rational basis rather than the allocated on the basis
of historical levels. The combination of capital and recurrent expenditure also needs to be improved.

45. Both the quantity and quality of desired social services is advers--y affected by a lack of
sufficient funds. In the medium-to-long run, mobilization of domestic resources, through improved
efficiency in tax collection and also through the judicious adoption of cost recovery scheme! in
appropriate sectors, will be essential. This will need to be augmented by shifting minds from relatively
unproductive areas such as defense, state farms, teacher training colleges, u.-iversities, curative
health, etc. to areas where the economic and social returns are the highest, i.e., primary health,
primary education, agricultural research and extension, rural feeder roads and rural water supply.

46. Polcis to Conol the Growth in Pop'ation. Uganda needs to slow down population growth
in order to reduce poverty within the shortest possible time. At present, the Government of Uganda
does not have an explicit population and family planning pi:cy and lags far behind other SSA
countries in encouraging its citizens to have small, manageable families and informing them of
methods of doing this. in addition to aggravating poverty, the growing population has adversely
affected the environment by increasing the encroachment on forests and by intensifying farming,
resulting in soil erosion and stagnating yields. It is therefore imperative that the Government develop
a national family planning program and closely monitor progress towards decreasing presently high
fertility rates.

47. Insitutional Issues and e Provsion of Safety Nets. Although a strong case could be made
for this in the Ugandan context, targeting the poorest and most vulnerable is far too expensive an
option for the Government of Uganda to consider at present, given the extremely low revenue effort
and the weak administrative capacity. Instead, the focus should be on providing fundamental services
in rural areas: primary education, primary and preventive health care, rural feeder roads, safe, easily
accessible water, agricultural exterqion, and marketing assistance. Communities can help provide
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some of wese services themselves, with assitance from Government and NGOs. Government, donors
and NGOs need to develop a tripartite system to support self-help projects, and to ensure that priority
investments are undertaken. If Government wishes NGOs to follow Government leadership in a
scenario in which Government formulates policy and sets standards, NGOs, including Ugandan ones,
shouid be involved in policy formulation. For the tripartite svstem to work, it must be 'owned' by
a substantial portion of the three sets of actors (Government, NGOs and donors). The policy
development process in the areas of AIDS and child welfare could become a model for other sectors.

48. Tle program of decentralization being adopted by the Government offers a unique opportunity
to support community and NGO initiatives, particularly in light of the fact that the Government lacks
the capacity to deliver much needed services to most of Its citizens. For this new model to work, it
will be imperative for the Goverment to educate the population and to reorient and educate civil
servants towards its changing role. The District Community Action Trust (DCAT), which should be
designed as a social investment fund which disburses funds quickly for projects generated by self-help
groups, could emerge as an important instrument to address poverty on a broad scale.
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A Profile of Poverty

-There are tree dibt conenu to the measremn ofpoverty. rst, we have to spec what
we mean by the standad of living. Second, we have to delineate a crial levl of the standard of
livng below which there is powrty, by defjn* id, we need to copress formation on tde
standards of liV below the crcal level into an nde of povert. ' (Ravi Ranbur, Poverty and
Developent, PPR Working Paer 618, World Bank 1991. p. 3

Background

1.1 With a per capita Income of under US$170, Uganda today is one of the poorest countries in
the world. Having seen beaer days at the time of gainng independence, it is a living testament of the
havoc caused by the political turmoil and economic decline brought about by several years of despotic
rule.

1.2 At independence (1962), Uganda had one of the most vigorous and promising economies in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), and the years following independence amply demonstrated this economic
potential. Favored with a good climate and fertile soil, the country was self sufficient in food, with
the agricultura sector being a large earner of foreign exchange. The manufacuring sector supplied
the economy with basic inputs and consumer goods and was also a source of foreign exchange
eanings through the export of textiles and copper. Export eanings not only financed the country's
import requirements but also resulted in a current account surplus. Fiscal and monetary management
was sound and the domestic savings rate averaged about 15 pereent of GDP, enough to finance a
respectable level of investment. Uganda's system of transportation was widely regarded as one of the
best in SSA and included an effective network ot roads, railways, port and air transport

1.3 Ugada's social indicators were comparable to, if not better than, most countries in Africa.
The country's health service had developed into one of Africa's best and pioneered many low cost
health and nutrition programs. There existed a highly orgaiized network of vaccination centers, and
immunization programs reached as much as 70 percent of the population. Although school enrollment
was still low, Uganda's educadon system had developed a reputation for very high quality.

1.4 The Amin regime radically reversed the economic and social progress attained since
independence, and the ensuing civil strife resulted in a tremendous loss of human life. It is estimated
that as many as 500,000 Ugandans lost their lives during Amin's eight-year dictatorship and as many
as one million more were internally displaced from their homes and farms. A 1985 estimate by the
U.S. Committee for Refugees concluded that in that year one out of every fourteen Ugandans was
either a refugee or was displaced; it was estimated that as many as 200,000 Ugandans had fled the
country and were living in exile.

1.5 Economic mismanagement accompanied the civil war and professional standards deteriorated
rapidly as skilled personnel fled the country. Between 1970 and 1980, Uganda's GDP declined by
about 25 percent, exports by 60 percent, and import volumes by close to 50 percent. With large
increases in defense expenditures, the government budget became increasingly untenable and was
largely financed by anlk borrowing which resulted in average inflation rates well in excess of 70
percent. Economic mismanagement and abuse of human rights on a massive scale continued during
the Obote regime in the mid 1980s. By 1985 govermment expenditure on education and health, in real
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terms, amouWted to about 27 percent and 9 pCent respetively of the 1970s levels. When the
National Resistance Movement (NRM) Government assumed power in January 1986, it inherited a
shaed economy whose social indicators today paint a dismal picture of the quality of life of its
cizens and a indicative of the exteat of poverty within the country. The following sections present
a brief profile of poverty in Uganda.

Def_ng Povert

1.6 Being multidimensional, poverty cannot be reduced to a single indicator. However, in order
to estimate the distribution and depth of povety, it is generally consiuared acceptable to use real per
capita expenditure as a proxy for welfare. A yardstick is then needed to determine who is poor and
who is not and, for this purpose, a poverty line is drawn which defines the cutoff living standard
below which a person is classified as being poor. Two approaches are frequently used. An absolute
poverty line can be calculated on the basis of the income needed to satisfy minimal nutritional

remen and a non-food compone. Alterively, a relative povery line may be used, whereby
a percentage of households at the bottom of the income distribon is considered poor, e.g., the
bottom 40 percent. The advantage of using a relative poverty line is that k avoids complex, and often
controversial, calculations of a minimum food or commodity basket, while sfill providing essentfal
Iformation for policy action and targeting of special programs.

1.7 This report has defined two relative poverty lines for Uganda. The first poverty line has been
drawn at U Sh 6,000 per capita per month (approximately US$110 per capita per year), which is
approximately equal to four fifths of the mean per capita monthly expenditure in 1989/90 (U Sh
7,512). The second poverty line has been drawn at U Sh 3,000 per capita per month (approximaely
US$55 per capita per year), which is approximately equal to two fifths of the mean per capita
mondthly expenditure. Ugandans filling below the U Sh 6,000 poverty line have been characteized
as the *poor* and those falling below the U Sh 3,000 poverty line as the *poorest" or the core poor.

1.8 Preliminary estimates indicate that, in 1989/90, a ninimum of U Sh 6,000 per capita per
month would have a daily intake of 2,200 calories plus some reasonable non-food expenditures (e.g.,
clothing, fuel, etc.).' This does not mean that people with monthly expenditures higher than U Sh
6,000 in 1989190 lived comfortably; rather, it means that those with lower montly expenditures
could not satisfy their basic requirements. The lower povet line of U Sh 3,000 represents the bare
minimum for adequate food intake. At U Sh 3,000, if you are adequately fcd, you do not have
anything else at all, however essential (see also para 1.11). As the key social indicators discussed

An average intabc of about 2,200 caltries per day wuld llow an adult to main meamble heal and
perfomane stadards, aoding to the standard esbid by ot WoM Halh Oraniat. People of differe
ges, szes, ad ocpaton may rquir diffetat kveb of calorie td to b adeuaely fed. An -eqvac
me is dwterefo often used in order to tUsomn the number of people in a houseoWld io an 'aduk-equivalat
mimber of peope. Por exawle, wom ad youngr mebers of th houehold a often counted as haing

_ X t _ s -rqurment that am de t h of an adul male. In th anlyss presnted in ths chapter, suh
equivalea have d no be und the at h be presentd on a pe capita basis. While equivalen
sae ca bhe dived fan houseod expenditur data, t cma bo a complex and time consuming ptocoss. The
imposio of a scale from anotber eount, or a made-u equive sale is often, ooned unnece_ily
arbiry. Work is presently underway xc estmo at Ug specil oequivlenc scale. It is impotant to point out
ta Xt per ap measm pmesed hew may la to lae huehl wthh mom hir apparing to be poorer
tn they acualy an whih is of pariulr snificane in assessing rlai trl/urt poverty, kin epectdth
the analyis pre y undewq wm shed fihe lighet in this are.



Table 1.1: Slected fa t Ugandan Households

AU No.- AU Al Feale Mae
AveWig Uada FPeo Poow Poora Rual U&ban Headed Headed

RealPer CpbkalussholdExpendltu 7,512 11,810 3,485 1,84$ 6,885 11,760 7,491 7,517
Household Sim 5.4 4.8 6.1 6.4 S.6 4.5 4.5 5.7
DepeudenyRat (Ro 44 38 51 52 46 37 45 44
Aveg Age of Household Read 42 40 43 43 43 35 44 41
F.aohAe dedlowhvoldds(S) 22 21 23 25 21 31 100 0
No4ebold Headsl ietate (S) 77 80 74 70 74 93 69 79

Percent Shamca in Totd Ebeadihie:
Food 67 66 67 58 67 61 70 66
Dhik ad Tobacco S 6 S 3 S 6 2 6
Cloehde 6 6 7 10 6 7 6 6
Rea 3 3 4 7 3 3 4 3
Fuad 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2
T,ampqont 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.3
Heam I 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
Educao.n I I 1 2 1 1 1 1

Food Bxpnditu., aa Share of
Tota tehnd1tume:
Mastat Purchseh 26 30 23 19 23 53 29 26
own ProducBon 40 36 44 39 45 8 41 40

Source: Staff caBoluam bind an H2B date.

below demonstrate, access to basic soci services is very low thoughout the country, implying that
some Ugandans above the povety line could also be considered poor. The role of the poverty lines
defined in this report is not to prem a precise defiition of poverty in Uganda but rather to illustate
where the pOOr are and what their c tics are (see Annex m for a brief description of the
adjusments made to the Household Budget Survey data to arrive at these poverty lines).

1.9 Table 1.1 shows mean per capita expendiure per month and a number of household
charactestics emated on the basis of a Houseold Budget Survey (HBS) conducted in 1989990.V
The table reveals t the poorer households tend to be larger, have older and less educated household
heads, and are more likely to be headed by a woman. Not surprisingly, the dependency ratio, which
is caculated here as the proportion of the household population younger than 18 and older than 55,
is quite high and increases for poorer households. The difference in average per capita expenditure
between urban and rural areas is significant, with rural people spending about half as much as urban
dwellers. Accordingly, indicators generally associated with poverty have higher vawues for rural
Uganda: larger household size, higher dependency ratio, higher illiteracy, etc. (additional discussion
on female-headed households is presented in the following two chapters).

Dat in do 1990 MM conductd by th Sktat Demet_ of dte Minib of Fmance oad Ecoosui Plaing
oosilt of a staifoed aVnp, of 4,500 heusebiolds a cra Ugauba ebcept for eo4lt distuic in the North sad East
wbich wm not amped due to inewiy. DIpediues wmr calcad adig the valu, of puaend goods and
he aad o va (at ma*t piae) of th goods conmmed m of om preduon
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Tale 1.2: Povery Inicats for Ugand

Populdon P. I,dcator Cotribution to Nation Poverty
Sham P0 P, P2 Po P, P,

For a roverty Line of U Sh 6,000

Al Uganda 1.00 0.55 0.03 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00

Urban 0.11 0.38 0.02 0.01 0.08 0.07 0.06
Rund 0.89 0.57 0.04 0 01 0.92 0.93 0.94

Towns 0.07 0.38 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.04
Centrl Urban 0.01 0.48 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Cental Rual 0.29 0.49 0.03 0.02 0.26 0.23 0.20
North Urbn 0.01 0.55 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01
Noith Rurl 0.09 0.81 0.06 0.03 0.1S 0.18 0.19
Eas Urban 0.01 0.30 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Eas Rum 0.21 0.70 0.0Q 0.03 0.28 0.32 0.34
wet Urban 0.01 0.30 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
West Rural 0.31 0.47 0.03 0.01 0.23 0.21 0.20

Fora Povrty Line ofU Sh 3,000

All Ugand 1.00 0.19 0.01 0.01 1.00 1.00 1.00

urban 0.11 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.03
Rura 0.89 0.21 0.01 0.00 0.96 0.96 0.97

Towns 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02
Central Urban 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Centmr Rum: 0.29 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.15 0.12
Nor Urban 0.01 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
North Rural 0.09 0.42 0.02 0.01 0.21 0.21 0.20
East Urban 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Ea Rurl 0.21 0.30 0.02 0.01 0.35 0.41 0.42
Wes Uba 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Wet Rurl 0.31 0.17 0.01 0.00 0.24 0.20 0.23

Soew: Wc sAo= basedon BSdatL

1.10 Scattered evidence suggests that the high dependency ratio esdmated here is likely to be only
one side of the coin, although available national data do not allow fiuther analysis. The other (hidden)
side is that, as a result of civil strife and the AIDS pandemic, there are now entire households made
up of "dependents". These are grandpFwUnts taking care of their grandchildren, or minors and elderly
people living on their own (see following chapter for further discussion). While the phenomenon is
probably more pronounced in areas heavily affected by AIDS and civil war, under present
circumstanes we can expect the dependency rado to grow, putting an increasingly heavy burden on
the shoulders of surviving responsible adults.
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e imp otbasu e ia eofpovie *oiof ividual, i eac Marea which
1 i belot*h povety l;ne, or t1X 'b oCouMtim (P). 'i1 is qual ta tae wf individu" l aling
below-,, tline divided by'the POPAdon tarea m dei ion.

|Howevre as a measure of tki era the depth of
U6Vwtty. IAthough we w how man fall below the povet line, we do t-- know by how much th poore
fi beow ine. This can be capurd a" h total poP a Sb M'e, r ech individual, he
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Table 1.3: Expendite on Differfat Food Itns
(As a Pa}ut of Totd Expenditure)

Clatral Nortr EAste Wesbte
Rural Rual Rural Rural

Brad an Ceeals 7.1 17.6 1S.1 8.2
Meat and Pouhzy 4.8 6.5 8.6 4.5
Fish 4.2 5.4 4.5 2.1
Milk, Cheee& Egs 2.5 1.1 3.0 3.0
Oils and Fats 0.8 1.0 0.9 1.1
Fruit and Vog. 15.2 18.4 19.0 14.4
Matoke 13.1 0.9 9.1 13.4
Potatoes and Tubers 12.3 20.4 13.S 11.2
Salt 1.9 1.2 2.4 1.0
SuWar 0.7 1.5 1.1 0.8

SaoW: SAf c.kuuoss bad on BS data.

Poverty Indicators and the Regonal Variation In Poverty

1.12 A a poverty line of U Sh 6,000, 55 percent of Ugandans can be defined as being poor (see
Table 1.2). As one would have expected from differences in average per capita expenditures, the poor
we disproportionately fiwnd in rral areas, where about 57 percent of the population is poor,
compared to about 38 percent in urban areas. The head count ratio (PO - see Box 1.1 for definition)
indicates that 92 percent of the poor in Uganda live in the countryside, while only 89 percent of the
population is classified as rural. The disepancy between rural and urban levels of poverty is even
greater using the lower or core' poverty line; 96 percent of the core poor live in rural areas.
Optimisc inferences about the welfare of urban dwellers, however, should be tempered by the
realization that life in the towns is more expensive than in rural areas, so that at equivalent
expendtre levels, urban dwellers will face a harsher existence. The higher cost of secring decent
housing and sanitary condidons is a case in point. Also, homeless people are more likely to be found
in urban centers, but they are not included in the Household Budget Survey.

1.13 When the data are analyzed to take into account the depth of poverty, it turns out that not
only is poverty more widesprad in rural areas, but it is also deeper. In other words, nrual people
are more likely to be poor than urban dwellers, and their poverty is more severe. Thus, while the
wcontribution to national povery shown by the head count ratio (P.) for ru areas is 0.92, the
poverty gap index (P, - see Box 1.1), which measures both the incidence and the depth of povery,
Is 0.93. The fact that the P2 measure (see Box 1.1), which places even greater emphasis on how far
people fall below the poverty line, is 0.94 shows that povery is d*per in ural areas. In other
words, the very poorest are in rral aras.

1.14 Ihe poverty gap index also allows for the calculation of the amount of money that would be
necesary in order to eliminate poverty if perfect targeting were possible ( see Box 1.1). The amount
of money needed to bring everybody up to the U Sh 6,000 poverty line, if there were no leakages,
was U Sh 3,840 million per month in 1989190 prices or about US$5.8 million per month at the
1989/90 average exchange rate. However, this mber needs to be intepreted with caution. While
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Map 1.1: Diricts with the Hghest lfcdco Pofebrt

a monthly transfer of US$5.8 million in 1989190 woud have enabled all Ugandan citizens to spend
a minimum of U Sh 6,000 per month, this would still not have been sufficient to provide everyone
with access to basic social services. For example, since about 80 percent of adult women had not
completed elementary school in 1989,4 this implies that many of the women above the U Sh 6,000
poventy line did not have adequate access to education and therefore providing such a transfer to
Uganda would still have been insufficient to finance the primary edacation of all its women.

1.15 As Table 1.2 reveals, the highest incidence of poverty i in the northern part of the country
(see Map 1.1 for districts with the highest incidence of poverty). In the nrur areas of the north, 81
percent of the population have a real per capita monthly expenditure of less than U Sh 6,000 and 42
percent have a real per capita monthly expenditure of less than U Sh 3,000. Such high incidence can
be ascried for the most part to the ravages of the civil war. As persistent insecrity prevented the
hardest hit northern districts ftom being included in the Household Budget Survey, it can be assumed
that the actual poverty incidence in the north is higher (data from other sources support tis
assumption, as discussed in the following chapter).

1.16 Table 1.3 shows the regional variation in the patterns of food expendiures for the rural areas
of each region. 'he variation reflects both diffirent diet patterns and different levels of expenditures.
Hence, expenditures on matoke are highest in the central region, where matoke is the staple food,

4 hmmams ka, Edwad Kai, Am Con ad Edilto Lbu a, Ug8_a Dmw8#qic .sd Me" anvy
19, Gniby aof Halib Ea3bbe. Ugad, Octobr 1969.
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while expenditures on cereals are highest in the north, where millet is the staple food. The share of
expenditure on cheap and fi!ling foods (e.g., bread, cereals, matoke and tubers) is generally consistent
with the regional distribution of poverty as shown in the Pcx indicators.

Intrahousehold InequaUity

1.17 The choice of household expenditures a. an indicator of individual welfare, and therefore of
poverty, assumes that resources within the household are distributed equitably among all members.
In the case of Uganda, there is some evidence that this might not be true and that men, particularly
in certain regions, consume a disproportionately high share of household resources, often at the
expense of women and children.

1.18 It was noted earlier (see para 1.11) that the share of household expenditures on drinks and
tobacco is higher than on any other basic necessity, with the exception of food, and that this holds
true at any expenditure level. Children do not generally consume any tobacco or alcohol; which
leaves women and men. The fact that female-headed households spend about half as much on drinks
and tobacco than male-headed households is telling (see Table 1.1). From the HBS data, as well as
information provided by NGOs and district offices, it appears that men's drinking is often a problem
and that men spend much of the little cash they have on alcohol.

1.19 As pointed out by a number of NGOs, the most troublesome aspect of intrahousehold
inequality, however, is the inequitable distribution of food among family members. In many
traditional families, the man is presented with all the food, and only after he has taken as much as
he wants will the other members of the household be served. Nutritional studies in Kamuli district
show that the man usually takes (or is given by his wife) half of the food, irrespective of how much
food is there to begin with and how many other people have to eat.- Older boys eat second, some
times sharing their father's dish. Women, girls and small children eat last. It is clear that this practice
could be detrimental to small children and women, particularly in times of weather-induced food
scarcity. The resulting poor nutritional status of women has serious implications for materna
mortality, low birth weight babies, problematic lactation, and infant and child mortality. When
mothers do not eat well, breast milk may not be enough and therefore may need to be supplemented
by cow's milk. But poor people can ill afford to buy milk and they will water it down, thus staring
the malnutrition and diarrhea cycle.

Nutritional Indicators

1.20 Nutritional indicators are both a measure of health and of wealth. Unlike economic indicatms,
which are more open to subjective interpretation, nutritional indicators are better indicators of poverty
because they represent the result of insufficient food intake and/or inadequate access to health care,
and also reflect sanitary conditions and (to a minor extent) mother's education. For example, food
intake may become insufficient because of the onset of diarrhea which prevents the body from
absorbing some of the food. Diarrhea, in turn, is often the result of unsaniary living conditions,
especially lack of access to potable water. The inability to obtain appropriate medical care, either
because doctors and medicines are not available within a reasonable distance or becase they are

5 Louia Ssaumjoi, "Vitamn A Inak* among CWn below hlx - Kam D&W, Child Healh an Devalopeaa
Canter, Mulgo Hospitl, Ka}Caa, Mash 1992.
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unaffordable, wIll delay the return to a healthy state. Mothers' ignorance of simple actions to limit
damage (e.g., administration of safe fluids) may make things worse.

1.21 The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) conducted in 1988/89 found that 45 percent of
children aged 0.60 months had stunted growth, as shown by their height-for-age.' Severe growth
retardation occurred in 20 p-cent of the sampled children. Stunting reflects the cumulative effect of
chronic malnutrition over a udmber of years, and it is typically associated with poor economic
conditions (as illustrated above). Although it is conceivable that some families will fail to provide
adequate nutrition to their children out of ignorance or neglect, it is very unlikely that this would be
the case for the majority. This assumption is supported by the fact that stunting is almost twice as
cnmmon in rural than in urban areas, that is, in areas that where the incidence of poverty is much
higher. Thus, we can conclude that, when the effect of insufficient access to social services is
combined with that of limited economic resources, the percentage of Ugandans living in poverty
appears to be higher than what a poverty line at U Sh 6,000 would suggest.

1.22 There are, of course, regional variations. The DHS found the prevalence of stunting to be
considerably higher in the southwest (54 percent), while Kampala had the lowest percentage of
stunted children (22 percent). The northern districts could not be surveyed because of the insecurity
in the area, but medical personnel in Gulu and Kitgum estimate malnutrition rates to be at least 60
percent. Acute malnutrition (i.e., wasting) is only 2 percent according to the DHS, but in Gulu,
Kitgum and Karamoja it is estimated to be as much as 30 percent.

1.23 Seasonal variations in agricultural production, and therefore in income or expenditures, are
also important Hospital admission records and field interviews suggest that malnutrition increases
dramatically in the preharvest season. This has important bearings for the interpretation of data on
household budgets, as the following example illustrates. If rural households have expenditures of U
Sh 2,000 for three (preharvest or dry) months a year and of U Sh 7,000 for the remaining nine
months, the frequency distribution will show 25 percent of households faling below the poverty line
of U Sh 6,000. However, all households fall below the poverty line for three months of the year.

Social Indicators

1.24 As the above suggests, data on mean per capita expenditures are not enough to understand
poverty. When expenditures on health are very low, for instance, does it mean that people are on the
average quite healthy, that the state offers very cheap medical services, or that people can not afford
to spend money on doctors and medicines however much they need them? Social indicators provide
at least a partial answer, because they measure effective use of social services (e.g., immunization,
school attendance, etc.) and/or the result of the accessibility and quality of such services (e.g.,
maternal and child mortality rates).

1.25 The extremely low level of Uganda's social indicators makes it abundantly clear that
optimistic interpretations of low per capita expenditures in health and education would be
inappropriate. Life expectancy at 47 for men and 50 fo: women is one of the lowest in the world
(Table 1.4), and it is difficult to see how the situation could improve in the near future with the AIDS

Stng said to occur whn eight-for-ag is two or mn tandard deviao below the mean of the reference
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pandemic ffeaening not only the adult population but also infants.7 AIDS has emerged as a
significant cause of death and ilness among young children. Thus, the already high infant and child
mortality rates (respectively, 117 and 180 deaths per 1,000) could possibly rise. Areas where peace
has not yet been completely restored are at a greater risk of HIV infection because of the presence
of both regular and rebel armies.

1.26 Not surprisingly, insufficient access to health and sanitation services is also reflected in the
general mortality and morbidity patterns. Uganda's crude death rate, at 20 per 1,000, is about twice
the level of the average low-income country (e.g., neighboring Kenya) and considerably above the
SSA average. While such high rates can be partly explained by civil strife and AIDS, it is undeniable
that poor health conditions are part of the explanation. Malaria has been found to be the principal
killer among adults admitted to hospitals, far ahead of AIDS. Diarrhea, pneumonia and anemia are
almost as common as AIDS as reported primary causes of death. Among children under five, who
account for over half of hospital deaths, the main killers are malaria, pneumonia, diarrhea and
malnutrition.' Available information on morbidity, as measured by outpatient statistics and surveys
of mothers, confirms a similar pattern. Thus, the main causes of mortality and morbidity, with the
exception of AIDS, appear to be related to a generally unhealthy environment and a lack of routine

7 For a deaiW discussion of AIDS in Uganda see Ugda the Economfc ryaa of AIDS, Popuaion and
Human Reources Division, Ibe World Bank, 1992.

* Soo U Sodd Sear Smnv, Po Hle ad Human Resm Dio, Eeum Afri Dopazt, W%I
Bank 1993.
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Table L4: Uganda Social ndicdtrs

Povaty Lina 1990

Upper Povefy Line (U SO) 6,000
Head Count Index (X) 5s

Lower Poveaty Line (U Sh) 3,000
Head Count bIdex (%) 19

GNP Per Capita (USS) - 1991 170

-196S 17 1 199

ross eInrolnment Ratios
Priy, Male 83 46 56 s0
Priaa, SOane so 30 43 63

Infant Moalit 119 109 116 117
Under S Mortlity .. .. 180

Immunized for Meads (%) .. 60
Immunized for DPr (S) *- *- *- 60

Chld Malnutrition (9) 45 Stuning
Prevalence (%) 2 Wasting

Lif Expectancy:
Mal (Mr.) 47 S0 48 47
PemleaMale Ratio 1.05 1.03 1.04 1.02

Total 'Ferility Rate 7.0 7.1 7.3 7.3

Swrce:. Data provided by gowmnem aaiok

medical interventon.

1.27 In the abenc of a data set with inforation about both health indicators and per capita
expenditures, it is difficult to dermine to what extent the poor differ in their mortality and morbidity
paterns from the non-poor. Scattered evidence appears to confirm what common sense would
suggest: poor people suffer from higher levels of morbidity and mortality (with the possible exception
of AIDS). To begin with, they often cannot afford to pay for treatment, as even in public health
centers and clinics it is difficult to see a health professional or obtain needed medicines without
paying a 'fee'. To the direct medica costs, one must add travel costs, which tend to be higher for
poorer people, since they are more likely to live far from health centers and hospitals. Even when
treatmen is absolutely free, as in the case of a nmber of pediatric nutrition centers, mothers may
be reluctant to take their malaourisbed children because they will then not be able to feed themselves
while their children are hospitalized. Medical pesonnel report that it is not uncommon for mothers
to end up eating part of the rations destned to their malnouished children because otherwise they
have nothing to eat.
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1.28 It is well known that maternal education is a major determinant of good child health,
especially among the poor who cannot afford paying (literally) for the consequences of ill-advised
child care practices. For example, it is widely believed that pulling off the roots of the lower canines
of an infant at the first occurrence of fever will guard against future occurrences. The infections
resulting from this operation can cause not only more fever, but also serious nutritional problems.
Taboos related to nutrition, more common among the uneducated poor, may have deleterious effects
on health. The widespread belief that chicken and eggs cause barrenness and therefore are not suitable
food for wom an means that women and girls are deprived of a main source of protein. Uneducated
people are also more likely to seek the assistance of self-appointed medical specialists and traditional
doctors, whose practices are often questionable if not outright dangerous.9

1.29 But just how uneducated are the poor? The DHS found that about 38 percent of the women
had no education at all, while 43 percent had received some primary education and only 19 percent
of the women surveyed had completed primary school. Since according to our core poverty line 19
percent of Ugandans can be classified as poor, it is very likely that almost all poor women are
Mliterae. The negative relation found between education and expenditures confirms this hypothesis.
Low educational attainment among the adult population, however, is more an indicator of past levels
of access to education than of the present. Enrollment ratios, especially in primary school, therefore
represent a better measure of current access to education.

1.30 Government as well as private sources agree that official data on school enrollment are
inflated in response to incentives for over-reporting. Knowing that the official enrollment for primary
school is 80 percent for boys and 63 percent for girls, therefore, allows us only to say that the true
enrollment is lower. How much lower is impossible to say. Reported rates in the poorer northern
districts, for example, are as high as 80 percent. But interviews conducted by the mission with local
school authorities and with parents suggest that the true rate may be close to 40 or 50 percent, with
between one fourth and one third of the children never atending school at all. The estimates of
teachers and government officials in Gulu and Kitgum put it at about 30-40 percent; in Karamoja,
enrollment is believed to be as low as 20 percent. Needless to say, enrollment drops between grades
P1 and P7, and it is significandy lower in secondary school. The gender gap widens following the
same pattern.

The Voice of the People

1.31 Thus far, poverty has been measured and described above on the basis of criteria defined by
various experts, that is, by people who study poverty but have no direct experience of it. But how
do the poor themselves see poverty in Uganda? What are the criteria they use to determine who is
poor and who is not? What are the causes of poverty, in their opinion? This section tries to present
poverty from the point of view of the poor. What follows, therefore, is highly subjective and it could
not be otherwise. It is based primarily on evidence gathered in the field by the mission during a
"rapid poverty appraisal", listening to what peasants living in remote villages had to say and
observing the conditions in which they live. Because evidence from participatory rural appraisals
shows that children are more likely to offer unbiased information than adults, rural schools were also
visited to obtain the views of children. Older ones were asked to write and/or discuss their thoughts,
and little ones to draw pictures of the poor (see Annex II for how children in Uganda view poverty).

9 bl senIn some instane, ional doctors have appaItly tad MDS by bleeding all adult members of to village,
wing the sm blade for th incision. Tne oonsequca can be easily gused.
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The understanding of people who have been working with the poor and listening to them for years,
such as missionaries and NGO workers, supplements information collected first hand.

1.32 As a broad generalization, the poor were identified as those unable to pay for school fees,
andlor to buy soap on a relatively reguar basis. Shoes were of course out of qaestion, sugar was a
rare luxury and so was meat. The average poor would have one set of clothes for every day wear,
often in quite poor condition, and a better set for special occasions, e.g., going to church or to
funerals. Some peasants thought that a poor family may be as rich as to own one or two heads of
cattle.

1.33 In spite of the fact that Uganda is blessed by fertile land and a good climate, several people
mentioned that they did not get enough to eat, particularly in the northern districts. People in villages
often identified the poor as having to skip meals more or less on a regular basis, and indeed during
field work very seldom was anybody seen eating or cooking during the day.'° In the poorest
distrits, skipping lunch is normal for the majority of rural people.

1.34 During field work, it was not uncommon to detect an element of personal blame attached to
poverty. More than once it was reported that poor people are lazy, that they drink instead of working
hard, that their compound is poorly kept, or that they make foolish choices (e.g., planting the wrong
type of crop). Ubiquitous was the blame on the civil war and a feeling that life today was harder than
before.11 A number of farmers, many of them RC1 members, also felt prey of middlemen who take
advantage of the situation by offering very low producer prices, which have to be accepted for lack
of any alternative.

1.35 While there might have been some disagreements in identifying the poor (e.g., can somebody
who owns a bicycle be considered poor?), there were no doubts in determining who were the poorest,
neither in terms of their characteristics nor in terms of their identity. In this sense, the comment of
an NGO using a participatory approach is telling: 'Why do you want to waste time coming up with
specific numerical indicators? If you go to a village, everybody will be able to tell you immediately
who are the poorest and where they live. We have done spot checks, and we have found that the
communities are much better than we can be in identifying the desperately poor" (see Chapter 8).

1.36 Interestingly enough, the poor were also identified as people who worked on somebody else's
land. Only under extreme duress would the average farmer consider working as a day laborer for
wages; conversely, being able to hire someone is a sign of wealth. It appears, for example, that at
least in some cases it would have been conceivable for a family to scrape together enough money to
send a child to school if the father had lowered" himself to work for someone else in order to have

to A nutritionist at Mulago Hospital expWlaned why studies may portray a much rosier pictue than the reality:
"When you go for a nutrition survey. you ask people what they ate the day before at lunch, and they wiU
desonbe for you a hoalthy meal. But then you look around and you notice that it is lunch time and there's
no sign of eating - not a speck of fire, no dirty pots or dishes, not even smoke. They told you what they
know they should be eatig, naot what they ate. Yet, the average enumerator wil simply record the answer
without realizing that it is inconsistent with wbat she sees. (Louise Sserunjogi, personal communication,
August 1992).

However, it appears that in most cases people were compaing their life now with their life in the pre-Amin
era. When presed for a comparison with the more recent past, many admitted that at least now there were
things available to buy, even though they were expenasive.
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cash for the school fees (the mother genally would have no time for such xtras). But the social
stigma anuaed to working on somebody elses land would have been too much. Opinions were
divided over whether it was more disgraeib to work on someone else's field or to be unable to send
one's own child to school. One way or another, it was agred that povealy takes a heavy toll on pride
md self respect



2

The Poor and the Vulnerable

'In this viJlage, we are all poor. There are times when evaybo4 goes to bed hwg?y andfew of
us can afford to send our children to schooL Having suar h Me homse or a bar of soap is a sgn
of wealth. But it is true that some are poorertham othe,v. You can teUl becaue they are dressed
in rags and their houses have no door and a leaki roo4 These people se banana leaves for
blankets becwe tey canno even light a fire. I (A poor faer in Aworo village in Kilgwn
dstrict, as narrated to the World Bmk , uion, Augus 1992.)

Who are the Poor and Vulnerable

2.1 Given Uganda's legacy of nearly two decades of civil strife and the severe abub of human
rights, the poorest segments of Ugandan society are the enes who were unable to escape the
devastation of war and who, if they were lucky to come out alive, lost all sources of livelihood and
had to scratch a living from subsistence agriculture. While they are now able to feed themselves,
given Uganda's fertile soil and favorable climate, the resurgence of preventable diseases like malaria
'd diarrhea has Leant that their bodies are usually not able to retain the calories they consume.

Moreover, the AlDs pandemic bas intervened to fiurther exacerbate the situation. The following
sections are devoted to the various groups of people who comprise the bulk of the poor in Uganda
and the causes of their poverty.

2.2 Orphane4 Diplaced and Abandoned Cldren. Results from the 1991 census identify about
784,000 orphans,1 or 10 percent of all children below the age of 15. The majority of the orphans
are believed to have resulted from AIDS and civil strife and are concentrated in the war-ravaged and
in the areas with the highest incidence of AIDS, such as the districts of Masaka and Rakai (see Annex
1, Table IX.1). The situation is expected to deteriorate further, and according to projections provided
by the Director General of the National AIDS Commission, the number of orphans due to AIDS is
expected to increase five fold in the next five years.

2.3 The situation appears even more dramatic considering that children who have already lost one
parent can expect to lose the other within a few years. Thus, although cases of families headed by
a minor are still relatively rare, they are likely to multiply, as dependency ratios climb to figures
unmanageable by the surviving adults (Box 2.1). In addition, in some instances children are advised
to stay 'in possession' of their parents' property, rather than to move in with relatives or neighbors,
for fear that unscrupulous kin would misappropriate their inheritance.13

2.4 Parental death is not the only reason for children living on their own. According to NGOs
working with street children, economic hardship is the main reason for the apparent increase in their
nubmers, with certain societal attitudes making things more difficult. For instance, it is common for
women who divorce to have to leave behind their children as a condition for remarrying (Box 2.2).
If they can afford it, the children are put in a boarding school or in the care of relatives. However,

Defined as individuals below IS years of age missing one or both parents.

Misappropriation of inheritance is also common when the mother is stll alive because of the inferior legal
stat of women. Thus, children who lose their father are generally more at risk than those who lose their
mother. Legal i are further discused beow and in Chapters 3 and 7.
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these solutions are often not available and the children are left to fend for themselves.

2.5 Other children may actually be sent to the streets by their parents or guardians to earn their
living. For example, young girls (6-10 years old) are sent from city slums to the market to pick beans
that might have fallen from lorries or under the stalls, which are then resold at a lower price; profit
for a day's work averages U Sh 800-1,000 (about US$0.75), but may be as high as U Sh 1,500. A
small survey of street children in Kampala revealed that about two thirds of them were in regular
contact with at least one parent (generally the mother) or a guardian/relative, and often contributed
money to the household; only 37 percent were complet-ly on their own and slept in the streets.14

2.6 Children on their own are a common phenomenon in post-war (and war) situations. Finding
themselves violently separated from their family and not knowing where to go, displaced children
head for the cities in search of a way to survive. More than twenty orphanages were opened in the
Kampala area during the civil war (1981486) to shelter children escaping from the atrocities of the
Luwero Triangle.5 Now that peace has returned to most of the country, displaced minors tend to
be concentaed in tna northern region, where there are still pockets of insecurity. It has been
estimated' that there are about 2,000 street children in Mbale, most of whom have fled there to
escape violence in Ka-amoja, Kumi and Soroti; it is also believed that large numbers of displaced
children have sought refuge in Lira. In Kampala it is estimated that there are over 800 children living

14 David Muyayi8a, 'Sreet aldhen in KanRala', unpublished mnuscript, August 1992.

15 Hon. A. Bwanika-Bbaale, Mhe Role f&de Ugandan Govanment in NaOonal Strategy Formnaadon-, paper

presentd to the Working Group on Children Orphaned by AIDS in AfricA, undated.

16 By representatves of the Ministry of Labor and Social Weltare at the district level in collaboratioa with
Friends of Children Association.
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2.8 What makes the handicapped particuarly vulnerable Is not their disability but the atttde
of people. According to traditional beliefs in sever pat of Uganda, disability has a supe rle
origin. Disability symbolizes a cr which has struck a particular parson but i most likely weighing
on the whole family. As a result, those afflicted by disabilities tend to be shunned by society, while
their fanmlies try to keep them hidden to avoid the shame and possibly the ostraeism of the
community (Box 2.3). Often, physical disability is assumed to go hand in hand with mental
deficiency, so litte effort is made to educate handicapped caidren or even to treat them as persons.
Should the atitude of the famly be positive, assistae may stil be lacking because of the multiple
demands on the time of women, who traditionally are responsible for the care of the disabled.19
Poverty compounds constraints to the provision of even the most bic assstance. For example,
handicapped people, and children in particular, need to wash more often becUaun they spend much
timeon the gsiund,abt soap is& aluxuryitemltonbe usedrsparinglyifor the poor. 'tesitmatdonof
disabled women is even worse. It is probably not an exaggeration to say that they are likely to
represent the most miserable group of society, doubly dciminatge against because of their gender
and because of their disability.

2.9 Fema-Hea ad Households." In both industrial and developing countries, female-headed
households are disproportionately represented amng the poor. In the case of Uganda, while the HBS
dat reveal tha approximately one fifth of all households are female-headed, it is difficult to test this
hypothesis, as cultura norms discourage women from considering themelves without a partner even
if that is the situation de facto. Polygynous relationships further comnplicate the issue. It is estimated
thatas many as a third of all marriages are polygynous; Itis not uncommon that men would have an
official wife in one village and other 3wwves" in other villages. Because of the general level of

19 Herbert Muyinda and Tom Barton, *Sodo-ECODwDII Irginm on she Healr and Rehabiliadmon f
PhyaicaU~y HaricappedftRw-a Qdlden', unpublihdW mnuuscript, Child Heath and Development Center,
Makerer University, February 1992.

20For a comprehensive discussion on women's issues, swe Chapter 3.
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emotional, support to more ha one family. Most women in polygynous mariages are, for all
praia purposes, heads of their household, in the sene tht they are principally - and often solely
- responsible for the welfar of the fainly.

2.10 Widowed and divorced womgecanconfidenybe aumed tobeat riskbecause ofeg and
cultural traditions, which in many cases effectively deny them waes to the resourc once controuled
by the household. Whethd these women ar allowed to keep their children or not, their siuaion
upon separation from their husbands tends to be critical. In the case of widows, relatives of the
husband (generally his brothers) w claim rights on the household property, ofte evictig the widow
and her chfldren from their home.. In some areas, widows are 'inherited' by brot'ets-in-law along
with proper, thus affording women the possibility tce aintain the usufruct of their household
propeaty and providing them the protection and stats dervig from a husband. This practice,
however, Wa to be dying, certley in part because of the AIDS pandemic. Unclear inheritance
laws and the afttu of the coutsu are a formidable obstacle for the few women who dare to challenge
their in-laws. In the end, the big losers are the childre who fid themselves not only without a
father, but also desdatiue

2.11 Older Peoplekadld Ter Depeaeat. ere is general agreement that the elderly have beomme
a particularly vulneable group. Base-line studies conducted in a number of districts by various NOOs
using different mehdlge, all arrim' at the conclusion that older people - alone or with
dependefts - are disproportionately at the very bottom of the socio-economic ladder, barely eking
a living (Box 2.4). How many of them are in a desperate. situaton is impossi'ble to sy, as couftin
all heads of household above a certain age would undoubted ,)roduce an overestimate. it is clear,
however, thum this is not a negligi'bly small gw-up, that its size is growing, and that uncertanty about
prevalence should not be an excus for inaction.

2.12 Traditionally, oklder people have been. cared for by their children, thus making specific
assstnce for the elderly unnecessary (of course, an argument can be made for the opposite, as the
lack of reliable pension schemes has made high fertiity rates the only form of insrance for old age).
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But the situation Is changing as a result of the AIDS pandemic that is claiming most of its victims
among the middle aged who are generally supposed to provide for the welfare of the elderly,
therefore effectively wiping out their "pension scheme". To make things worse, many old people find
themselves with the added burden of having to take responsibility for their orphaned grandchildren.
Already too weak to take care of their own needs, they are obviously unable to provide adequately
for the needs of their grandchildren - both materially and psychologically.

2.13 Landess Peasants. Common wisdom has it that land in Uganda is fertile and in abundant
supply. While this may be true in general, there are areas of high population density, especially in
the east and near the Rwanda border, where shortage of land has become a serious concern.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to estimate precisely how m2ny people suffer from land shortages, as
land tenure is not always clear and sometimes small plots under cultivation may be the result of
insecurity or labor scarcity rather than lack of access to land0

2.14 Nevertheless, there are sufficient indications of distress related to land scarcity to warrant
special attention to this issue. District authorities in Mbale report that crimes in connection with land
disputes (mostly homicides) have shown a dramatic increase in recent years. A participatory poverty
appraisal conducted by Action Aid in Mubende district found landless and semi-landless peasants to
be a sizable group in the poorest of six categories identified by villagersO Given current
demographic trends, the situation could worsen in the future. It is worrisome, for example, that
school children interviewed in a land-scarce area near the Kenyan border showed full awareness of
the adverse consequences of landlessness, but had firm plans to have at least six or seven chUidren
"because it is good to have large families".

2.15 Because land shortage is a limited problem, the solution should be at hand, as families could
relocate (or be helped to relocate) to scarcely populated areas. Two factors, however, make the
solution not as straightforward as it would seem. To begin with, it is difficult for landless people to
even know about areas where land would be available, let alone to actually get there. If a trip to the
county health post is only undertaken for very serious illnesses because it is too expensive, moving
a whole family hundreds of kIlometers away (presumably up north) is definitely out of reach. To put
k in economic terms, tihe rural labor market is plagued by information add mobility imperfections,
due partly to a weak road and transport infrastucture.23

2.16 Second, relocating is a very riscy move for a poor farmer. Interviews with peasants in
Bulambuli county, Mbale district, where the average plot size is three fourths of an acre for a six-
person household, made it clear that moving away from the village is considered close to suicide,
because it means losing the safety net provided by the extended family (see Chapter 7). Since poverty
is perceived as having both an economic dimension (no resources) and a social dimension (no
relatives), it makes little sense to try to escape one of its aspects by embracing the other.

21 For a discussion of the land tenure system, see the Uganda. A8ricufture Sctor Memorandun, Agicul
and Envionment Oprtions Division, Eastern Afica Department, World Bank, 1993.

Action Aid, Anaysis efresu ofPanicipatory Pov Assemmnt in Mitya Count, Muende Dfoict,
mimeograph, July 1992.

Alison Evans, A ReJew of die Rural Labour Market in Uganda, Univerity of Suwmx, May 1992.
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2.17 The Noe. Identifying a whole region as poor and vulnerable is somewLat of a
generalization, as not all of its Inhabitants are destitute. But the difficult conditions in which the
majority of the population in this region appear to live warrant this generalization. While the rest of
the country is fast recovering from the ravages of wars and insecurity, parts of the north are stll
struggling to satisfy even the most basic needs. Large scale numerical data are missing,' but there
is enough information from NGO reports, church missions and field interviews to piece together an
overall picture. It is a picture of suffering of people who in many cases have been left with nothing
(Box 2.5).

2.18 To be sure, the Government should be commended for having been able to curb violence and
restore peace and security through most of the country in a very short period of time. However, there
continue to remain pockets of insecurity where reports of abuses committed by rebels and soldiers
continue, taking a heavy toll on both physical and mental health. The resulting insecurity disrupts the
regular production cycle of peasant households.

2.19 For example, the raids of Karamojong cattle rusders have resulted in much looting and
violence, causing many people to move away from their fields to the relative safety of military camps
and towns. District officials identified victims of cattle rustlers as the most desperate cases in their
jurisdiction, at times on the verge of starvation; a large number of displaced families living in dire
poverty is also believed to be in Lira. Although government forces have managed to contain the raids,
and eforts are presently underway to promote peace talks between the two main conflicting groups
of Bokora and Matheniko, there is still ample evidence of armed thugs taking advantage of the
stuation and perpetuating acts of common criminality. The violence of the past few years has left a

It will be recalld that the north and northeast were not included in the two national srveys, which form
the basis of the poverty profile, becuse of security problems. Rests from the negred Survey conductd
under PAPSCA are not yet available.
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large number of mutilated or otherwise disabled people (Box 2.6).

2.20 Becaus of this insecurity, 1frmers in the north have not been able to go to the fields, and
food shortages are chronic in some areas. At Lacor Hospital, fte largest hospital in the north, 89
percent of children's admissions are for malnutrition (up from about 20 percent before the war); at
Kitgum's St. Joseph Hospital, they are 80 percent. Medical personnel estimate a malmntrition rate of
60-6 percent, with about 30 percent being acute malnutrition (wasting). Needless to say, malnutrition
increases dramatically during the preharvest season. In Karamoja, the mntritional siuation deteriorates
during the dry season, as young adults migrate to more fertile lands with the cattle, leaving behind
the weak - women with young children, the sick, the elderly. Recurrent droughts and the insecurity
which prevented many herdsmen from bringing back the cattle prompted local politicians to request
(and obtain) the establishment of an emergency nutrition center.

2.21 Many people find themselves without even the most basic commodities, and therefore unable
to become self-sufficient. Ihere is a great need for hoes. At U Sh 3,000 or more, their cost is
prohibitive for most famrers, yet without them it will be difficult to increase production even if
security were to improve. Cattle rustling and looting have basically destroyed people's ability to
support themselves. The threat of HIV infection is also likely to result in rising morbidity, thus
further eroding people's self-sufficiency. In Karamoja, intrtribal fighting, cultural traditions and a
general lack of infrastructure are exacerbating the situation in what is arguably the poorest area of
the country. It is clear that without extra help, people in the north may not be able to pull themselves
out of extreme poverty.
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The Gender Dimension
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Expert Group on Women and Strudural Adjsment, CG_nwealth Secreariat, London, 1989,
p. 3.)

3.1 The preceding chapters have addressed the economic and social dinmensions of poverty in
Uganda. The analysis of the incidence and depth of poverty in Uganda suggests that it is essential to
distinguish between various types of households, to assess different expenditure patterns and the issu .
of intrahousehold inequality, and to recognize that people are affected by poverty in many different
ways, as the portrayal of the lives of poor people in the country has shown. These various factors
illustrate, in short, the gender dimension of poverty in Uganda. Furthermore, as this chapter will
argue, gender is important not just in the assessment of poverty, but in the formulation and design
of poverty reduction and economic growth strategies for the country.

3.2 While it may seem self-evident to state that, in Uganda as elsewhere, poverty, economic
change and structr adjustment affect both men and women, what is often not recognized by
policymakers - and certainly not explicitly - is t iat they affect men and women in different ways,
because men and women play different roles, h {e different needs, and face different constraints in
responding to economic policy changes and to Aifts in incentives.03 This combination of differences
arises from findamental imbalances, or 'asymmetry', in the respective rights and obligations of
men and women, and translates into men and women having highly differential economic capacities,
as reflected in their access to, use of, and control over, economically productive resources. These
differences have implications not only for economic equity, but also, and much more importantly,
for economic efficiency and foregone economic output and income.

3.3 By analyzing the gender dimension of poverty and economic change in Uganda, this chapter
aims to illustrate the asymmetry in rights and obligations of men and women and its effects on the
country's economic and social development. Since development interventions tend to be at best
"gender blind', the chapter does shift the focus of attention toward women and emphasizes the roles,
needs, and constaint of women. This is not to ignore the fact that our chief concern is with the
socially structured (gender) relations of women and men, for, as Hilda Tadria has argued, 'household
gender and economic relations are interconnected in the wider eownomic sphere.... There are many

TWSirs ist " concep* d ioale far addssng gendcr as a cria dimeasion of devekomet. See, Caoline O.N.
Meser, *Gedcr P1anig in tb Third Wodd: Meeting P,a and SthtogicGne Needs', World Dvelopment,
Vol. 17, No. 11, 1989.

add Paulmer, Gendr nd Pqoplaon Indo A4fent 4Amm Econandea; Pandngfr Cha,Women, Wodk
and Dlonpmnt Series No. 19, Itenitol Labor Office, Genea, 1991, page 12.
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problems ... men and women experience together. Their activities can only be understood in relation
to each other. "2

3.4 From the outset, it is important to stress three factors that limit the analysis in this chapter.
The first is that Uganda is a country of some diversity, and any generalizations must necessarily be
treated with caution. In particular, notwithstanding many similarities, men's and women's respective
responsibilities and burden-sharing arrangements do vary to some degree across the country, in
particular as a function of the broad distinctions that can be made between the Bantu societies in the
south of the country and the Nilotic, Nilo-Hamitic and Sudanic peoples of the north. The second is
that many of the phenomena we observe, especially the economic survival strategies such as
increasing reliance on sales of food crops to meet household needs for cash, have changed in scale
if not in nature in recent years; it is therefore too early to reach any firm conclusions on the trends
that are emerging. The third is that data are scarce, and sex-disaggregated data all the more so. It is
therefore necessary to combine qualitative and quantitative data, and case study evidence, to
substantiate the analysis.

Profile of Women's Roles and Constraints

3.5 The situation of women in Uganda has been described in various documents.28 What follows
is a brief summary of women's multiple roles and constrain, in relation to those of men, which are
of particular relevance to understanding the dimensions of poverty, and to the formulation of poverty
reduction and economic growth strategies for the country.

3.6 Agdeutare. Women are responsible for producing 80 percent of Uganda's food, and provide
about 70 percent of total agricultural labor.2? They are principally but not exclusively confined to
the unpaid subsistence sector, and carry out their agricultural tasks without benefit of technological
innovation, inputs, or finance. Many of these problems, of course, also apply to poor male farmers
in rural areas, though not in the same way, since men provide only around 30-40 percent of the
country's agricultural labor, and men are not constrained by competing claims on their labor time.
Evidence from the north suggests that basic agriculural implements (hoes, for example) are scarce
an cosdy for the poorest farmers.30

27 H. M. K. Tadria, -Chages and Contin tbe Poition of Woman in Ugandas , in 1d OiCs: Deelpmen

hs in Ugand, Paul Wiebe and Cole Dodge, Eds., Makau Intit of Soal Rsoeb, Kamala, Ugnda,
1987, pp. 7940.

See, ii paracular, Eva amawan, Wom n Developm: 0m Imesand Agenda fr Fwler Jear*,
Popul and Human Rsoues Diso, Wod;Dg Ppler, JUne 1991; UNICEF, Women and ailCdwn u Ugana
A 51mado Anay sL, Kampala, Uanda, 1989; UNICEF/ACPODE, U8and Womm's Needs Asmsmen SwWy
198;, Agricuwiral ctor Menorndwn, Agricu and Envirnmet Operaios Division, 1992; Sodal Seaor
SveYw, Popuation and Human Resoure Division, 1992, World BmlL

20 Dat on women's ime alocation, and especiaWly in relation to th agricuu division of labor, an sCam. The
r cited here am in Jamwan (op. cit. p. 20). Me iuraost Anasysi (UNICEF, 1989, p. 77) cie auvey da

indcating ta won pmovide 68 pecn of h labor for food crps ad 53 percent of the lbor for cAh op.
Intstin, th same vey indicates the dispariy of womn's oetol over the income fiom thir labor, as women
sell only 30 percent of foodorops and 9 percont of cash cps.

"in many hms then en not eoough grulurl tools for each aduk to h hoe... In asmany as 4 pent of
nual hoholds, thee may be no agiculur tools at alL" Women and Ai" Uganda A 5t"on Anaysk,
UNICEF, Kampala, Uganda, 1989, p. 21.
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3.7 Household Management. Women have primary responsibility for household management,
child rearing, food preparation, care of the sick and elderly, and family health and welfare. These
tasks are also carried out without benefit of labor-saving technology (for example, in the north, it can
take two hours to grind sufficient millet for a normal family meal), or adequate social service and
transport infrastructure. Women's primary r.sponsibility for these tasks is difficult to document in
the absence of time-use data, or data on how long it takes to perform certain critical tasks (such as
fetching water or wood). Survey data rs'inforce the asymmety of male/female obligations with respect
to household tasks, where the greater share of household tasks is performed by women/girls: cooking
(86 percent); fetching water (70 percent); collecdtg firewood (73 percent); child care (62 percent);
washing clothes (88 percent); care for the sick and elderly (62 percent).31

3.8 WorQldad. This combination of responsibilities means that women bave a very heavy
workload: women work longer hours than men, between 12 and 18 hours per day, with a mean of
15 hours;32 there are no comparable data on average ms'le working hours. In Kenya, it bas been
shown that women work half as many hours again as men on both agricultwal and nonagricultural
asks (12.9 hours compared with 8.2 hours).33 Interviews with district officials and NGO
representatives confirm a prevalent view that the time women devote to work is considerabiy greater
than that of men - indeed, some argue that women are essenially working throughout their waking
hours. Women are, therefore, if anything, overemployed, not an economically idle resource awaiting
supply response incentives. This reinforces the argument made in Chapter 6 that a more accurate
picture of labor force participation is made by including in the labor force those who are
predominantly engaged in 'household activities." If 'leisure timet is a valid indicator of well-being,
women are very poor indeed.

3.9 Heal As a result of women's heavy worldoad and time burden, women's own llt-health
is especially significant The Needs Assessment Survey estblished what it described as an
"alarmingly high" morbidity rate for rural women - at 76 percent - in the two weeks before the
interview.3' This has particular significance when viewed in conjunction with the high total fertility
rate at 7.3 live births (see Table 1.4 for selected social indicators). Contraceptive use is constrained
to a low level (5 percent among women of reproductive age), because of lack of access, and generally
unfavorable male attitudes. With the high fertility rate, most of a woman's reproductive years are
dominaed by pregnancy, childbirth, and child care, leading to health problems. Women's low health
status greatly constrains their capacity to provide for the health of their families (which is principally
the responsibility of women), as well as their economic productivity and potential. Women's health,
not just materna health, and nutrition, thus deserves particular attention. Women's lack of time and
their lack of minimum education and information are further important factors negatively affecting
the health and well-being of children (Box 3.1).

M' UNICEP/ACPODE, ibid, pp. 28-29.

UNICEC/ACFODE, ibid. p. 17.

Katn Saito, "Ra.ng he * qtf Wemnm Famea in &&&Am= AWw, Vol 1, Oveview Repor,
PHRWD, Sptmber 15, 195, p. 26. Her onbuson is l. pertinent. *An ave of 13 houn' wor a day is
dbiating to body and spirit and anot be expected to d tol ssftosy msts for eitber fasm output or
ho uNoodiC managemnet.p.3

3' UNICEFIACFODR, ibid p. 3.
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3.10 Education. Women's low levels of literacy as adults and the increasing gender inequity at
different levels of the education system compound the difficulties they face in meeting their multiple
responsibilities; despite being the principal providers and promoters of good health at the household
level, many are iliterat and have very little knowledge of health, nutrition, and hygiene. More
importantly, women are also poorly informed about other issues of importance to them and their
families, notably their legal rights - see par 3.17-3.19 below.

3.11 Isolation. Characteristc of women's lives in rural areas is their relative isolation. There are
few channels of communication to and in rural areas, and women seem largely excluded from them.
Women have low rates of participation and involvement in formal groups or decision fora (18 percent
in women's groups; 2 percent in agricultural cooperatives); women receive minimal attention in the
form of visits from either extension or health workers (5 percent); they have low access to radio (34
percent), while most external contact arises through RC activities (38 percent). 36

Gender Issues for Poverty Reduction and Economic Growth

3.12 The above profile of women's multiple roles and constraints amply illustrates the asymmetries
in rights and obligations of women and men, as reflected in significantly different workloads,
responsibilities, degrees of isolation and autonomy, and access to productive assets. This leads to
identlfication of a mwmber of issues that need to be addressed in defining a gender-responsive poverty
reduction and economic growth strategy for Uganda. These are:

(i) the value (both economic and noneconomic) of women in Ugandan society, and how this
affects women's capacity to fulfill their multiple roles, and by extension reinforces the
impoverishment of women and children in Uganda;

(Hi) the extent to which laws and customs constitute a greater obstacle to women than to men in
carrying out their economic and social roles, and inhibit poverty-reduction efforts;

35 According to the HBS, for Ugandas a whole, 26 pece of men are ilitrate, oompared with 40 perent of women,

M UNICEF/ACFODE, ibid.
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(iii) the diversity in size and composition of households in Uganda, and how this affects both
analysis of poverty and design of poverty-reduction interventions, especially as concerns
intrahousehold resource allocation and inequality;

(iv) the gender division of labor, and its implications for poverty alleviafton and economic growth
strategies; and

(v) the intersectoral linkages that are particularly important from a gender perspective in
addressing multidimensional poverty.

The Value of Women in Ugandan Society

3.13 Uganda's women are principally valued for their role as mothers, which is reflected in the
high total fertility rate at 7.3 live births, itself partly attributable to the widespread practice of early
sexual activity, early pregnancy, and early marriage." Ihis is not to say that the centrality of
women's role in economic activity (especialy in food production) is not recognized, only that this
role is taken for granted and undervalued (Box 3 .2 ).3

3.14 In the economic sphere, men control the cash4based economy, while women remain for the
most part in the nonmonetized subsistence sector. Men are so closely identified with the cash sector,
to the virual exclusion of women, that women who earn cash often hand it over to their husbands,
and while men are usually paid in cash, women are often paid in-kind, for example, with food, salt,
or soap. Ihis makes it difficult to identify possible wage discrimination between men and women,
though 'distress labor selling' of female labo- t less than the village norm has been observed as
particularly prevalent during the 1991/92 season, in the face of drought and escalating food prices.39

For a discusion or t implicatis of is in t conte of AIS, see: New PJhaa of UNIC Sp for AIDS
Cocrl in Ugand, SUmmy Doc_ment, UNICE, Ka, Ugada, Apil 1992.

Subsistenc agricuu, based on MS data, is now inchded inthe caulation of GDP, and in this respet, women's
ecoonoic astiviLy has begu to oveaome its ;visiit. This can yet bo said of wome's wok in the communy
and around fte household.

See Alison Evas, A RePkw of th Rust Labour Mkt in UgS=, May 1992.
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3.15 Women's exclusion from the cash ecenomy has far-reaching repercussions, both because
men's and women's "value" to society tends to be measured as a function of their contribution to the
monetized economy, and becase of ambivalent attitudes and shifting expectations toward women
tking on greater responsibility for cash earning. 'The differences between men and women in access
to cash produces and maintains significant gender Inequities. A man who earns cash is highly
regarded even if he cannot feed his family, whereas a woman who is 'merely' a subsistence producer
is undervalued even if she feeds her family. It follows ... that with the existing division of labor, a
man is highly regarded because he is essentially a cash earner (even if he is not earnig cash) whereas
a woman is underrated because she is essentially a dependent (even if she is earning cash). 'I

3.16 Women who do earn cash face a particular dilemma in a climate where men are "not keen
on women who are economically independent."< Even though men are the prineipal beneficiaries
of women's cash eaning, they (men) are not supportive of women in this respect. ACFODE, a local
NGO, points out that in some cases men abdicate all responsibility for their families when women
earn money, so women "are not sure which is better, to remain being looked after by the man
however bad this 'looking after' is, or to get money and do everything in the home.4 This has far-
reaching repercussions in the context of a development strategy that emphasizes the monetization of
the economy, and particularly of agriculture. If women are to avoid being further marginalized in
lowtechnology and low-productivity subsistence agriculture, Uganda will need to take particular
measures to address this cultural dimension of monetization, if the modernization and diversification
of agriculture - a key component of the country's growth strat - is to be undertaken in a manner
that enables the majority of (women) farmers to participate in and benefit from it.

4 Tadua, op. Cit, pp. 8142.

4t AAtion for Develoipnt (ACFODB), Bacrond Paper on ACPODE's Objetcves and Acvies, no date, p. 2.

4t Ibid, Action for Devlopeet (ACFODE).
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to perform their economic roles. This applies especially In the areas of access to and control of the
physical and financial resources they need if they are to play their multiple roles in both economic
and social development.4 Key issues concern property law and land use/tenure rights, inheritance
laws and practices, and family law governing marriage, divorce, child custody, domestic violence,
and bride prkic (Box 3.3).

3.18 Asymmetry in the respective obligations of men and women is characteristic of both the legal
system and customary practice in Uganda. Indeed, while there are specific instances of sex
discrimination in laws and regulations, 'most of the laws are gender-neutral, thus giving rise to de
facto discrimination."4 ' While this is an area requiring specific analysis, especially with respee to
the impact of such discrimination on women's economic capacity, gender bias exists in a numi _r of
areas, and derives from the fact that under customary law (and practice) women are essentially
minors, without adult legal status or rights.4 These include divorce, including definition of and
compensation for adultery; inheritance, since women are not their husbands' automatic heirs; and
child custody laws, as women do not have custody of their children. There is also bias in property
rights, even where no statute prevents women from owning property, since, by custom, property
acquired during marriage belongs to the husband.'O

3.19 To address these recognized biases in law and custom, Uganda is making a concerted effort
to reform its legal system, beginning with constitutional reform, and women's groups are actively
seeking to ensure that these reforms respond to the needs and constraints of women as well as of
men. Tbe most important initiatives concern the redrafting of the constitution, following a grassroots
consultative process in which women's groups and the Women in Development Ministry have been
very active (Box 3.4), and the work of the Child Law Reform Commission in seeking to aiculate
and protect the legal rights of children (especially importar& in view of the number of orphans in
Uganda) as the country's laws and statutes are revised.

The Diversity of Households in Uganda

3.20 if the analysis of household welfare and behavior is to take account of gender asymmetries,
t must necessary reflect the diversity of households in Uganda and the different roles played by men
and women. The size, composition, and dependency ratios in Ugandan households vary considerably.
Evidence from the HBS suggests that about one fifth of al; households in Uganda are headed by
women. Female-headed households (lzHH) are generally smaller than male-headed households
(MHH), comprising on average 4.5 people, as compared with 5.7 in MHH. While it is important to
look at the education and health status of all household members, the data indicate that the proportion
of female household heads am(ng illiterate household heads is, at 30 percent, higher than among
literate household heads, whewe it is 20 percent. Illiterate female heads of households may therefore

4 Me Tbonkge bdween law, gedew, and ecocmi devonpmt a explord in Dons Mati and Fatuma Hasi, Law
as an bsugionl Barer to de Economic e%ores of Women; Sub-Sahan AJWi= Gnder, Evowbion of egd

ions, ad Eomic Dewopme; and Wome In Dveopmen: Te L*ga Issues in Sub-Sahan Afiua
Tody, AFIYP Divisi Woring Pap., Noe. 2, 3, and 4, lune 1992.

hInitial and Second Repor by de Uganda GCvent as di IOmpeipk tam of dw Convendon an dw Elimnato
of=A' Forms of Dscrinhnadon a8n Women', no date

See lJaawan, op. ck., p. 8; and, mmi, genmlly, the PFtua and Hshi study cited above.

See UNICEF, 0dmiren and Wonex hs U8amd. A StUado Analysis, p. 75.
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constite an especially vulnerable group of the core poor.

3.21 The importance of exmining &aliousehold resource allocation cannot be overemphasized.
The resource allocation process within households reflects the stat, bargaining power, and options
of the parties concerned, which in turn are largely a function of control over assets and income. As
has been shown in a preceding section, however, women generally do not, and are not expected to,
control cash income or economic assets; they temain in the subsistence (noncash) sector, where their
economic contribution Is not valued but taken for granted. Household expenditure patterns, as
revealed in the HBS, confirm that gender inequity within the household is an extremely important
dimension of poverty. Tbis was confirmed in the visits to the north where within households women
are visibly poorer than men, and where children invariably describe their mothers as being poorer
than their fathers. The fact that drink and tobacco comprise more than twice the share of monthly
expenditures in MHH han they do in FHH, as discussed in Chapter 1, is one reason why the
Nationa Program of Action for Children places emphasis on the need for households - especially
poor households - to reallocate their own expenditures away from these commodities and toward
meeting the basic education and health care needs of their children.47

The Gender Division of Labor

3.22 The gender division of labor is the central manifestation of the asymmetrical rights and
obligations of men and women. While both men and women play productive, reproductive, and
community managenr les in society, women, in contrast to men, must balance simultaneous
competing claims on ... . time for each of these roles - women's time and flexibility are therefore
much more constrained than is the case for men. Account must be taken of two aspects of the gender
division of labor. The first derives from wotaens' already heavy workload, the significance of which
is that women's labor time is highly inelastic and that female labor availability (whether for economic

41 Ugan Ntl Plan of Action for Chldren, lhe Wy FWa.y W IV: hM for Sodal SMic, S
Dewdoenn in Se 19), Minisby of FAW* and EUeoM* Plaing, Kampala, Uana, Ju S, 199I.
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actividtes or for comunity-based mobilization for self-help schemes) requires explicit assessment of
the opportunity costs involved. This is especially the case in reference to agriculture. Just as
importan, women's lacl of access to labor saving tecology, whether for economic or domestic
activities, coupled with the mu ltiple constrai and obligations they face, combine to diminish both
the productivity of women"s labor tim use and the flexibylity or responsiveness to economic
incentves of their labor allocation (Box 3.5). Thb means that raising the productivity of Uganda's
(women) farmers is a sigificaDt and multihpceted challenge for Ugandan policymakers.

3.23 Ile second aspect is the stfi pervasive economic division of labor where men largely control
the monetized (cash) sectr, while women largely remain in the unpaid subsistence sector, as
indicated above. Ile significance of this is that women have extremely limited access to and control
of economically productive resources, which is important for two principal reasons. First, women
and men fice different economic inetves and oppornmities -therefore, supply response cannot be
assess in a manner undifferentiated by gender. Specifically, if women continue to have litte or no
control over the cash inome genaeated from export crops, a seyat encouragig farmers to dhersify
producion away from food crops towards export crops wmi fai to atract women out of the
subsistence sector (Box 3.6). Second, women are increasingly becoming responsible for meeting
household cash requirements dip were once paid by menls cash inecme. For example, in 1988, 30
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percent of women with children in school paid all or part of their children's expenses.4' This is one
of the contributing factom to the adoption by women of strategies to generate income - such as sale
of food crops, alcohol, labor, sex, and other services. lTese strategies, and the search for alternative
and less damaging economic oppormnities for women, therefore require special attention both in
terms of how women fulfll their multiple roles and in terms of design and implementation of poverty
reduction and economic growth stategies.

Intersectoral lnkag

3.24 It is the interconnections, and inevitable trade-offs, among economic production, child
bearing, caregiving, household management, and community participation activities that take on
particular sigiiificance, given the competing cl'ims on women's time. The linkages between poverty,
lack of access to and control of economic resources, and survival strategies have particular
importance in the context of two emerging demographic and social trends. The first is the growing
umber of single female-headed households, which are substntily more cash-poor than their male-
headed couneparts. The second is the AIDS pandemic, and the attendant increased burden and risk
for women. Key issues which need to be addressed are:

(i the interdependence of economically productive and socW sector investments and programs,
all of which affect labor time allocation;

(u) the socio-economic implications of AIDS for household survival strategies, poverty reduction,
and economic prospects; and

(i1i) the problem of low female participation in education, and the nexus of low education and
high ferility in Uganda.

3.25 hen 1 of &ookacy Prve and Soca Sedor Investments and
Programs. Hesse et al point out that the disproportionate burden on women in the area of household
management and family welfare means that women almost always face more severe constraints and
harsher choices in their use of time than do men.' Uganda provides many poignant illustrations of
these harsh choices. e.g., the trade-off between making (principally female) child labor available in
the household and sending that child to school. Tbis is illustrated by Evans in her study of rural labor
markets, in discussion of strategies adopted by households to address labor shortages Yw

3.26 A second is in the area of health care. Many studies confirm that while first immunizations
reach a relatively good proportion of children (60 percent), follow-up immunizations, and, more
generally, routine preventive medical care, are not as successfil. If a child is otherwise healthy' at
the me a second or third immunzation is due, it is likely that a woman, faced with the competing
claims on her time, and given that she probably has minimal mobility, will not be prepared to
sacrifice a day or half-day to do something which does not appear on the face of it to be necessary,

4 Cited in Cland Women in. Usarmd, A SVato Axalw, UNICEF, Kampala, 1989, p. 78.

4 Mazy Chisy Hem, e. al, Ehgn**A Ac#wbne for de 199f0, Rbpost of a Commonwadh Expeat Omp on
Women and Suul Adjustzmt, Commoawafh S_ruia, London, 1989, p. 3.

* Evans, op. ciL
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nare onsiderably tarer than initial ones, anp r how intelconfecthis is with women's

education levrel, knowledge base, and degree of autonomy and control over resources. A time-based
view of constreints also helps to explain why a recent assessment in Mulago Hospital reveals that only
1.8 perceat of women redured for pop ato check-ups.

3.27 lke Se.o-Ed nomk ImpJt caons of AIDS. The socioeconwmic implications of the AIDS
pag emic in Uganda are just begoning tDo be assessed and undwthoi .she Society for Women and
AIDS in Africa (SWAA) bas described women as facing 'triple jeopardy' given their multiple

attribm as indivtduals, mothers, and caregivers. The relationship between poverty and AIDS is
particularly important in view of the fact that women can be cianrcterized, in general and as argued
in this chapter, knowedg base, and degrccess to resources.o In tr context, the conclusions of
a recent study on AIDS risk among the poor are particularly pertinent (Box 3.7). This, combined with

iew preence of early sexual activity and pregnancy, helps to explain why the statistics on AtDS
ca1 show p o young women aged 15-19 are five times more likely to be infected with AIDS than
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young men of the same age group. This greater degree of risk for women persists to the 20-24 age
group.s3 The conclusions of the study suggest that exploration of alterative economic survival
strategies for women (other than alcohol brewing and seling, or sale of sexual services) to offset their
lesse access to economically productive resources should be a high priority.

3.28 The AJIDS crisis has far-reaching repercusions for m&rriage, hfamiy life, and care of the sick.
The burdens of increased risk of domestic violence, as well as of caring for the sick fall
disproportionately on women (Box 3.8). Responsibility for caring for AIDS orphans and other
vulnerable children fall p4z!.pally on women. One study indicated that, among 175 foster children
and orphans in 70 hou'4eholds, a consistent pattern of discrimination against these children is
apparent, thrugh lower access and attainment in schools, and use of these children as a source of

is -ew Mmaa 4f UWlIW AppffMr AID Co"n~ in Ugmida, Swumuai Dcment, UNICEF, Kampala, 19M.
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women are less economically valuaobe than men is reflected in choices with respect to investment in
education. Many tamilies face the difricult choice of not being able to send all chisdren tD school.
While lack of money for school fees d, often cited as the principal reason for school dropout, other
factors undoubtedly play a part: 'parenal reluctance, need for the child's labor, lack of interet,
pregnancy and maffiage, gender bias, and the lack of linkagebetween primary education and income
generating pote iaW all have a role to play.'-' I is importnt to note here ta negaive attitudes
tDwards women and e value of female educain are a significant factor in the lower achievement,
atainment, and enrollment rates of girls in schools. In the words of one male parent, s[education of
girls is a] waste of money as they get married and go away. Ie girls who are highly educated are
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arrogant.' 0., as one girl put it, 'I believe that even if I had the fees [my parents] would not have
permitted me to go fto schooll simply because I am a girl."

3.30 The benefits of female education are receiving increasing attention among development
practitioners, so much so that it has been argued that female education is the single most important
investment that a country can make (Box 3.9). Girls' education, apart from any inrinsic advantages
it may provide, has the beneficial effect of postponing marriage and first birth, and therefore
contributes positively to the reduction of teenage pregnancy and high fertility. However, educating
girls in itself is not sufficient, if cultural, legal, and other biases against women in the society at large
continue to limit women's economic capacity. Consequently, the need to pursue gender equity beyond
prmwy shool, and in the society at large outside the school setting, becomes of paramount
importance.

Condusion

3.31 This chapter has sought to explore the particutar cultural, economic, financial, and social
constraints which women face in carrying out their multiple roles and responsibilities. While it
presents a situation facing women that is very difficult, though not unlike many countries in Sub-
Saharan Africa, it is important to recognize the progress that has been made, especially since the
NRM Government came to power in 1986. The Ugandan Government clearly recognizes the
importance of women's role in both economic and social development, and is aware of the critical
need to raise women's status. It has taken some significant steps, some of which are unique in Africa,
to promote women's participation in the political process, to establish institutional mechanisms aimed
at addressing women's issues in public policy and resource allocation, and to begin to tackle an
important area of systemic bias against women through legal reform. The extent of women's
representation in political bodies and their participation in government and political fora, through the
reservation of one position for women at every level of the RC system, and through affirmative
appointment of female minsters in key portfolios, compares very favorably with other SSA countries,
and consites a significant step forward, notwithstanding the difficulties women continue to face in
eectively exploiting the opportunities afforded and in making their voices heard." The
establishment of a Ministry responsible for Women in Development provides an important
institutional focal point for addressing gender issues across a range of government activities, as well
as an opportunity to tackle underlying systemic issues, such as legal reform. In fact, as indicated
earlier, the Government is particularly aware of legal issues (mcluding issues of custom and practice)
affecting women both economically and socially, and is actively engaged in revising its constitution.
Women's NGOs and legal organizations have been actively involved in this process.

3.32 While there has been progress, it is clear from the picture of women's status and the
constraints they face prested in this chapter that much more remains to be done, if women are to
be empowered to fufill their economic and social roles. As the Government prepares its poverty
reduction and economic growth strategy, it will need to address the gender dimension explicitly.
While cultural practices and traditions are extremely difficult to change, a key priority for the

X Ibid.

Sao, for example, th pafie of a femae oonauuty leader in UNICEP, CuiW and Womm In U8ad. A
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Government must be to create a level playing field whereby both men and women are afforded equal
opportunity to participate in economic growth. This will necessitate that the Government follow
through with the legal reform process that has been initiatd and ensure that the legal rights of women
are protected so that they may benefit from their own labor and have greater access and control of
economically productive resources. Through literacy and education, the Government should endeavor
to overcome the social and cultura barriers which limit female access to information, technology,
credit, and extension services. Given the time constraints faced by women, the Government must pay
increased attention to investments in female labor-saving technologies. This would include investments
in infrastructure, particularly feeder roads, water supply and transporation. Finally, the Government
should provide political and financial support to efforts aimed at reducing the risk of AIDS among
young girls.
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Impact of Adjutment oan the Poor

"Any analysis of the ejecis ofstracmral adjugmeat on pover nyuw compare the owcome not with
the preceding pernid, but wih he ouomes t cold be expectedfrom akernaive polices tha
would have been economncalhv and poltcaly feasible nder the dffic conditions .... (Lyn
Squire, -Povery and AdjuAnw i the 19&k"-, e Worlt Bank &onownu Review, May 1991,
p. 182.)

General

4.1 Adjustment measures can broadly be divided into two categories: stabilization measures which
focus on financial disequilibrium within the economy, i.e., in the fiscal and external accounts, and
are designed to reduce overall demand; and structural adjustment measures which stimulate supply
and are aimed at "restructuring the production capacities in order to increase their efficiency and to
help restore growth".58 It is not always easy to disentangle the combined impact of adjustment
measures from those of the preceding crisis and other long term factors and it is therefore critical to
have a clear understanding of the economic and political conditions which existed in the country prior
to the introduction of the adjustment program. To understand how adjustment policies affect the
welfare of the poor, it is necessary to explore in detail the sources and patterns of their income and
expenditures, and the changes in factor and product markets through which those policies are
mediated.

4.2 The poor in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), as in Uganda, are mainly rural and are engaged in
a multitude of economic activities of which agricultural production looms large. Since the bulk of the
exports of these countries comes from the agricultral sector, structural adjustment policies, with their
emphasis on restoring an equiiibriumu level exchange rate and liberalizing agricultural pricing and
marketing, are posited to impact positively on the agricultural sector, and thereby, the rural poor. For
example, to the extent that the poor participate in the markets for traded (tradable) goods as sellers,
exchange rate adjustments are likely to move the terms of trade in their favor, resulting in an increase
in incomes. Furthermore, stabilization policies, which dampen the excess demand for goods and
services, control fiscal deficits, reduce monetary expansion and thereby control inflation are similariy
expected to have a beneficial impact on the poor. However, to the extent that the poor operate outside
the monetized economy, and are absent (or left out) from the traded goods sector, their welfare would
not be affected by adjustment policies, which tend to change relative prices. Therefore, one needs
to know the rate of market participation of the poor, and particularly the extent to which the poor are
involved in the production and marketing of tradable commodities.

4.3 The record of adjustment policies in SSA countries indicates that in countries where such
policies have been persistently followed, structural imbalances have been removed and reasonable
rates of growth have been restored. In addition to the conducive macroeconomic environment created
by the adjustment policies themselves, these results have, however, depended on such factors as the
gravity of the pre-adjustment situation and the impact of other factors such as changes in international
terms of trade; weather conditions; the 'adequacy' of external financing; and the emergence of a
stable political environment, where this has been lacking. The Impact of these policies on the welfare
of the poor is however not adequately researched, and the limited findings available are iconclusive.

AXIduat Hua, M4jawm and di 1npa an de Poor, llu Ca* of Af, Wod Bk^, Mm, 199Q.
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Tbis is due to the weakness of the statistical agencies as a result of which a fairly long series of
household data, which are crucial for such purposes, are lacking. Where the data are available,
complicated models are often needed to understand what would have prevailed had the adjustment
policies not been implemented, given that most of these countries experienced unsustainable
macroeconomic imbalances and weak or negative economic growth rates that precipitated the
adjustment programs in the first place (i.e., the problem of the counterfactual).

The Ugandan Experience

4.4 As discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, wih more than a decade of civil strife, political turmoil,
and economic decline up until the mid-1980s, Uganda's historical legacy has been much worse than
most of its SSA neighbors that have experienced macroeconomic imbalances and faltering economic
growth. Upon assuming power, the key objectives of the NRM Government were to build a broad-
based government and restore peace and security in the country; to bring about internal financial
stability by lowering the rate of inflation and reducing the imbalances in the economy; and to lay the
basis for the alleviation of poverty by promoting rebabilitation and economic growth. Accordingly,
startng in 1987, the Government began implementing its far-reaching Economic Recovery
Programme (ERP) supported by the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMP), and the
donor community.

4.5 To achieve its stated objectives, the adjustment measures implemented by Uganda have
contained both sets of policies alluded to above, i.e., stabilization policies, designed to restrict
demand to the confines of the overall resource envelope and thereby restore financial equilibrium and
structural policies, designed to increase efficiency, stimulate the supply side of the economy and
encourage growth. On the stabilization front, the Government has adjusted the value of the Ugandan
shilling and moved to a market determined exchange rate; contained the fiscal deficit by implementing
numerous revenue enhancing and expenditure controlling measures; and implemented measures to
curb inflationary crop financing. On the structural front, the Government has liberalized the trade
regime by abolishing export and import licensing; dismantled all price controls, which were few to
begin with; repealed the Industrial Licensing Act, promulgated a new investment code, returned
propzrties expropriated by the Amin regime and commenced privatzing public industrial enterprises;
made important strides in abolishing export and distribution monopolies; embarked upon a major
overhaul of the civil service; restructured the tax system and improved tax administration; and has
made an impressive start in restructuring public expenditures towards critical economic and social
services. While the ecouomy continues to be plagued by severe capacity constraints which make day-
to-day implementation of the reform agenda very difficult and often result in lapses and slippages,
the outcome of the adjustment program has, on the whole, been very encouraging. Ihere has been
a substantial decline in the ra-te of inflation since 1986 and the economy has consistently registered
a healthy rate of economic growth.

4.6 This chapter analyzes the impact of the adjustment policies implemented by the NRM
Government on the citizens of Uganda and, in particular, on the lives of the poor. Data limitations
make this an extremely difficult task. From the outset, it should be noted that, like other SSA
countries, Uganda lacks a series of household-level data While Uganda has completed several usefil
surveys in a short period of time, and others are underway to bridge the data gap, these data have
very limited use in capturing the evolution of poverty over time. In the absence of fairly long time
series data on the volume and sources of income and expenditures, one can only resort to indirect
ways of assessing the changes in living standards. The analysis presented below is therefore parti
in nature and is only intended to present the general direction of changes and broad orders of
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Table 4.1: Growth and Sedoral Distibution of GDP

Sectoal Diribution Growth Rate
Percent Percent

198148 1986.91 1981-85 1986.91

Agriculture 63.2 61.2 2.3 4,2
Indusry 7.3 8.4 0.8 11.8
Services 29.5 30.4 2.7 5.8

Cash crops 6.S 6.7 6.4 7.1
Pood Crops 93.5 93.3 2.0 5.1

Aggregate GDP 100.0 100.0 2.2 5.3

Source: Data provided by Govewrnem Authoriies.

magnitude. In this pursuit, the chapter evaluates Uganda's experience in the recent past by examining
the structure and trends in aggregate GDP, and the trends in rural and urban real per capita GDP.
These are, in turn, supplemented by an examination of some of the underlying factors that influence
changes in real incomes.

Rural and Urban GDP Per Capita

4.7 In order to determine the implications of policy-induced changes in relative prices on the
structure of output, it is necessary to assess the degree to which the economy produces traded
(tradable) goods, which relative price changes are intended to support." As shown In Table 4.1, the
Ugandan economy is dominated by the production of food crops which, although tradable in theory,
are mostly grown for subsistence purposes. Consequently, for the analysis in this chapter, the traded
goods sector refers to the cash crops sector and the manufacturing sector.@ Despite the relatively
faster pace of growth that the traded goods sector has experienced, the share of traded goods in GDP
has remained less than 10 percent.

4.8 Since poverty in Uganda is largely a rural phenomenon and most of the poor are engaged in
multicrop and mixed production, the trend in real agricultural GDP closelv reflects the pattern of

The degre of tradability, constig both ipotable and exportble goods, rfer to a hypthid stomtr of
out tt wol erge unde condoos wer all ditotin am moved, and goo and factorsam tde

* us so defined taded goos ma setrI probabl understimated her since only the traditna export crops me
contedas as cr p th natbnal account. In recnt yar, seveal tradio food crops, such as eiii an
beans, hve emerpd as impoant sources of cash fort faermes. Neveahle, ft shm of te taded goods secor
sti rmA under 1O p Aent of GDP.
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rural living standards.61 Moreover, since most rural land falls under the customary tenancy system
where access to land r fakily open, and since over 85 percent of the farming population operates on
less than two hectares of land, the benefits of agricultural growth are likely to be evenly distributed
among the rural population. Thus, average trends are expected to be a fair reflection of changes in
rural living conditions.

4.9 Figure 4.1 presents the trends in
real per capita GDP, broken down into its REAL PER CAPITA GDP
urban and rural components. Between 1987 - 100
1983 and 1986, aggregate real per capita
GDP declined steadily, reaching a bottom Aox
of U Sh 13,184 in 1986. Starting in 1986, A
it grew steadily to reach U Sh 15,802 in so /
1991. Real GDP per capita in rural and
urban areas essentially followed the same ...- o
trend. Real GDP per capita in rural areas ' _
increased from U Sh9,269 in 1986to U W -R u.i. . .
Sh 10,543 in 1991, while real non- C"d Y*a
agricultural real GDP per capita rose
from U Sh 47,236 to U Sh 54,682, _
respectively. These numbers demonstrate
that, on average, the welfare of the rural
and urban poor, in real terms on a per |
capita basis, has improved by between 14
and 16 percent respectively during the £ ii ie i, s sv s- ,iSe
past five years, maintning the rural-
urban income gap at around 5.2:1 over otou
the second half of the 1980 S.* '2
Compared to the early 1980s, some X -
income redistribution in favor of the rural
aweas seems to have occured. It is j
important to note, however, that averages t
mask the existence of wide intraregional 12.
differences, particularly in urban areas. - mdm v 

4.10 There is considerable uncerainty
in determining whether these
improvements were entirely a result of Figure 4.1: Real Per Capita GDP.

al Real per capita agoulbtrl GDP, used as a prox for ural eal per cpia GDP, is arived at by dividing real
agriculturl GDP by the nuWal population. This overtoes the rura per capita GDP to the ctent that urban
faming is important On the other hand, it wil be an underestimat provided that nonictual activities
are important in rurl areas. In this computation, the two smaes of bias are assumed to offset each other.
A similar roasoning is made for the real per capita GDP in urban aroas.

Two assumptions implicit in this analysis are that agriculues terms of tadoe vis-a-vis the nonagriculturl
sector remained unchanged as did the distribution of income in both rual and urban aras. If agriculture's
terms of trade improved (deteriorated) there would be a rea tive improvement (deterioration) in agdoiultural
inoome. See tho discussion on the trend in tho terms of trad below.
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adjustment policies, other extraneous factors, or some combination of the two. During the second half
Of the 1980s, Uganda was just emerging from the political chaos following the Obote II regime,
which had brought the urban economy to a virtual standstill. 'he large-scale destruction and
heightened insecurity Impacted significandy on rural areas as well; market links were disrupted as
marketng institutions and inastructure collapsed forcing the rural economy to become self-reliant.

Thus, given that peace and security were regained at a time that the structural adjustment policies
were put in place, causes serious difficulties in disentangling the effects generated by the
macroeconomic policies per se. The problem is also compounded by the difficulties in isolating the
effects of the price reforms (i.e., changes in the exchange rate, interest rates a product pricing)
from the impact of the injection of large amounts foreign exchange support accompanying the reform
program.

4.11 To Isolate, at least partially, the effects of the "peace dividend" from the effect generated by
policy measures, the following section exaniines some policy-induced determinants of rural and urban
income such as the trends in the domestic terms of trade and real wages.

Changes in Domestic Terms of Trade 

4.12 Figure 4.2 preses the domestic barter TOT for cash crops (traded), Food crops (nontraded),
and for the agriculture sector as a whole. The TOT have been computed by dividing the cash crop,
food crop and agriculture deflators by the nonagricultural GDP deflator in an attempt to compare the
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prices of the goods that farmers sell to the prices of the goods that farmers buy.0 These prices are
influenced, in one way or another, by such policy measures as the changes in the exchange rate, price
and trade liberalization, and the elimnation of marketing monopolies.

4.13 As the figure reveals, the terms of trade for cash crops fluctuated considerably during the
1981486 period and experienced a sustained deterioration between 1986 and 1989. However, there
was a dramatic improvement in the cash crops TOT in 1990 and 1991, the reasons for which are
discussed below. At the same time, the TOT for food crops, which dominate agriculture, have been
on a steady declining trend since 1989. Food crop TOT improved steadily between 1981 and 1987,
largely as a result of insecurity, which prevented adequate supplies of food from reaching the marKet.
Since 1987, with the restoration of peace throughout most of the country, there has been a significant
revival (the present drought in some parts notwithstanding) in agricultural output and in the marketed
surplus causing the TOT to decline. Given the dominance of the food crop sector, this has resulted
in the aggregate TOT shifting against agriculture. This somewhat surprising result probably warrants
further research which present data limitations do not permit, ..r., a closer examination of farmer's
icomes and expenditures per capita. As is discussed below (paras 4.24-4.25) the increase in
agricultural output was accompanied by an increase in the real wages in the agriculture sector fiurher
corroborating the finding that the benefits of growth were substantially shared by the smaller farmers.
The key implication of the cecline in agriculture TOT is that increases in gross domestic incomes
have tended to be smaller than the increases in gross domestic product in agriculture. It must also be
pointed out that the improvement in the security situation has also resulted in a decrease in the
farmers cost of production and so the decline in TOT probably overstates the loss in incomes.

Macroeconomic Policy and Its Implications

4.14 Macroeconomic policies, including agricultural marketing and pricing policies, together with
external factors, affect both tradable an. nontradable crops by influencing the TOT for these crops
and thereby have an impact on the structure of incentives and income distribution. The price that a
farmer receives for growing a cash (tradable) crop, when it is not arbitrarily fixed by the
Government, is generally determined by the international price of the product, costs of transportation
from firmgate to processing centers and then to ports of exit, processing and marketing margins, the
exchange rate regime, and explicit or implicit export taxes. The farmgate price for food crops, on
the other hand, largely reflects domestic demand and supply conditions, including the flow of
substitute imported food crops, and marketing margins.

4.15 A poor macroeconomic environment, in addition to providing the wrong market signals and
thereby stifling economic growth, hurt- the poor by indirecdy taxing the resources that they possess.
An enabling macroeconomic environment, on the other hand, removes production disincentives,
encourages optimal resource allocation, and improves income distribution. The impact of
macroeconomic policies, particularly those focusing on taxation and the exchange rate, is particularly
pronounced in largely agricultural economies such as Uganda and thereby warrants careful
consideration. The exchange rate, in particular, produces the most pervasive impact that often out-

Foer variants of the domestic barter TOT wene computed. These included TOT computed on the basis of the
deflators for industry, srvices and the nonfood consumer pnce indox in the denominator, respectively Mm

sul from these alternative measumes were not sigmficantly different from the analysis presented above.
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Table 4.2: Foreign Trade Taxes, Trade Ddicit and Exchange Rates

Nominal REER Export Spread Between
Calendar Exhange 1987=100 Twxd Offiial & Free Market
Year Rate U ShIUSS Index GDP (%) Rate (%)

1981 0.5 3.06 1.2
1982 0.9 1.07 2.9
1983 1.S 0.84 4.8
1984 3.8 0.57 7.2 52.1
1985 7.0 0.74 5.8 145.1
1986 14.2 0.78 3.3 329.0
1987 44.7 1.00 2.0 266.3
1988 106.0 0.90 1.0 289.8
1989 222.0 0.77 0.9 156.2
1990 433.0 0.47 0.9 61.3
1991 750.0 0.36 0.4 24.7
1992' 1000.0 Q0332 0.0 15.02

'Esthme&d
2 Annual averagc as of June 30, 1992.

Sources: Minsty qf Finance and Economic Panning, IhfF and staff esimates.

weighs the other effects of crop-specific policies."

4.16 Through a series of changes in the foreign exchange allocation system, the Ugandan shilling
has depreciated significantly since 1987 C(able 4.2). In 1987, the US dollar was officially exchanged
at an average rate of U Sh 44.7 and the spread between the official exchange rate and the free market
excdange rate amounted to about 266 percent. Starting in 1988, the Government began implementing
an aggressive program of adjusti.g the official exchange rate with a view to compressing the gap
between the official and the foreign exchange bureau rate and in July 1990 it legalized the operation
of the foreign exchange bureaus. By 1991, the Government had adjusted the official exchange rate
to an average of U Sh 750 per dollar, i.e., over a 17-fold depreciation. When the differential had
declined to about 15 percent, the Government decided to cease setting the offiial exchange rate
adminitratively and introduced a foreign exchange auction in January 1992.

4.17 Et Is importantto note that real devaluation, by itself, cannot provide positive Incentives and
sdmulate the supply respoase unless it is complemented by price and market liberalization which
allows market-determined or border prices to be transmitted to the producers and reduces the
monopoly rents enjoyed by marketing boards. To the extent that the international prices are not
passed on to producers but are retained by the state as tax and by marketing boards, the benefits to

* A nunber of county cm saudies ononissiond by Cie Word Bank have demonsrtd dit the imupa of exchange
sre nisalignmnt on agricultutal iacentives is mxe severe as compared to direct crop-specifc policies. A summuary
of dho acm dudies can be found in A. 0. Krueger, M. Schiff and A. Valdes, "Agiculua Incetives in
Developing Couatris: Measuring the Effect of Secorl and Econmynwide Policies', lhc World Bank Eoonomnd
Revkwi, VoL 2, No. 3, 1988.
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the farmer are limited.6 Recognizing this, the Government of Uganda has overhauled the system
of marketing, pricing and taxing coffee. Starting with the 1991/92 coffee year (Octeber-September),
the Government has moved to a system where only an indicative floor price for coffee is announced
and the actual producer price is determined by market forces. The export monopoly of the Coffee
Marketing Board has been eliminated and coffee exporting has been opened to competition. In the
early years of the program, all exporters were required to surrender their foreign exchange to the
Government at the appreciated official exchange rate. The Government now permits all noncoffee
exporters to eithe. retain their foreign exchange earnings or sell these to the foreign exchange bureaus
at the market determined exchange rate. Coffee earnings, while still sold to the Government, are
transacted at the foreign exchange bureau rate. To counteract the adverse impact of the decline in the
international price of coffee, the Government has virtually abolished all taxes on exports such that
export taxes deciined from about 34 percent of total revenues in 1986187 to less than 2 percent in
1991/92. The remaining export tax only applies to Arabica coffee which commands a premium price
on the international market. The Government has further eliminated the export monopoly of the
Uganda Tea Authority and the Produce Marketing Board, although the Lint Marketing Board still
enjoys a monopoly for exporting cotton. These changes have gone a long way in altering relative
prices in favor of cash crops (tradables), and have had a beneficial impact on- the poor, to the extent
that they are involved in the production of such crops.

4.18 Impact on Me Famngate Picke of Thraabe Crops. Uganda's exports are dominated by coffee
which accounts for the bulk of the country's foreign exchange earnings and, until recently, its fiscal
revenues. Due to its heavy dependence on a single export commodity, Uganda's macroeconomic
performance, and the welfare of the poor, has suffered considerably as a result of the adverse
movements in international price of coffee. The over 50 percent decline in the international price of
coffee, from US$2.60/kg in 1985 to less than US$1.00/kg in 1992, as a result of the collapse of the
International Coffee Agreement, has caused major foreign trade, fiscal and price instability, inimical
to the rural as well as to the urban poor.

4.19 As a result of concerted action, particularly since 1990, the Government has been able to
protect the price received by producers. Despite the deterioration in the international environment,
the real producer price of Robusta coffee in 1991 was about 7 percent higher than the price in 1987,
the year when the Government commenced implementing the ERP.56 The farmers' share of the
international price of coffee in 1991 and 1992 was more than double their share in the mid 1980s.

4.20 Table 4.3 reveals that, as a result of the adjustment measures implemented by Government,
relative prikes, particularly since 1989, appear to have changed in favor of coffee as compared to the
prices received by farmers for growing food crops such as plantain (matoke), cassava and maize,
which compete with coffee for farmer's resources, particularly labor. The farmer's relative price
between coffee and maize, coffee and cassava, and coffee and matoke, for instance, has increased by
227 percent, 272 percent, and 119 percent, respectively between 1989 and 1991. It is therefore
apparent that, through macroeconomic and agricultural pricing policies, the Government has been
largely successful in preventing the coffee industry from virtually collapsing which would have
occurred in the absence of the structural reforms implemented.

es Ishlat Husain, ibid.

66 Unlike the nonagricultural GDP deflator used eadier, the real price series in this section is computed using
the aggregate CPI as the delator. Recomputing the real prices usng the nonagricultural GDP does not change
the trend, although the magnitudes are slightly different.
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Table 4.3: Index of Real Fa&mWate Prie
1987 = 100

Rato o Reblave FrIc*s
RobustalFood Crops

Seed Greeueal
Pbusta Cotton Tea Mmet Make Sorgbv Cm Pa Robtms Robut/ Robust/
(boko) (AR) Make cssava Prn

1982 69.0 69.7 33.1 50.8 77.3 47.1 24.9 30.6 89.3 276.8 225.7
1983 116.0 131.9 111A 50.6 1392 45.6 35.9 81A 83.3 322.9 142.5
1984 176.9 191.6 161.8 163.0 235.9 152.5 121.8 130.7 75.0 145.3 135.4
1985 153.5 132.1 109.8 77.0 196.0 70.3 64.1 12.5 78.3 239.6 149.8
1986 106.1 63.1 149.8 125.5 109.9 89.3 72.8 179.8 96.6 145.7 59.0
1987 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1988 84.4 1422 67.5 83.7 84.4 83.7 81.0 103.9 100.0 104.2 81.3
1989 52.3 143.1 73.2 67.0 244.0 67.0 64.5 80.4 21.4 81.0 65.0
1990 78.5 181.9 55.0 66.9 130.9 66.8 64.1 84.6 60.0 122.5 92.9
1991 107.3 219.5 73.6 52.2 153.3 67.0 35.6 75.5 70.0 301.4 142.2

Awe.: UJ 193M0 ke Govenm estabLiWprodewrpricesJr cwffee, coeom ar.d tea idach have Aisce
been liberalidz

Soarce: Agrkemra* Secr xa, Bank of Ugand and Afrian Development bdicat7 for ndIe, sorghwm
and cassaea

4.21 The real farmgate price of cotton, the other important export crop which accounts for about
5 percent of total exports, registered a much stronger increase, with the price increasing by about 119
percent between 1987 and 1991. While the real farmgae price of tea declined by about 25 percent
during the 1987-91 period, tea presently accounts for a very small fraction of Ugandan exports. The
upward trend in the TOT for cash crops during the past two years, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 above,
is therefore largely the result of the combined impact of coffee, cotton, and a few newly emerging
nontraditional exports such as beans and sesame.

4.22 Impa on she Fanngae Price of Nonbwdabe Crops. The major nontradable crops in
Uganda constiute plantain (matoke), cassava, maize, millet and sorghum. The trend in the real
farmgate price of these crops, as shown in Table 4.3, supports the deterioration in food crops TOT.
On average, the real producers' price of these five crops dropped by about 25 percent between 1987
and 1992. Since nontradable crops account for about 70 percent of agricultural production, the trend
in the real farmgate price of such crops has more than offset the increase in the farmgate price of
tradables and resulted in the decline in the overall TOT of the agricultwal sector.

Implcations for Household Welfare

4.23 While combining the trends in real farmgate prices with existing data on prevailing farming
sysms can provide some idea of the regional evolution of household welfare on account of
agricultural activities, lack of details of agricultural income by district makes this an extremely
difficult exercise. For example, in the high rainfall areas around Lake Victoria, where Robusta coffee
is predominandy grown and where poverty is comparatively less pronounced, it is likely that
household income from cash crop production would have increased in re rnt years on account of the
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improvement in the cash crops teWms of trade. ITis would also be true for households of the Teso
system in eastern Uganda where cotton is grown and in the mountain areas of the west where Arabica
coffee is grown. However, since these households are alse engaged in the production of food crops,
whose terms of trade have declined, the net results are ambiguous. It, however, bears repeating that
with the significant increase in agricultural output in recent years, welfare of the rural poor appears
to have improved although, given the weight of nontradable food crops in total agricultural output,
incomes probably did not increase as much as did output. What is unambiguous, however, is the fact
that policy changes have helped the cause of poverty reduction.

4.24 To keep real incomes rising In the face of the overall decline in the TOT of the agricultural
sector, various strategies are being adopted by farmers. As recent experience in several areas shows,
monetization of the agriculturw sector is gradually on the increase as farmers shift resources,
particularly labor, from less paying crops to crops commanding higher prices at the farmgawe level.
In particular, incomes are being supported, in some areas, by the introduction of some high-paying
export crops into the production mix. These encouraging developments are also being affected by
changes in the labor market. In recent years, labor shortages have started manifesting themselves,
particularly in the estate sector,0 as a result of which real rural wages have risen (see below).
Among the reasons for the labor shortage, particularly during peak season, is the decline in the
supply of migrant labor from neighboring countries and the impact of the AIDS crisis on the
productive segents of the population. Although this labor sbortage has adversely affected the up-
keep of the coffee trees, a relatively labor-intensive activity, it has helped to supplement the income
of net-labor supplying housebolds further improvig rural welfare.

What Has Been Happening to the Inoom of the Poor?

4.25 While there is no direct evidence available of the change in the incomes of the poor
households, a look at the trend in real wages of agrcultural labor may shed some light on the trend
in the living condition of the rural poor. Table 4.4 shows the estimates of real wages of casual,
permanent and contract labor in rural Uganda between December 1984 and February 1992. There
are obvious question marks about these estimates." And yet the overall positive trend in real wages
is strong enough to defy all the doubts and imperfections of measurement. If the obviously
questionable observation for December 1987 is excluded, there was a steady and strong increase in
real wages of casual labor until 1990. Real wage for contract labor has been more volatile, but an
increasing trend continued through 1991. For permanent labor the increase in wages continued
through 1992 with the exception of the questionable estimate for 1990.

4.26 Of the three, the trend in the real wage of casual labor is probably the most reliable indicator
of the trend in earnings of the poorer households. This is because the permanent workers are not
principally drawn from the rural households (see Chapter 6) and the contract wage rate, being

Alison Evans, A Raviw f4hr Ard Labour Mar*i Ugae , Unrvesity of Susex, May 1992. It dwuld be noted,
howeer, that h td sectot acounts for a very snull proportion of Ugandan agricAu.

In a hgy inflaioAy econo, adjusments for - changes are prblenic in aqy ase. In Uganda the difficuty
is cmponded by the fact that the only available conumer price index (CPI) is for the capital city, Kanmpla and
a few other ubn cenr Morover, them was a change n the weights of th inde saaing in 1988. We have
splieed the old and tho new index tger. Ther ar also some seious question ma absot te nominal wage dta.
For ample, why was ther a m_dden upwan re in casual and conwct wage rat in 1987? Why was there an
absut declino in pem_a wagp rate in 1990? Why was thee a sharp discoi in contmt wage tw aftr
1986? Satifcoy answers to these quesion arn not available.
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Table 4A4: Real Wages of Agrculural Workes
(Ra Wages i! Ugan Shiling at Decanber 1991 PFiu

M Wages in Curent Ugan Sbing)

Dae Casual Ab Daiy W.. Par_a Labor Montly Wage
Nominal Redl Nomual Real

Doe 1984 1 43.03 - _
Dec 1985 3 52.54 90.00 1576.18
Dec 1986 15.00 107.53
Doc 1987 100.00 259.20 7S0.00 1944.01
Doe 1988 165.00 165.00 2000.00 2000.00
Dec 19m 300.00 191.31 4000.00 2550.86
Deo 1990 400.00 208.37 3500.00 1823.20
Deoc 1991 500.00 197.01 7000.00 2758.08
Fab 1992 600.00 208.99 10000.00 3483.23

Cotatd Labor lb.r 1a) Kampala CPI
(Base Dc 1987)

Noakinl Real
Dec 1934 40.00 1923.08 2.08
Dec 1985 100.00 1751.31 5.71
Dee 1986 260.00 1863.80 13.95
Dec 1987 3500.00 9072.06 38.58
Doe 1988 5200.00 5200.00 100.00
Dec 1939 12500.00 7971.43 156.31
Dec 1990 17500.00 9116.01 191.97
Dee 1I99 30000.00 11820.33 253.80
Feb 1992 30000.00 10449.69 287.09
May 1992 - - 359.40

Sowce: NomI wage raare fm AgrkucdlSecretra, nkof Uga he CPl has been prewed
by picng togetherse Old Keap Co&t ofLing ndexfor ow Lnctgrow (1984 to 1988) f.a
he New k&upala Coa of L18n bIdex (1988 onwards). The bd has been 'rebased -on

December 1988 by divig each of dse tw dkes by d£r Decmber 1988 value.

expressed i terms of payment per hectare, is difficult to interpret." Looking at the real wages of
casual workers, It appears that the relatively rapid growth of Ugadan agriculure, particularly
between 1986 and 1992, was subsnially shared by the smaller peasants and that this led to a rise
in the supply price of their labor and, consequently, a reduction in rural poverty.

Ditolons In Product and Factor Markets

4.27 Distortions in product and factor markets, such as quantitative restrictions on imports and
Import and export licensing, confer significant income on a favored few, mainly through the creation
of rent income. Insofar as this income is derived from unproductive activities, the distortions transfer
income to higher income groups. lhe removal of these distortons, therefore, reallocates resources

* For ezample, =tc w rate s u fcifio to the tb of a per he andotn is knw abos t compositin
of tubs over tinm and/or the method of wighing the d aw r=as for WMdividuw bta in arniing at the wvegil was
nat for oontnac kbor.
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Table 4.5: FTsul and Moneay Pafoanoe

198687 19S70 1988M9 1969/90 1990/91 1991/92

Fbd Ratios
Total RevenueJTotal Expenditure 52.6 50.9 52.2 54.0 50.8 32.0
Tax Revenue/Total Revenue 83.2 87.4 84.5 91.6 93.7 93.4
Coffee RevenueJTas Revenue 41.3 32.0 13.3 17.3 9.9 1.2
Ttal Revenue (incl Grants)/GDPMP 4.6 6.9 7.0 8.3 10.8 13.5
Total Revenue (cxcl G(ranU)/GDPMP 4.2 5.4 5.4 6.8 7.1 6.6
Total ExpendurelGDPMP 7.9 10.5 10.3 12.7 14.1 20.6
Capital Expenditure/Total Expenditure 37.5 44.2 33.5 43.8 51.5 44.5
CuOnt Expenditr/Total Expedit 62.5 5S.8 66.5 56.2 48.5 55.5
Current A/C BalanocIGDPMP (-= deficit) 4.8 -0.5 -1.5 0.3 0.3 -4.9
Overall DeficithGDPMP (+ = deficit) 3.8 5.5 5.3 6.5 7.6 14.0

F-n
GantsTrotal Financing 10.7 28.3 30.2 22.6 48.5 49.5
Foreign Borrowing (net)Total Fincing 7.6 37.8 41.3 102.2 45.0 36.2
DomesticlTotal Fiunaing 81.7 33.9 28.5 -24.8 6.5 14.3

MO-sta Ratios
Claims on Governenit/lDoniic Cradit 0.0 49.2 38.6 11.S 10.7 31.9
Crop Financing/Domestic Creit 18.3 18.7 28.4 30.6 33.6 20.6
M1/GDPMP 5.4 5.8 6.1 5.9 6.1 6.2
M2/GDPP.!P 6.2 6.4 6.8 6.8 7.2 7.9
MUft*U 88.4 903 90.2 86.2 83.8 79.2

Inflaidon: CPI Kampala 216.5 167.9 130.5 45.4 24.6 42.1

Nbot: CapTe dkwes and total eenures hclude nt keding.

Source: Mbuby of fluace and Economic Planning , I and skf eates.

way from relatively well-off groups, causes increases in productive activity, and therefore benefits
a broader cross-section of society, including the poor. Since the introduction of the ERP, the
Government has made considerable progress in reducing such distortions within the economy. With
respect to the trade regime, the process which began with the introduction of the Open General
License (OGL) and the Special Import Program (SIP) has now cuminated in a system whereby the
Govnment has abolished all import and export licenses and replaced these with an automatic export
and import certification system, subject to a narrowly defined negative list. Furthermore, on the
domestic front, the restrictive Industrial License Act has been abolished and the Investment Authority
established as a one-stop shop for encouraging private invesment and promoting the newly
promulgated investment code. All of these measures are expected to have a significant positive impact
on the business environment which should lead to productive job creation and an increase in wages
and thereby in the overall standard of living.
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inflation and Its Impact on the Poor

4.28 As over 90 percent of GDP in SSA countries goes to consumption, and more so in poorer
countries such as Ugada and by the poorer members of the population, bringing inflation into check
and reveg the trend is prudent macroeconomic policy and is good for poverty reduction. Inflation
essentially taxes all those who participate In the market as buyers of goods and services, and generally
distributes the benefits In favor of government. Ihe merits of this inflation tax are questionable on
efficiency and equity grounds; particularly since the benefits of the expenditures generated through
the inflation tax tend to be narrowly distributed while the adverse effects are more pervasive.

4.29 In Uganda, own-production accounts for about 40 percent of the total consumption of the
rural poor. However, to the extn that the poor have to depend on the market for over 60 percent
of their conumption needs, their welfare is affected adversely by the high rates of inflation. The
negative impact of Inflation on the rural poor is further aggravated by the fact that food crops, whose
term of trade have declined, dominate the marketable surplus from the agricultural sector, while a
few critcal "traded consumables, such as sugar, soap, vegetable oil, etc., figure large in household
purchases. lberefore, the positive impact that inflation has had on agricultural incomes has been far
less than its negative impact through xenditures. Furthermore, as a result of infrastructural and
transortatin botdeonecks, the marketing margins of intermediaries tend to be high, further
dampening the incomes of agricultura producers while inflating their expenditures. For instance,
between 1987 and 1990, the margin between producers' and consumers' prices for matoke increased
from 17 percent to 45 percent, while thatof maize increased from 14 percent to 81 percent, over the
same penod.

4.30 While adverse weather conditions and the frequent adjustments to the exchange rate and to
itest rates have al contributed to the escalation of prices, the imbalance between govemment
revenues and expenditures, and the link between the fiscal de.icit and monetary expansion has been
the primary cause for the high rata of inflation in Uganda. The tax effort in Uganda is still among
the lowest in SSA,I and total revenues are sufficient to finance only about 50 percent of government
expenditures. While external loans and grants have traditionally financed a large part of the fiscal
deficit, borroing from the domestic banking system has been an extremely important source of
financing for the Government, at least until 1988/89. Consequently, until 1988/89, the large-scale
monetzation of the deficit resulted in triple digit inflation levels (Table 4.5), thereby severely eroding
real inoomes in Uganda

4.31 in order to stem this erosion, one of the key objectives of the stabilization component of the
adjustment progam in Uganda has therefore been to keep prices in check by mobilizing incremental
fiscal revenues and restictng exndiures to budgeted amounts. Bringing inflation downi to levels
comparable with those of major trading partners is a declared objective and a continuing challenge
for the Government. Since 1990, the Govment has embarked upon a concerted program aimed at
mobilizing incremental revenues and controlling expenditures. The tax and tariff regime has been
rationaized, the rate structure has been gready simplified, and tax exemptions minimized. With the
establishment of the Uganda Revenwe Authority MMRA) in Sepmber 1991, the Government has taken
a bold step forward in overaling its system of tax administration. Furthermore, dihe Governmen

In 1990, toal rmu to ONP atias for Malwi, Zai, Kenyaand Siam Lcono have been 23 pereent, 12 pemnt,
23 pe , - and 9 p_at peauivy. WKdd Dwipxea Rpot, 1992, The World Bank, Was*gn, DC.
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has instituted a strict program aimed at keeping expeaditures in line with the budget and has stated
paying back its arrears to the banking system.

4.32 While daytoday implementation problems abound, the overall results of the Goverment's
efforts have been very encouraging. As illustrated in Table 4.5, govenment revenue efforts have
increased from about 4 percent of GDP in 1986/87 to about 7 percent of GDP in 1991/92. During
the first three months of 1992/93 (i.e., July to September, 1992), the Uganda Revenue Authority has
mobilized over U Sh 60 billion in revenues as compared with U Sh 31 billion for the corresponding
period in 1991/92, implying an annualized taxto-GDP ratio in excess of 8 percent. The efficiency
of tax collection has also increased greatly with URA's recurrent costs, as a percentage of revenues
mobilized, declining to about 5 percent and projected to decline further to 3 percent by 1994195.
While expenditures as a percent of GDP appear to have increased significandy, these largely reflect
an effort on the part of the Government to consolidate the budget by including all expenditures which
were previously off the budget. As a result of these meawures, claims of the banking sector on the
Government have continued to decline. Government claims as a percentage of total domestic credit
deceased from about 50 percent in 1986187 to under 11 percent in 1990/91, increasing thereafter to
about 32 percent in 1991/92. The increase in 1991/92 was the result of a temporary lapse in fiscal
management when the Government failed to cut expenditures in line with the shortfall in import
support assistance from the donor community. The Government, however, corrected the situawon in
the fourth quarter of the fiscal year and its financial program is back on track. Consequently, Uganda
has been successful in reducing the average rate of inflation in recent years; inflation declined from
216.5 percent in 198687 to 24.6 percent in 1990/91, before it reversed to 42.1 percent in 1991/92,
on account of the drought and the temporary slippage in fiscal management. Largely as a result of
the renewed financial discipline, the average monthly inflation rate between July 1992 and February
1993 has been -0.2 percent.

4.33 Seooalxay of Iaflatiox and IunrYear Vul,ex*bty. Ihe harvest period in Uganda is
different depending on the crops harvested and geographic distribution of the farming a,;Z. While
cops like matoke and cassava can be harvested throughout the year and there are multiple cropping
seasons in several parts of the country, there are areas, particularly in the north and the east, which
are charaterized by a single yearly harvest. For farming households, harvest is usually rich, and
post-harvest can be lean even for those who are otherwise well-do. The well-being of net-buying
households in rural areas, rural and urban wage earners, and otherwise well-to-do farmers (in the
leaner months) suffers when prces swing upwards seasonally on their long-term trend. In addition
to the agricultura cycle, seasonal price variability could be conditioned by short-term macroeconomic
management such as the seasonality in bank credit including those destined for coffee purchases.
Understanding the underlying factors for the seasonal variations in prices can help in facilitating the
design of short-term poverty sensitive macroeconomic targets within the perimeters of the annmal
targets.

4.34 Using monthly data for the decade between 1982-92 (using the old, fht new and the combined
series), Inflation in Uganda appears to follow a ti-modal pattern. In the first cycle, inflation starts
to pick momentum in November and reaches an apex in Jamnary. After a brief period of lull, the
second cycle comes in April and May. The third is a short spell in September. These peaks match
the coffee harvesdng season well as coffee deliveries rise between November and January and again
between July and Aupgst Seasonal fluctutions in agegate demand caused by coffee crop finance
could be pardy responsible for the seasonal variations in the aggregate price level. The seasonal
fluctuation in prices assumes special relevance given the weak post-harvest storage conditions and the
importance of perishable products in the product mix. Household vulnerability to inflation in Uganda
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would therefore oscillate seasonally, particularly given that the poor have limited assets, liquid or
otherwise, serving as a hedge against bad-days.

The Provision of Social Servioces

4.35 Another channel through which adjustment policies impact on the poor is through the
restructuring of public expenditures such that an increased emphasis is placed on the provision of
economic and social services which increase human capital. Expenditures in areas such as primary
health, primary education services, agricultural research and extension, etc. empower the poor, raise
their productivity and augment their earning potential in the long run.

4.36 While Uganda stJi spends far less on economic and social services than do most countries
in the world and in SSA, the adjustment program in Uganda has nonetheless emphasized the need for
and resulted in a visible change in public expenditure priorities with expenditure allocations increasing
in favor of socW sectors in general and on education and health care in parficular (Chapter 7).
Between 1989(90 and 1991192, there has been a 49 percent real increase in locally funded
expenditures on primary education whose share in GDP has increased from 0.4 percent to 0.5
percent. Similarly, locally funded expenditures on primary health increased by about 238 percent in
real terms over the sme period. Given the extremely low revenue effort, discussed above, the
Government plans to continue increasing these allocations steadily, keeping in mind he
macroeconomic implications of the constraints imposed by the tight resource envelope.

Conclusion

4.37 Despite severe data constraints, which limit the analysis presented in this chapter, there is no
denying the fact that the last five years have seen an increase in production, a decrease in inflation,
and a marked improvement in the overall economic and political environment. To that extent, the
population of Uganda has benefitted. With the return of peace and security to most parts of the
country, Ugandan citizens are once again able to feed and clothe themselves and plan for a better
tomorrcw. Notwithstanding the 'peace dividend', had the Government not embarked upon the
adjustm program when it did, it is our conclusion that the economic and social climate would have
continued to deteriorate, with the gains from peace being eroded by the continued ravages of triple
digit inflation, resulting from irresponsible fiscal policy. The coffee industry would not have survived
the developments in the international market; foreign exchange shortages would have continued
thereby stifling agricultural and industrial development; and income distribution would have worsened
with significant rents accumulating to the favored few. The Government should therefore be
applauded for implementing a courageous and demanding economic reform program.

4.38 It is often argued that there can be severe short-term *socWal costs* associated with structural
adjustment programs which traditionally emphasize the elimination of price controls, severe cuts in
fiscal expenditures which are often accompanied by cuts in wages and salaries and the elimination
of subsidies. While this might be true in some cases, in the Ugandan context, the adjustment program
has not called for wage freezes (nstead the emphasis has been on increasing salary levels); reductions
in subsidies (which were few to start with); or the elimination of price controls (which were limited
and were almost alwaiys nonbinding). As has been demonstrated above, there appears to have been
a general improvement in the quality if life in Uganda and most Ugandans appear not to have been
adversey affed by the social costs of adjustment. While it is too soon to evaluate the results of the
recenty started civil service retrenchment program, the discussion of labor markets and the salary
structure in Uganda (Chapter 6) indicates that the costs associaed with such retrenchment will be
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mitigated by the fact that the recent shortage of labor wUi enable retrenched civil servants to be
absorbed in othdr sectors of the growing economy and that the household farming sector and/or the
urban informal aector is able to provide returns to labor which are comparable to what the retrenched
civil servants were receiving from the Govemment.

4.39 However, having said that, there appears to be very little cause for complacency. Living
standards, as was discussed in Chapter 1, are still far below the levels achieved in the 1960s and the
early 1970s. While the Goverment Is on the right track, it is imperative that the Government stay
the course* and continue vigorous implementation of the adjustment program which is designed to
transform the subs;stence economy into a strong, monetized economy. The poor in Uganda are
located in areas with litte access to roads, transport, communication, agricultural services and
marketing facilities. Overhauling the incentive system and allowing the markets to operate may be
necessary conditions for restoring incomes, but these are not sufficienL To the extent that
infrastructural botdenecks prevent Ugandans from participating in an increasingly monetized economy
and the majority of the people continue to eke out a living in the subsistence economy, the benefits
of adjustment will, for the most part, only have an indirect impact on their existence. Adjustment
policies can only have a beneficial impact if the people are empowered to participate in the new
economic environment which results from the policies implemented. As the Government continues
implementing its adjustment program, it is imperative that it also devote adequate resources to
develop and maintain a poverty monitoring system which will enable it to quantify and measure the
impact that the adjustment policies are having on the lives of the poor on a continuing basis. The
Integrated Survey presendy underway is an excellent example of the kind of data that needs to be
collected on a fairly regular basis.

4.40 Ihe following chapters of this report are forward-looking and present a vision for the fiture
economic development of Uganda together with a set of policies designed to make that vision a
reality. At the heart of the vision is the overarching objective of reducing poverty through sustai ed
ecnomic growth.



Part II

A Strategy for Reducing Poverty
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Accelerating Economic Growth

She cotwres that have bwe most sucetfW in attacksg povery havw ewcouraged a pate of
growth that makes kie use of libor and have inveted fi the human capital of the poor. B
elements are essential Thejfirst provides the poor with opponw:ities to use their most abundant
aset-labor. The secndiprowis ther mnediate well being andinreases their capaciy to take
advanage of newly created paoibdiesa (World DevelopmentReport 19W. World Bank, p. 51.)

introduction"

5.1 In almost every country reducing poverty is a key objective, if not the raison d'etre, of
development policy. For a country like Uganda, whose GNP per capita is estimated at under US$170,
naking it one of the poor-it countries in the world, the imperative of reducing poverty cannot be
overemphasized. Experience from a cross-section of countries has demonstrated that economies that
have achieved higb rates of growth (e.g., Botswana, Mauritius, Thailand and Indonesia) have been
most successful in reducing poverty. Overall economic growth results in a rise in incomes, which is
a necessary but not sufficient condition for reducing poverty. Poverty in Uganda is largely a
reflection of the fact that the economy has failed to achieve sustained growth for a quarter of a
cenuy (1965-1990). During this period Uganda's GDP per capita declined at an average anmual rate
of 2.4 percent, compared to a weighted average annmal growth of 1.7 percent for low-income
countries.n' It must be added that Uganda was not alone; only a handful of SSA countries bucked the
trend towards economic retrogression.7

5.2 The pattern of economic growth also matters and this means that incomes which are rising
as a rsult of economic growth must also be accompanied by a reduction in income inequality.
International experience has shown that the growth that benefits the largest number of people is that
based on labor-intensive methods of production. Labor is the most important asset, sometimes the
only asset, owned by the poor. To enable the poor to participate and share in the growth, labor and
product markets have to function efficiently. Public policy affects the way these markets work and,
at a broader level, determines the rate and patterm of growth. Policy has an even more critical role
to play in improving the social conditions of the people, principally through meetng basic needs,
particularly in health and education.

5.3 Ihis chapter advocates a growth-oriented strategy for reducing poverty in Uganda. It reviews
Uganda's recent performance on the grovdi score, suggests alternative growth scenarios and
examines the sectoral sources of growth. In doing this one must bear two points in mind. Tne first
point is that there has been a general slowdown of growth throughout the world. In the 1965-1980

Thi chapter dmws on Uganda A dukwl Se&or Merandum, Agrcut gad Ewiurmnt Op omt Diws;,
Wodld BaIc, 1992 and a l Agylcln Rnearch Stame and Plan. VoL 11: otea and Po8aa,
Oovannmat of Ugand.

Unlar oerwis specified, the compamlivo dda usd in s chaptr coat from the World Deve nt Rept,
Waold Bank, 1992. Also, whever the œxprosio low iom countre appers in this chapter it exad CJin
and India

7n Mm notable excep,on auc omawaa Maurs, Dumed, Lesotho, Canwreon and Conso.
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period 42 of the 78 low and middle income countries for which data are available achieved average
annual GDP growth rates of 5 percent or higher. During the next decade (1980-1990) only 15 out
of 86 low and middle income countries managed growth rates of that magnitude. Clearly, the global
recession and the international debt crisis of the 1980s have taken their toll. The second point is that
growth actually accelerated in Eas-t Asia and the Pacific and in South Asia during the 1980s. This
suggests that, in spite of the odds, rapid growth is attainable, provided certain basic conditions are
met (paras 5.6-5.10).

5.4 While the imperative of reducing poverty in Uganda calls for rapid growth, the past failed
efforts directed at promoting growth and alleviating poverty in SSA seem to argue for a long-term
perspective on poverty reduction in Uganda and other SSA countries. Skepticism rel,irding the ability
of Uganda and other SSA countries to break out of the low or negative growth conundrum does not
seem to be entirely misplaced. Still, as will become clear later, Uganda stands a good chance of
following the fast track to poverty reduction. Moreover, there is encouraging evidence from a number
of countries to the efflect that the development process can be telescoped into a much shorter time
frme. The outstanding examples are the Republic of Korea and China which, in recent years, more
or less doubled per capita output in just a decade. Two SSA countries have done just as well.
Botswanz and Mauritius also virtually doubled per capita output within the short space of ten years.
Ihis helps to counter the view that SSA countries are condemned to slow growth. Still one must raise
the question: why have a few countries been so successful in increasing output while so many others
have failed miserably? There is obviously nG blueprint for rapid growth but a number of ingredients
for success can be identified. These are discussed below.

5.5 Before turning to the prerequisites for rapid growth, it is useful to ask: is the performance
of the fast-growing countries explained by special factors, i.e., small or large population, more or
less homogeneous population, small land area, a vast mineral endowment, etc.? Obviously, there are
circumstances and conditions peculiar to each country and it is to be expected that these would come
into play as a country tries to grow and develop. However, special factors by themselves cannot
explain rapid growth. After all, specil factors can be as easily squandered as taken advantage of.
Take one example. Rapid growth in Botswana has been buidt upon diamond exports while many SSA
countries similarly endowed with mineral wealth have failed to prosper. Moreover, special factors
can be adverse rather than favorable. Tlus, Botswana has achieved rapid growth in spite of being a
land-locked country and being buffeted, until recently, by apartheid related turmoil in the region.

Prerequisites for Accelerated Eoonomic Growth

5.6 The experience of the economically successfil developing countries shows that three factors
namely macoeconomic stability, high rate of investment backed by domestic savings, and a high rate
of literacy and numeracy, are absolutely necessary for achieving rapid growth over the long term.
Macroecononic stabilly is needed to give people the confidence to undertake long-term investments,
particularly those involving technological change in industry and agriculture. The main indicators of
macroeconomi stability are low fiscal deficits (or budget surpluses), low and stable inflation and a
stable exchange and trade regime. Countries like Botswana and Mauritius have been constant in their
pursuit of policies that ensure the maintenance of macroeconomic stability. In Table 5.1 inflation is
used as a proxy for macroeconomic balance. In the earlier period (1965-1980) the world economy
experienced generally low inflation and Uganda's average inflation rate was not far above the average
of 17.3 percent for the low-income countries. In the ensuing decade (1980-1990) Uganda clearly
failed to achieve macroeconomic stability and inflation surged, while the successful comparator
countries either reduced or kept Inflation low.
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5.7 Another fundament prerequisite to Tabe S.1: Annual Rates of Infltion
rapid growth is a high rate of estment. That Uganda and Comparator Countries
means investment n farms, factories and other (Perent)
productive assets as well as investment in
human capital and in economic and social 1965-1980 1980-1 9I
infrastructure. Such itvestr-nt must in tm be

backed up by high rates ot domestic savings by 21.4 107.0
either the public sector or the private sector or 42.n 2259 42.5
both. Of course, foreigp savings and investment B0towm 8.4 12.0
have an important role to play in development, Mauitii 11.8 8.8
both in the rich countries and the poor ones. Indonesia 35.5 8.4
But in general, foreign investment often Thailand 6.2 3.4
follows, rather than leads, domestic investment.

Table 5.2 shows that Uganda lags well behind
the successful comparator countries on the sav-
ing and investment score.

5.8 High rates of fiteracy and nwueracy are Table 5.2: Domestic Investment and Savings
also fundamental to the achievement of rapid Uganda and Comparator Counrie
and sustained growth. Literacy and numeracy (Perent of GDP)
have important extnalities which justify
investment in these programs. But on the Domic Dometi
narrower grounds of promoting growth there is Savians lnvestmet
a strong case for heavy investment in education, 1965 1990 196MS 19O
particularly primary education. Tne ability to
read and write is crucial to the acquisition and u 5 12 1 
application of modern production and marketing Gk;M 18 1s 8 11
skills. In agriculture, for example, the farmer's Botwana 6 40 -13 30
capacity to adopt yield-raising innovations MUrtu 17 30 13 21
depends on his or her ability to at least read the 37 a 37
messages directed at him or her. This is why Tbaiid -2 37 19 34
countries that have made rapid growth a key
objective of national development policy have
invested heavily in eadcation at an early stage of their development. Table 5.3 shows that Uganda
again does poorly on this score.

5.9 However, lessons from international experience show that the three fundamentals disrussed
above are also not enough. Five additional ingredients for accelerating economic growth are
highlighted here:

(i) Transfonxation of Agdeudt*e. This involves the modernization of agriculture through the
introduction of new technology, accompanied by the provision of adequate infrastructure and
in some cases, land reform. Ihe transformation of agriculture offers many aLivantages. It
results in growth that is egalitarian, except where land ownership is highly concentrated; it
initiates the process of diffusion of modern production skils to large numbers of people; and
it creates a ready linkage between agriculture and industry. The conventional wisdom has
been that agricultural sector growth tends to be limited by factors such as the slow growth
of domestic demand for food, the protectionist policies of the rich countries and the slow pace
of diffiusinn of agricultural technology. While this is true to some extent, this type of
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Table S.3: School Enroimeit
pessimism can be overdone. It has been Uganda and Compartor Countries
partally disproved by the experience of etage of Age Group E Irolled)
a mnmber of countries. China, for
example, registered an average annual P ia" Second Terary
growth raft of 6.3 percent in 1965 1989 1965 1989 1965 1989
agicultrre during the 19801989
period. Other countries which are much ugauda 67 77 4 13 0 1
smaller than China (Morocco, Togo, (iah 69 75 13 39 1 2
Bhutan and Zurkna Faso) achieved Mavn 101 103 26 3 3 2
comparable rates of agricultural output Indonea 72 111 12 47 1
growth during the same period. For a Thmid 78 86 14 28 2 16
country that is heavily dependent upon
agriculture for employment, exports
and growth it makes sense to invest in
agricuture as a prelude to irncS3a4Tiali-
zation.

(ii) Tecial Education. General education is essential but it is not enough; it does not equip
the work force with the abilities needed to master modern production techniques which are
eritical to raising productivity. Rapid growth demands more and more technically trained
people, with training in mathematics, engineering and the sciences. The experience of the
Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Thailand and other fast-growing countries confirms this.

(Iii) Exporg. The fast-growing countries have also emphasized exports, and have adopted a
vigorous program of export promotion, supplemente,d by specific government interventions
(export processing zones, fiscal incentives, the provision of business-friendly public service,
etc.). Wbile government interventions have no doubt played a role in the export expansion
of the Newly Industrialized Countries, one must take care not to exaggerate the range and
efficacy of these interventions. International experience shows that rapid export expansion can
be based upon minerals, agriculture, manufactures or, more often, some combination of
these. In some cases (for example in the Republic of Korea and Mauritius) rapid export
expansion has meant dramatic rates of growth of manufactures. However, in many cases
rapid export expansion has been resource-based (Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia, to name
a few). With regard to agricultural exports, the trick to success involves three elements:
modernize traditional export crop production; diversify export crops, Pnd increase domestic
value added through the production of high value crops and increased processing of
agricultural commodities.

(iv) Ihe Caalic Role of Foreign Investment. This role can be played or supplemented by
partidular communities 1f settlers (for example, the Asians in East Africa and the Chinese in
Southeast Asia). Tfhe foreign investor often brings with him or her capital, technology,
management techniques, skills, quality standards and markets. As partners, competitors or
suppliers, local investors therefore benefit from the presence of foreign investors.

(v) Prob-solving Pwtnersp Beween the PUlc and Pdwate Sectors. Fast growing
economies have been characterized by an effective, problem-solving partnership between the
public and private sectors as opposed to an adversarial relationship between the two. Such
a partnership is built on the premise that the Government is willing and able to help
individuals and businesses to grow and become rich.
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S.10 Uganda fares poorly on the prerequste and the other essentl Ingredients for accelerting
growth, discussed above. Fist, although witin sight, macronmic stabilityhas yet to be achieved.
The key to achieving macroeconomic stability b firm control of the government budget. Second,
saving and investment rates are vey low. For the domestic savings rate to imprwve significantly there
must be In place a fianci system capable of mobilizing savinpg from the vast majority of the
people, which does not yet exist In Uganda. Third, illiteracy rai are too high, espeeWly for women;
In 1990 adult illiteracy was 52 percent for te total population and 65 percen for women. Only an
accelerated program of universal primary education can remove this handicap. Fourth, there is
insufficient technical education. Deliberate efforts need to be made to reorime education towards the
tecnical subjects. Five, as will become clear la, gicuture is stil very backward. High-yielding
crop varieties are yet to be Introduced; few modern inputs are used; only the simplest of Implements
are used; and the rural road network is in an appalling state of disrepair. Six, the export base is too
narrow and fagie, dependent as it still Is on coffee for about 75 percent of export eanings. A
determined push to eand expots is called for. Seven, although investor interest appears to be on
the rise, only a tricide of foreign investment is coming into the country. Ihe Government needs to
address systematically the problems of poor infrastuctu and bureaucatic Inpedimns to
investment. Finally, there is no effective partnership between the public sector and the private sector.
There is a need for a partnership which provides a forum for problems to be aired, followed up and
solved.

How Did Ugada Fare?

5.11 Ugandaes overall economic growth Tae 5.4: Avra Annual GDP Growth Rates
record is comprd to that of a mmber of Uganda and Compartor Countries
counties In Table 5.4. The table shows t"t
while countries like Uganda and Ghana missed
the opportui to grow for the greater part of 196s.Im i9S@i90
the past quarter century, others raced ahead.
This comparison is not entirly fair to Uganda,
given the facth foatr much of this periodthe UatA 0.6 2.8
country was engulfed in aos. Inded, it_can Gha 1.3 3.0
be argued that Uganda's capacity to grow has uraa ,,2 6.0
not really been tested up to DOw. Performac bdona 7.0 5.5
under the ERP over the long term will provide Thlad 7.3 7.6
such a test. So far the results hav been
encouraging; the past five years of adjustment
lave witnessed an average annual GDP growth rate of 5.3 prcent. Admitely, there were some
special fas behind this adcievement. The growth resumed from a depressed base and the return
of peace and security to large par of the country afer more than a decade of civil war made it
possible to bring idle capacity, be it an Industial plant or farm land, back into production. However,
the high rates of growth reoorded over this period cannot be wholly ascribed to these special factors.
The policies and measures implemented under the ERP, with their emphasis on £reater reliance on
market forces, have played an importan part in sdmulatig the growth of production. Other measures
include the Injection of more foreign exchange in the form of import support into the economy and
the rilitation of the infrstucture, paric y roads. Growth during the 1987-1992 period, in
fact, came in a sput of an average of 7.2 perceet over the first three years, followed by a slowing
down to 4 percent during the next two years. The recent deceleration of growth is indicative of the
fct that the impact of the special factors on production has started to wear off. But the lower rates
of gmth recorded in 1990 and 1991 can also be explained to some extent by poor rainfal in those
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Table 5S.: Average Aanual Sec Growth Rates
Uganda and Compaator Countries

Agrkuk4 -Mdus Sesku
196540 1l80-90 1965-80 1980-90 196S80 1980I90 1965-80 198041990

Ugpada 1.2 2.5 -4.3 5.5 -3.7 5.2 1.1 3.3
Ghana 1.6 1.0 1.4 3.3 2.5 4.0 1.1 5.7
Bobwana 9.7 -4.0 24.0 13.0 13.S 5.3 11.5 11.9
Maurius .. 2.6 .. 9.2 .. 10.8 .. 5.1
Indonesia 4.3 3.2 11.9 5.6 12.0 12.5 7.3 6.7
Thailad 4.6 4.1 9.5 9.0 11.2 8.9 7.4 7.8

years, since Ugandan agriculture is entirely rainfed. Except in the drier, semi-arid areas of the north
and Karamoja, -ainfl is normally adequate for growing crops but once in a while the rains have
been knowwn to be inadequate, late or poorly distributed.

5.12 Uganda's record on sectoral growth is compared to that of five other countries in Table 5.5.
Ugandas performance in agriculture and industry during the 1965-1980 period was dismal. In this
period agricultural prwduction failed to keep pace with population growth while industry declined by
over 4 percent each year. The folh *wing decade saw an improvement on the past 15 years but even
then agricultural output barely kept pace with population growdt. Ghana was in the same league as
Uganda and their performance contrasts sharply with that of Indonesia and Thailand which together
provide a good example of rapid and broad-based growth.

5.13 The main reason for the poor performance of the various sectors In Uganda (and hence the
economy as a whole) during the period under review is the general instability at the country went
through. Insecrity disrupted agricultural production and shut down markets while industrial plants
were looted or abandoned. The country was isolated from the rest of the world for many years.
Fortunaely, starting in 1986, Uganda has largely retred to normality. Improved security and law
and order, together with other factors, have had a positive impact on the performance of all the
sectors. In reflection of these developments agriculure grew during the 1986-1991 period by an
average of 4.2 percent, industry by 11.8 percent and services by 5.8 percent C(able S. 1 1).

The I3nk Between Growth and Poverty Reduction In Uganda

5.14 Each successive Policy Framework Paper (PFP) that Uganda has negotiated with the IMF and
the World Bank has targeted GDP to grow by 5 percent per annum. There appears to be really no
basis for this growth rate other than that, if attained, it would permit a modest increase of about 2
percent per annum in per capita output.74 Looked at in relation to Uganda's growth record over the
lODg term (minus 2.4 percent during 1965-1990) a growth rate of 5 percent seems robust. But when
viewed in the context of poverty reduction, 5 percent is low (see below). Uganda can choose to stick
to the PFP growth scenario of 5 percent per annum for the next 10-15 years. Alternatively, it could

7' This gVowh amq,dc finds conmom wag in aSub-sma Afi PM
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lower its sights in line with the recent slowdown in growth to around 4 r .cent. Although not ruled
out, the scenario involving a GDP growth target below that incorporated in successive PFPs is not
discussed in this report. Rather, what the repor. tries to do is to challenge policymakers in Uganda
to aim higher; the higher growth scenario presented here is a target and not a prediction.

5.15 How high can Uganda aim? This report suggests that Uganda should aim to push the average
annual growth rate towards about 8 percent by the end of the projection period. The choice of 8
percent is bound to be largely arbitrary. It has, however, been dictated by the imperative of reducing
poverty in Uganda in the shortest possible time. Countries such as Thailand, Botswana, Mauritius and
the NICs generally have consistently achieved growth rates of 8 percent or higher for long periods.
Can Uganda do the same? The initial conditions Oiteracy rate, economic and social infrastructure,
population growth rate, macroeconomic policies, etc.) were not more favorable in the comparator
countries than in Uganda today. It must, however, be admitted that the case for hign rates of growth
in Uganda denends largely on the speed with which agriculture can be technologically transformed.
ITe natural resource endowment is so favorable as to give cause for hope that rapid growth is
possible in Uganda.

S.16 The base GDP growth rate (5 percent) Table S.6: Yeas Required to Double GDP
and the high growth rate (8 percent) have very (Per Capita)
dramatic implications for poverty reduction.
Attaining the former would mean that per capita ropwbn Growth Rate GDP Growth Rate
output rises by 2.5 percent per annum while (%) 5% 8%
achieving the latter would cause per capita
output to increase by 5.5 percent per year, 3 . 35 iS
assuming the 19801991 intercensal population 2.7 31 14
growth rate of 2.5 percent holds for the next 2.3 29 14
decade or longer. There is significant difference 2.1 25 12
between the two growth scenarios when it
comes to the number of years it would take to
double GDP per capita CFable 5.6). With the
economy growing at 5 percent it would take Uganda 29 years to double GDP per capita which would
still leave it below today's average GDP per capita for low-income countries. Were Uganda to
achieve a growth rate of 8 percent per anumi it would cut in half, to 14, the number of years it
would take to double GDP per capita. Doubling GDP per capita by the year 2005 (or approximately
US$340 GNP per capita) would still leave Uganda a very poor country but it would begin to make
a dent on the difficult issue of reducing poverty.

5.17 The Populaion Question. The number of years needed to double GDP per capita is sensitive
to the population growth rate used. Table 5.6 shows that, assuming population grows at 3 percent
instead of 2.5 percent, with the economy growing at 5 percent per annum, it would take 35 years,
as opposed to 29 years, to double output per capita. Conversely, reducing population growth to 2.1
percent while the economy grows at 5 percent would shave four years off the time it would take to
double GDP per capita. The calculation is less sensitive to the population growth rate at the 8 percent
(or higher) GDP growth rate than at the 5 percent growth rate. With GDP growing at 8 percent it
would take just three years more to double per capita GDP if the population were to grow at 3
perceAt insead of 2.1 percent. The lessonto draw from this is not that at the higher GDP growth rate
Uganda can afford a rapidly-growing population. On the contrary, Uganda needs to slow down
population growth in order to reduce poverty within the shortest possible time. In this regard, it bears
repeatig that, even if Uganda is able to double GDP per capita (resulting in about US$340 GNP per
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Table .7: Disbibution of GDP

(Peemut, in cum-Mzt Uric)

Agiubue Industry Manuaturing SOr4M
I96S 190 1S 19 15 1990 196S 1990

Usada 52 54 13 10 8 4 35 35
cum 44 48 19 16 10 9 38 37
BotAwa 34 3 19 s7 12 6 47 40
Mauritiu 16 12 23 33 14 24 61 55
Indosis 51 22 13 40 8 20 36 38
Thailad 32 12 23 39 14 26 45 48

oe: Bozmwa k a droughtpoe cowuty whewo rabifau can faU abnaht toA*, thereby w4pig oaa crops.

capita) within the next 12 to 15 years it would remain one of the poorest countries in the world.
There can therefore be no trade-off between economic growth and population growth.

Strucure of Producton

5.18 Before examining future sources of growth in Uganda it is necessary to review briefly the
present structure of production. A country's structure of production is expected to change during the
process of economic development. The universal pattern is for the share of agriculture in GDP to
decline over the long term, with corresponding increases in the contribution of industry and services.
This kind of strucural change has been delayed in Uganda and other countries that have stgnated
or actually declined over the past quarter century. In contrast, in the fast-growing economies, the
transition to less dependence on agriculture proceeded smoothly (see Table 5.7).

5.19 As Table 5.7 shows, the Ugandan economy is stll predominandy agrarian. While the
contiuion of agriculure to GDP icreased from 52 percent in 1965 X over 60 percent in the mid-
1980s, it has now started to come down; in 1991 it was 51 percent. It is ard to say whether or not
this is the beginning of the expected structural change. The stucturdl adjustment that Uganda has
been undergoing since 1987 has probably started to have an effect but it is too early to measure the
effect of this on something as fundamental as the structure of production. As can be seen from the
table, the fast-growing economies foUowed the normal pattern; i.e., the contribution of agriculture
to GDP declined during the course of economic development. In Thailand the share of agriculture
fell from 32 to 12 percent b&*ween 1965 and 1990; in Indonesia from 51 to 22 percent during the
same period. It also implies that the share of food crops, which have accounted for 35-45 percent of
GDP in recent years, will have to decline. Future GDP growth will involve such intersectoral as well
as inraectoral output shifts.

5.20 The share of industry in GDP is exceptionally low for Uganda and the contribution of
industry to GDP actually delined from 13 percent in 1965 to '1) percent in 1990. For low-income
countries the average share of industry was 34 percent in 1990, having risen from 20 percent in 1965.
The mg subsector in Uganda underwent the same sort of contraction as industy as a
whole, with its shae of GDP falling from 8 percent to 4 percent. This means that Uganda would
embark upon a strategy of rapid growth with an extremely small ma g base; this presents
challenges as well as opportunities.
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5.21 The share of services in Uganda's GDP was unchanged (at 35 percent) between 1965 and
1990. From international experience the genera tendency is for the contribution of services to
increase as economic growth proceeds. This tendency is confirmed by the data for Indonesia and
Thailand, although Botswana and Mauitius buck this trend. In the case of Uganda, some services,
especially commerce, actually increased but growth in this and other areas was cancelled by the
effects of the collapse of commodity production in the industrW sector and the growing retreat by
the farmers into subsistence food production.

Sources ef Future Grwth

5.22 The folowing section presents a projection of the future sources of growth for the Ugandan
economy. The basic aim of the exercise is to provide a sense of the rates at which individual
subsectors would have to grow in order for Uganda to aspire to an overall growth rate of 8 percent.
Ihere is no pretense that the actual outcome will correspond to this projection; rather, this section
presents a vision of pushing Uganda's production possibility frontier to the limk and the policies
needed to transform this Asion imo a reality. In agriculture, estimates have been made regarding
fture area expansion and gains in yields, based on recent performance and expectations about the
development of a particular crop. There is very little hard knowledge about the industrial sector;
consequendy, in this case, the projections assume that, as private investment picks up, the industial
sector would return to the high growth rates seen at the beginning of the ERP. Even less is known
about the tervices sector. Nevertheless, the assuumption made here is that as growth picks up in the
commodity-producing sectors, the demand for more and better services would increase. Services are
therefre projected to grow at much higher rates than in the recent past.

5.23 The review of the present stucture of production serves to highlight the centrality of
agriculture in any development strategy for Uganda. To achieve an overall average rate of growth
of 8 percent a year over the next 10-1S years Uganda would have to raise agricultu growth ras
vwell beyond hs long-term historical average of about 2 percent per annum. Since this is a relatively
short period Oess than a generation) in the life of a nation, expectations regarding economic and
social change within this time frme have to be tempered with realism. However, the economically
successful countries have shown that per capita GDP can be doubled within the space of ten years
and significant progress made in reducing povery. The sections below explore the question of
whether Uganda is capable of achieving this kind of progress. The discussion of sources of future
growth centers largely on the agricultural sector for three reasons. The first, obvious, reason is that
agriculture i the dominant sector; given Uganda's tesource endowment that is where, in absolute
terms, the potenti for rapid increases in output lie, at least ovtr the time horizon considered in this
report. The second reason is that even where industry is concerned the best prospects are to be found
in agro-processing. The third reason is a practical one: a great deal more is known about the
agricultural sector than any other sector. The emphasis on agriculture, however, should not be
interpreted to mean that Uganda should not push for industrialization. The only caveat to be sounded
is that tis should not be done at the expense of agricldture.

Agdadtur

5.24 Ipnoce and Saliet Featur. Agriculture is, and will remain, the mainstay of the
Ugandan economy for a long time to come. The sector now accounts for S1 percent of GDP,
generaes about 90 percent of export eings and (mploys 80 or more percent of the labor force. It
also provides the base for a mnmber of manuc and processing industries. Agriculture therefore
reesents a potent force for poverty reduction in Uganda. There are a number of reasons for this
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claim. Firstly, 85 percent or more of the population live in the rural area where they are engaged
wholly or predominantly in agriculture. Secondly, smallholders account for practically the entire
agricultura output; it is estimated that there are 2.5 million farm households, of which 80 percent
cultivate less than 2.5 hectares of land each.' Thirdly, landlessness is not a major problem in
Uganda. Fourtly, smallholder agriculture relies primarily on labor-intensive methods of production.
In view of the preponderance of smallholders, the abseuce of landlessuess on a large scale and the
labor-intensity of production, the benefits of rapid agricultural growth should in principle be equitably
distributed. Unfortunaely, such a benign outcome cannot be taken for granted because there are other
fctors at work. The distribution of the benefits of agricultural growth are affected by such things as
the functioning of product and labor markets, the allocation of research and etension resources to
different types of crops and the regional distribution of physical infrastructure, particularly roads.

5.25 Ihe Composixon of Agicud*wvl Ouput. Uganda is endowed with a wide range of soils,
rainfall and altiudes which enable it to produce a diversity of crops and livestock. It also has large
fish resources in Lake Victoria and other lakes. The county has a total land area of 19.4 million
hectares which are distributed as follows: 4 million ha for ammual crops, 1.5 million ha for permanent
crops, 5 million ha for pastures and grazing land, 6.5 milion ha for forests and 2.4 million for very
margnal use. Crop yields per hectare are very low right across the board C(able 5.8). This is so
principally because producers lack access to improved technologies and inpUtS necessary to increase
yields. In spite of the havoc wrought by civil wars and the low yields, Uganda has more or less
remained self-sufficient in food. However, occasional food shortages in some parts of the country on
account of poor rainiall are not unknown.

5.26 The composition of agricultural output is given in Table S.10. There are three striking things
about the agricutura data. T'e first is the oversized contribution of food crops to agricutural output;
during the 1987-1991 period food crops accounted for between two thirds and three qurters of
agricultural output The slight decline in the food crop share seen over the past two years probably
reflects the effect of adverse weather conditions more tn anything else. Second, nearly 55 nercent
of food crop production is considered nonmonetary, i.e., for subsistence. Third, the contribution of
cah or export crops to agricultural output is exceptionally low; it ranged between 3 percent and 7
percent during 1987-1991.^' : Ghana, cocoa alone still accounts for 13 percent of agriculural
output despite the sharp decline in the role that this crop plays in the economy.

5.27 The next importa subsector of agriculture is livestock. During the past five years livestock
contributed, on average, 17 percent of agricultural output. Livestock is an integral part of farming
systems in Uganda and about one third of farm households depend on livestock for a major part of
their incomes. Data on the nunes of livestock are poor. However, the Ministry of Agriculture,
Animal Industry and Fisheries (MAAIF) estimated the 1990191 livestock population as follows: 4.3
million cattle, 3 million goats, 0.8 million sheep, 0.6 million pigs and 10-12 million poultry. The rest
of agricultural output comes from forestry and fishing, with the combined contribution of these two
subsect close to 8 percen

Larg tea and sgr awn nd pla_n but Urn tot nimber of hectam undw d. w ps su only about
40,000. In addition to hn esate, dwo am a few an catt nh, wios# herds wre decimed by war and
disam.

16 7 heaa aount equate cb cops withopw mpc As noposts have bsa d togrw stogy,
tha bas beoc a tandey to under eima cas cps. Smnsim i;u_att ft poi:t it is sill cltfied a foao
mp although an laeming pnpxto i being epod.
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5.28 Pat Devlopmedns to Agdcl*w Growth. A realistic assessment of the growth potentia
in the agricultura sector must start with a long-term view of past achievement. The average annual
growth rate of the sector during the period 1965-1980 was 1.2 percent, which was well below the
2.6 percent achieved by low-income countries Crable 5.5). In the 1980-1990 period the average
anmual growth rate of agriculture in the low-income countries went up to 3.9 percent, while Uganda
only managed to raise the average annual growth rate of agricultural production to 2.5 percent. At
2.5 percent agricultural output growth In Uganda barely kept pace with the growth of population.
Uganda's agriculture was no doubt badly disrupted by civil conflict and the atendant economic
difficulties.

5.29 ln recent years (1987-1991) the acultural sector has shown signs of a strong recovery. The
average anmual growth rate during this period was nearly S percent (Table 5.11). The rapid growth
registered in the sector over the past five years, made possible by the recovery of the food crops
subsector, owed a great deal to the improvement in security. It also reflects the fact that output started
recovering from a low base. But tI not the entire explanation. The improvement in the underlying
conditions needed to spur growth also had something to do with it. As far as agricultre is conerned
the most relevant factors have been the rehabilitation of the roads (especially the trunk roads), the
rapid increase in the fleet of vehicles on the roads, the dismantling of price and distribution controls
and the greater availability of inpus. There is also no doubt that Uganda is in the enviable posidon
of being favored with good rainfall. However, food production is sensitive to the vagaries of the
weather. During the past two years, agricultural sector growth decelerated, to less than 3 percent,
as production, partcarly of food crops, was adversely affected by poor rainfall.

5.30 The increased food crop production in recent years has come almost entirely from area
expansion. Forunatey, except for a few heavily populated areas, land availability is not a problem
now or in the foreseeable future. It Is esimated that, averaging over different soil classes, only 30
percent of the cultivable land was used in 1991." However, yields are very low and have remained
so since the early 1970s. If anydting, several crops have registered declines in yields during the 1970s
and 1980s, mainly on account of the collapse of the agricultural research and extension infrastructure
and the lack of technological innovations.

5.31 Although not entirely immune, the fooc ,.op subsector proved remarkably resilient during
the years of political and military turmoil, in sharp contrast with the virtual collapse of cash crop
production during those years. In the case of the tree cops (principally coffee and tea) the area
planted remained largely unchanged whe for the annual cast crops the cultivated area shrank
drastically. Cotton best ilusraes the decline in the area under cash crop cultivation: from a peak of
677,500 hectares in 1978 the planted area fell to 67,000 hectares in 1990. Cotton production actually
dipped below the 1987 low of 5,800 tODns before recovering to that level in 1990. Similarly, coffee
production declined from 160,300 tons in 1987 to 147,400 tons in 1991. Although a recovery of
cash crop productiou is underway, the factors that have adversely affected cash crop production
include low farmgate prices and delayed payments to the farmers, insecurity, inadequate supply of
inputs, poor roads and the general breakdown of the agricultural research and extension services.
Cotton has experienced only a weak recovery owing to the severe institutional constraints affcti
the production of this crop. The constrain include the vual monopoly of the cooperative unions
on ginning and the export monopoly of the Lint Marketing Board.

Sew Ugadw Aria*wW Secor M_mvs. Sd.
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5.32 Ihe numbers of livestock of all types declined during the 1980s, with catde suffering the
heaviest losses. The catle population is estimated to have declined by about one third on account of
the breakdown of disease control programs and increased cate rusding and looting. A slow recovery
of cattle numbers has just started. In poultry, however, production has rebounded strongly since
1987, thanks to the improved availability of livestock feed, imported feed additives and new breeding
stock.

5.33 Rdwu Sources of AgdcuUWl G,owth. 'Me source of growth in giculture has to come
from the nontraditional export crops, technology change in food production, and increased demand
due to increased incomes from growth in the export and industrial sectors. Over the past five years
the growth in urban demand for food has been an important driving force behind increased
agricultura production. Based on population and income growth over the next decade or so the
domestic market for food is expected to expand by 3-4 percent per annum. Production has
concentrated on the traditional low-value, often bulky, crops such as matoke and cassava which
suggests that there is room, even as far as domestic consumption is conerned, for production to shift
over tme towards higher-value or more nutritious crops (beans and vegetables, for example) as well
as livestock. 'Me potential for import substiuion is already being tapped in sugar, dairy and other
areas; it is almost exhausted in tobacco. Further scope for import sutbstitution probably exists but has
yet to be identified and exploited. Furthermore, there is now overwhelming reliance on the marketing
of unprocessed food, even in the urban areas. MIis can be expected to change so that increased food
processing becomes the cause and effect of furither monetization of the agricultura economy.

5.34 As mentioned earlier, the bulk of the Table 5.8: Present vs Potential Crop Yields
increase In agricultural production since the (Metric Tons per Hectare)
launching of the ERP has come from the
expansion of the area under cultivation. Even Pr.sat Potmna
then the total cropped area is still below the
level of the late 1970s. Wbile not a limiting c. " 0.6 1.5
factor on agricultural growth in the county as Co0m 0.3 0.8
a whole, land scarcity is a constaint in some Tea 1.4 3.0
parts of the southwest and northeast. However, Mde*4 5.5 8.0
land availability is not enough. The fertility of Fager millt 0.3 1.5
the soil is very important. In many pars of the Maim 1.5 2.0
country the natural fertlity of the soil cannot be Sogoum 0.8 2.0
relied upon to produce high yields. This is Rioe 1.0 2.0
especially true since high-yielding varieties are Sw..' pot9does s.0 20.0
presendy virally unknown in Ugandan Idsh potoe 8.5 20.0
agricultre. As shown in the annex to this Beu 0.8 1.2
chapter, by any stdards, crep yields are very OtoundmA 0.8 2.0
low which in urn suggests that present yields Siisim 0.4 0.8
can be raised subsnally. To say that is not to Sb w¾e. Govemsea qf Uganda, Natna Agrical
underestimatethe resources and the comnumtment R.wdh Mrwa and Plan, Vome H1: Poloe
needed to raise yields. There are, however, and ?rnuw, 1991 an seubdnats.
encouraging examples from intemational
experience in this area.

5.35 The domestic market has already been alluded to above. Markets are indispensable to any
growth strategy in Uganda, whether agriculue-led or not n agriculture it is not too difficult to
envisage a siuaion of very rapid increases in output based or, the widespread adoption of imnroved
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varieties and the associated technological pai,zages. Under this scenario, lack of markets could
become a major disincenive to production. To augment domestic demand, Uganda will have to look
to two outside markets namely, the regional market and the intemational market. The regional market
in agricultral products is presently small but has the potential to grow, based on the growth of
incomes, differences in food preferences, the vagaries of the weather, etc. As the country with
probably the best agricultural poten in the region, Uganda owes it to itself to be in the forefront
of regional Inegration aimed at opening up markets. The international market offers, in principle,
vast opportunities for Ugandan products. However, protection and fierce competition is the name of
the game in these markets . Outside of the traditional export crops, Uganda must achieve much higher
agricultural productivity in order to be able to compete effectively in the international arena. The
focus will be on horticulture, spices and other nontraditional export crops.

5.36 As far as the traditional export crops are concerned, a strong case can be made for a big push
into cotton production. Current production is just about one seventh of peak production. Knowledge
of the crop and what it takes to grow and process it have survived to some extent in the growing
areas. The way forward is to address systematically the problems plaguing this crop (poor quality
seed, a weak or nonexistent extension service, ineffective procurement by the cooperative ginneries,
etc.). A relatively large domestic processing industry could be built upon the fortunes of this crop.
In addition, Uganda could count on exports of cotton and cotton products.

5.37 Over the medium term, with increases in productivity together and with an increase in the
area under cultivation and in markets, the agricultural sector can be pushed to grow at an average
annual rate of between 4 and 5 percent (Table S.11). Despite this sustained growth, however, the
share of agriculture in GDP is projected to decline from its present level of 50 percent to about 45
percent in the year 2005, in constant 1987 prices.

Industry

5.38 lnd&wq awd Economdc Deveopmsent. Industry plays an important role in economic
development In fact, hardly any country has developed' without becoming industrialized.
Industialization is needed to absorb increasing numbers of people reased from the land as a result
of rising kiricultal productivity and it provides the principal vehicle for the diffusion of modern
production skilis. Furthermore, the experience of the Asian and other NICs has shown that, with the
right kinds of policies and adequate market access, very high rates of growth (10 percent or more)
can be achieved in industry for long periods. The Republic of Korea, for example, achieved an
average annual industr growth rate of 16.4 percent during 1965-1980, followed by a rat,, of 12.2
percent during 1980-1990. For Botswana (which started from a very low base) the comparable ammal
industra growth rates were 24 percent and 13 percent for the two periods. In Mauritius it was 9.2
percent during the 1980-1990 period. Agriculture has not been known to grow at such high rates on
a sustaine basis. Developing Wries therefore have a justifiable reason for pursuing policies aimed
at promoting rapid industrial growth, especially the growth of m ng. They realize that rapid
growth of overall output (say, in the 6-10 percent range) cannot be achieved without a much faster
growth of the industrial sector. The mistake that many developing countries have made is to pursue
industrial growth without due regard to the health of the agricultura sector. In Uganda, as in many
countries, it is not a matter of either agrictu or industry but how both can be developed.

5.39 Ast Indudal Pe ionnance. Uganda has witnessed a very rapid growth of industrial
production silce the launching of the ERP, mainly on account of the gowth of construction and, to
a smaller exte, m. The index of industrW prduction has risen strongly froL 100 in
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1987 to 178.4 in 1991, implying an average annual rate of growth of 13.7 percent, and the share of
industry in GDP has risen from about 8 percent to just under 12 percent over the same period. There
were special factors behind this high rate of growth. In the first instance it reflected the fact that
growth resumed from a depressed base. Secondly, it was relatively easy to reactivate idle productive
capacity to meet pent-up demand for basic consumer goods. There has been a mini boom in
construction, driven by rehabilitation investments in the public sector and new investments in
residential buildings. However, the share of manufacturing in GDP has gone up by less than one
percentage point over the past five years which serves to drive home the point that the industrial base
in Uganda is too small to be the driving force behind the rapid growth strategy proposed in this
report. The developing countries that have achieved rapid growth of manufacturing output in recent
years started off with a larger initial base than Uganda's at the present time. In 1965 Indonesia,
Mauritius, Thailand and the Republic of Korea, for example, already had manufacturing-GDP ratios
of 8, 14, 14 and 18 percent, respectively.

5.40 The current efforts to revive production at the Kilembe copperlcobalt mine notwithstanding,
Uganda has no mining subsector to speak of. The output of public utilities also remains tiny as they
are confined to the main urban centers which they are not even able to serve adequately. Industry is
thus made up largely of manufaauring and construction. As is often true of countries at the early
stages of industrialization, manufacturing in Uganda is dominated by the following product groups
(with the weights in brackets): drinks and tobacco (26 percent), food processing (21 percent), textiles
and clothing (16 percent) and chemicals, paint and soap (12 percent). Together these product groups
account for three quarters of manufacturing output.

5.41 Most of the plant and equipment in the industrial sector was installed by the Asians in the
1950s and 1960s. With the expulsion of the Asian owners in 1972 the factories, whether in the hands
of the public sector or the private sector, fell into disuse and misuse or were looted during the civil
wars. Thus, following the recent rapid growth of industrial output some firms are already reaching
the limits of their capacity. This is one source of investment demand. The other is demand for new
investment in order to produce goods not presently made locally or to expand the production of those
already being produced.

5.42 Ft=e Sources of Indtwtal Growth. Given the structure of output, industrial development
in Uganda must initially be agro-based. Uganda needs to step up the processing of agricultural
commodities that are produced now and the much larger quantities that it is capable of producing in
the future. The demand for processed agricultural products will come from three sources: one,
subsistence farmers drawn more and more into the market economy; two, urban consumers whose
ranks are growing rapidly; and three, foreign buyers.

5.43 Industry must not only be agro-based; it must also be relatively labor-intensive. This is in
accord with Uganda's resource endowment. Whilt there are some indications that labor might be in
short supply on account of the civil strife, the AIDS epidemic and the easy access to land which
encourages Ugandans to eke out a living from subsistence agriculture (Chapter 6), the bulk of
Uganda's labor force is underemployed and inefficiently utilized with substantial scope for
redeployment. Only the most basic industrial skills are available in the economy and even these are
in short supply. The skills needed to handle advanced technology simply do not exist, even if the
importation of such technology made economic sense. Furthermore, the initial thrst of industrial
growth is bound to center on the usual list of basic consumer goods requiring simple production
skllls: food, drinks and tobacco, textiles and clothing and so on. This is the established pattern in all
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coutries that have undergone the industriization process. In Ugnda the sitlation is made more
forable by the fact that the domestic resource base exists to support such production.

5.44 For a variety of reasons (greater reliance on technology, rapidly changing tastes, etc.) the
manufacturing sector is normally the most dynamic sector of the economy. Manufacturing in Uganda
is now too small to impart much dynamism to dte rest of the economy. To begin to do that it must
grow very rapidly. In order to atain the high GDP growth rate (8 percent) postulated in this report,
the manufacturing sector would have to grow by at least 10 percent per annum over the next 10-15
years. If this bappens, the share of manufacOiring in GDP would double every eight years or so.
Even so, manufacturing would account for less than 20 percent of GDP two decades from now. The
main factors that are likely wo constrain the growth of the manufactring sector are inadequate
irastructure, especially utilities, and the shortage of industial skills. Government has a major role
to play In removing these constaints. Tn the case of commercial infastructure (tele nions,
water, elecicity) there is an emerging trend in several counties of government-owned private sector
managed operations.u Uganda should seriously consider this new approach. Ibe Government will
also have to embark upon a major program of production-oriented skills training, with the active
participation of industry.

Savings, Invb tm_t and the Bce of Payments

5.45 Savgs1alaveset. Projections ofGDP by eedi, inconstnpies, are presenated
in Table 5.12. Rapid economic growth requires a rapid increase in savings and investmeKt
Conequenty, in order to achieve a GDP growth rate of 8 percent, gross domestic investment as a
share -f GDP is projected to more than double, from 11 pecent to 23 percent, between now and the
year 2005. 'Me share of public investment, which is presendy largely donor-financed, is expected to
incrse from it current level of 5 percent of GDP t about 8 percent by the end of the projection
period, as domestic revenues pick up. However, the private sector is projected to acowunt for most
of the increase in the share of imvesm in GDP. Mha means gross domestic savings must rise
correspondingly, if Uganda is to reduce its reliance on forein savings. Domestic savings are now
very low; under 6 percent of GDP. Given the exceptionally low domestic revenue effbrt, the
Governent remains a dissaver. The prospect of the Government becoming a major saver during the
next 10-15 years is not bright. The private sector would therefore have to carry the burden of
generating large increases in domestic savings. While Uganda will remain a poor country for a very
long time to come, it is capable of saving a much larger proportion of GDP. This is confirmed by
the experience of poor countries like China, India, and Kenya with saving rates of 20 percent or
mcre. IThis places a premium on the development of the financial sector because the key to higher
rates of saving is an efficient financia system capable of mobilizing small savings from a large
number of the population. In Uganda a rising saving rate means a steady decline in the share of
private comption in GDP, from around 90 percen at present to about 74 percet by the year
2005.

5.46 The Baane ofPajw l. A viable balance of payments is another esseni element in any
strat t achieve rapid growth. Table 5.13 shows the bace of paymnt scenario undereying the
GDP grwth targets preseted in Table 5.11. At present Uganda's enal position is very fragile,
mainly on account of its weak export base. Despie severe import oompression, it had a Irge negative
curent account balnc in 1991/92 (over US$340 million) which was financed largely by officWil

In lbo l_Ti . poueion has opvad undw reih a azuq 6wit far nny yeas
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Table 5.9: Key M dicators

1987 1991 1993 1995 2000 200S

Growth rates:
GDP at factor coat 6.7 4.1 6.0 6.2 73 8.0
Gross domesticincome 3.1 4.2 5.8 6.4 7.1 7.5
GDY per caq ita 0.6 1.7 3.3 3.9 4.6 5.0
Private consumption per capita 2.9 -1.6 1.8 0.1 2.9 3.2

Debt Service:
Debt service, USS nillion 195 215 18S 197 189 195

o.'wlnlatst, US$million 52 74 83 93 75 91
Debt servicelXGS 41.0 71.4 49.5 42.0 22.0 11.7
Debt servkeGDP 3.9 7.2 5.2 4.5 2.6 1.5

Ratios to GDP, constant prices:
Domestio savings 3.7 5.8 7.1 10.8 15.S 21.3
Nat}onal savings 4.9 5.8 7.1 10.8 15.7 21.5
Publc savings -0.7 -2.9 0.2 3.0 5.5 7.0
Privat savins 5.6 8.6 6.9 7.8 10.2 14.5
Gross Domesticnvesmen 9.2 10.7 13.0 16.2 18.9 23.4

Ratios to GDP, currat prices:
Government rmenues 6.4 7.2 8A 12.5 15.0 ;i.S
Goveament epenitur 12.4 19.0 17.8 19.5 18.6 18.6
ove1 deficit .6.1 -11.8 -9.4 -7.0 -3.6 -2.0

Miscelaneous:
inflation 199.8 28.1 23.5 9.0 5.0 5.0
axoit growth rte 21.3 -8.3 10.9 11.4 13.2 15.3
Exports/GDP 4 7.3 5.0 5.2 5.7 7.0 9.8
Import growth rate 11.6 -13.2 15.6 5.0 5.0 7.3
:IGpogaGDP 4 12.9 8.2 8.6 8.3 7.1 6.8
Teans of Trade Adjustment 0.0 -2.2 -2.5 -2.7 -3.2 -5.2
Currt acoout, USs$ million' -218.0 -393.5 -507.5 -568.0 -57.5 -.601
Cunwt accountlGDP 4 -4.4 -3.2 -3.4 -2.6 0.0 3.2

Ep of goods and services, inclhg pivate tIrmfem
' SWc dse data are preseeus iontan pres, the terms of eda a4itwnent 0nu be tahn bte accwtfor tie

natinl scne ideties to hoa
E &cldes grant.
Eprsed IX conant priCes to rermov te hppact of exchge rat a4mat luil the balade ofpaymew
cwrrt account rmas egadtv over Me precton period in cret prices, it is projeed to tu postie, in
Conta 1987prices .r de year 2()A.

Soe: ees bed on da provideby kvernmkwaado,

assae from the multlateral lending i tuions and blata donors. Uganda cannot rely enry
upon these sources indefinitely. At any rate, competing demands for such resources have emerged
from the former Soviet Union and Eastr Europe. Imprving the balance of payments must therefore
focus on two aspects namely, export expansion and foreign investment promotion.
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5.47 Exports are projected to increase their share In GDP from their present levels of about 5
percent of GDP to slightly under 10 percent by the year 2005, Implying an annual average rate of
growth in excess of 10 percent from a severely depressed base. While the internationl price of coffee
Is projected to recover from the present depressed levels, the growdh In oxport earnings is expected
to materialize from the re-emergence of traditional export crops like cotton and tea, and nontraditional
exports such as simsim, beans, vanilla, and cashewnuts. The level of imports has declined
significantly over the past few years, parly as a result of the tight foreign exchange situation until
1991. As economic growth picks up, the import compression Is expected to reverse itself. However,
import grwth will be moderated by the dominant share of agriculture in GDP, a sector which Is
neither capital-intensive nor foreign exchange-intensive. Consequently, the projected share of imports
in GDP, while increasing in the initial years, declines margially to about 7 percent in 2005.

5.48 Foreign investment will also play a major role in the trnsformation of Uganda. The Uganda
Investment Authority Is reporting growing foreign investor Interest in the country. However, the
actual amount of foreign investment coming Int the country remains a trickle. That has begun to
change In the aftermath of the return of large numbers of expropriated properties to the owners.
Although the investment climate has improved a great deal, it will tal mne time to rebuild investor
confidence. Signihcant amounts of foreign investment are therefore u,. expected during the rest of
this decade. I' is projected that by the turn of the century, Uganda could see anmual investment
inflows of about US$30-40 million, growing thereafter to over US$100 million by fte year 2005.
However, for this to happen, Uganda wIl need to ensure that the foreign investor is not looked upon
in suspicion, as has been the case in the past, is made to feel welcome and is treated as a partner in
development.
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GDP B ir SECrOR IN CONSTANT PRICES
Percentage of GDP at FC

Proli <-Projecte

1987 198 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1998 2000 2003 2005

Agricultur 62.2 61.4 60.9 60.2 50.3 i $
Cash crops 2.6 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.6 

Food crops 45.6 45.2 45.3 44.6 43.3 >'4 * .4; ~

Livestock 9.8 9.8 9.5 9.5 9.4
Forestry 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Fishin 2.5 2.4 2.2 2.4 2.4

hwmtry ~7.8 8.4 8.8 9.1 9.6 
Mining & quanying 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 .

Manufacturing ~~3.6 4.1 4.6 4.7 5.2 & /~
cofire, cotton, sugar 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 ,.. 

Food proucts 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0 5 ~L' 
Miscelaneou 3.0 3.4 3.8 3.8 4.1 ~~

Public utilties 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4.
Construction 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 ~ 

Services 30.0 30.2 30.3 30.7 31.1
Trade 13.5 14.1 14.5 14.7 14.9 ~I 4~~~~4
Trnusport &commumication 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.7 4 
Community services 10.2 10.1 9.9 10.2 10.4 ~ ...

Owner-occupied dwellings 2.4 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 

GDP at fatctor cost 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 . .0jj.:.. 

Net indirect tame 5.2 4.5 5.1 6.4 6.3~' I'~4 ~ .'

GDP at market prices 105.2 104.5 105.1 106.4 106.3 ~~ 

Jource Swatitics Depatment and staff estimates.
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GDP BY SECTOR IN CONSTANT PRICES
Annua growth rates

prelim < Projected>
1987 1988 198 1990 1991 199 1993 1994 1995 1998 2000 2003 20

Agricultm 5.2 62 6.4 2.9 2.
Cash crops 4.0 -4.4 7.3 -4.2 2.0 .' . 4
Food crops 5.5 6.7 7.6 2.5 1.0 . l

olW Horticulturespices 0.0 0.0 5.0 7.5 3.0 
Livestock 4.3 7.7 3.5 4.0 4.0 ' 44 4A
Forestry 6.7 6.2 1.1 3.9 3.8 ' '

Fishing 4.1 2.5 -0.4 14.8 4.0 

Industry '23.0 15.0 12.7 7.5 10.'3 
Minin & quarrying -17.3 -5.3 15.4 88.5 21.4
Manufcturig 16.8 22.7 19.1 7.5 14.1 ~ ~ -

Cofflee, cotton, sugar 7.7 36.0 44.7 21.2 44.7
Food products 34.5 27.8 1.9 10.7 14.4.: 11 
Miscellaneous 15.9 21.0 18.8 5.6 1. 

Public utilities 6.2 2.9 6.7 7.9 8.1 7
Construction 35.1 9.7 6.0 4.4 ,5 .

Services 6.2 8.5 7.6 5.3 5.4
Trade 9.2 12.1 10.2 5.4 5.5 . . ,*'( b ' 
Transport & communication 6.1 6.6 5.0 3.7 4.2
community services 3.2 5.8 6.1 6.3 6.3
Owner-occupied dwellings 2.7 2.7 2.7 I.7 2.7 ~~PT> *~ 

GDP at factor cost 6.7 7.6 7.3 4.0 4.1

Source: Statistc Department and staff estmates.
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GDP BY EXPENDriTUR AT CONSTANT PRICES
Percentag share of GDP at MP

PrelimnkPoece
1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 \92 19 94 19 98 20 03 2005

Consumpton 96.3 96.7 95.3 93.0 920 ~ 4-$8A ~ ~~~
Private 89.8 91.2 89.4 87.1 84:5 0~~M~i* A4
Public 6.5 5.5 5.9 5.9 7.5 *. . $

Gross domestic investment 9.2 8.9 9.7 10.4 10.7 ~4 :~~ 

Fixed investment 9.2 8.9 9.7 10.4 10.7 V.X . . ..

private 3.3 3.6 3.8 3.9 5.2 ..... wA .1 4*
Public 5.9 5.3 5.9 6.5 5.5 ~~ ~

Exports, G+NFS 7.3 6.6 6.2 5.6 5.0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
Imports, G+NFS 129 2. 11.3 9'.o 8.2 F~~.~ 

Terms of trade adjustment 0.0 -1. 1 -1.7 -2.4 -2.2 .. ~* 
Import capacity 7.3 5.5 4.5 3.3 2.7 

Resource balance -5.5 -5.6 -5.2 -4.2 -3 2

Net factor service income -1.0 -1.1 -1.2 -i. 1 -1.4 .. s i4\Y -t
Net current ftruanfrs 2.2 2.0 1.6 1.2 1.4 ~. 
Current account balnce -4.4 -4.7 -4.8 -4.1 -3.2 ::k* .

GDP at market prices 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .04~~ ~ ~

GNP 99.0 98.9 98.8 98.9 98.6 

Gross domestic savings 3.7 2.2 3.0 4.7 5.8 9:. 
Gross national savings 4.9 3.2 3.4 4.8 5.8 ..

Gross domestic income 100.0 98.9 98.3 97.6 97.8 ~* ~ * $7Gross national income 99.0 97.8 97.2 96.6 96.3 ,<# 9A'I41 .% 5.
Source: Bank of Ugandia, BEF wnd staff estimates.



UGANDA TABLE S. 13

BALAJMCE OF PAYbIENTS
in mffions of US doUm

prelim
1986V 1997M 190M 1989)90 1990/91 1991/92 1992M 1993194 1994195 =997M 1999MO MM MM

34
"'P'W=1w (fob) 2 N IO/W Coffee 365 286 276 159 26

Non-fector services 22 26 22 36 23

'Porm"= Ift (a) V14' 5649 ;43 5M 0
gi=serviccs I IV A M IN

Resource balance -194 -358 -408 -430 -458

Net facta imome -47 -57 -67 -77 -.66
otw Net intmvg -47 -57 -.66 -77 -62

cunat private uwecn 100 12D 114 73 so
C/A Balance �=d= -361 -429 -4"
C/A Balance 101 -20S -230 -276 -239

Official transfers 40 97 131 153 205
ofw h= MPPOrt 0 33 49 29 87Not M&LT owe 45 lot 125 215 131
Disbmmcmwb 135 186 211 292 217

Ptojed loam iss 141 143 125 M
Import suppoic loam 0 45 68 167 99gnTy= al 1 77 16FOMI m 10 11 6 1

= VwaM1U6VjusMat -13 la a M '11 M "'
OveraR balance -79 -65 -103 -44 -105

Financiug- 79 65 103 44 los
Monetezy- authorities 22 -14 19 10 41

GT&ss reserve changes 33 -4 12 11 -11
rAtt -3 -17 7 -1 52

D%IAF/ESAF and pumham 57 34 94 42 89
Other, net -8 7 0 0 0-

Short term/comm"cial 10 -10 6 12 -2
Externd arrears -45 47 18 -19 65
Exczptional fmancing 92 41 61 41 1

92 40 57 40 0
==ation 0 0 3 2 1
Residual fmance gap 0 0 0 0 0

Memo item:
Grm merves (EOP) 37 41 30 19 30

iO MOAths of impmts 0.9 0.9 0.6 OA 0.6
Sourm- Buk of Ugan&, IMF, and staff edimat".
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Amex to Chapte 5

.Agricultura Grwt Prosects

AS. 1 Ibis Annex examines briefly the status and prospec of each of the major crops as well as
livestock. The most striking thing to emerge from this analysis is tgat In crop after crop Uganda has
a vast scope for raising yields. This requires painsaing and sustained efft over the long term. In
the long term, area expansion is not a substiu_t for such an effort.

Trditona Epot Crops

A5.2 The traditional export crops are coffee, cotton, tea, tobacco and cocoa. Of these only coffee
has survived as a major export crop. The production of -he rest declined to the point where Uvanda
was no longer a serious supplier in foreign markets. For cotton and tea things have begun to caange
in that production has started to pick up and Uganda Is slowly reganing some of its lost markets.

AS.3 Coffee is the number one export crop. It occupies about 240,000 hectares of land. The entire
crop is produced by smallholders and it is esdmaed dith 1.2 mIllion farm households are engaged
in coffee production. In two thirds of the coury's 38 districts, coffee is a major source of cash
income. At the beginning of the ERP, coffee accouned for nearly 95 percent of total export earnings.
That share has now fallen to about 75 percent partly as a result of the difficulties facing the industry
(principally the collapse of inrnational coffee prices since July 1989 and domestic supply problems)
and pardy in reflection of the risig trend of nonadional exports. Coffee was also, until recendy,
the mainstay of government revenue, contibutng, in the form of an export tax, to over a third of
tota domestic revenue. Agai becase of the problems plaguing the industry the export tax on coffee
was eliminated in 1992193.

AS.4 Uganda's coffee is predominany of the Robustavariety, accoutg for 90-95 percent of total
production. Robusta is in overupply on world markets. However, that does not mean that Uganda
should not increse production so as to regain its position in the world market. The balance of
production is Arabica coffee whose interational market prospects are more favorable. It is grown
in the high altitude (1,500-2,000 meter) areas, mainly in MNoe. Whfle there is some scope for
increasing the area under Arabica cultivation presy 30,000 ha), suggestions of doubling and even
tripling the area have so far not yielded much results.

A5.5 The present coffee yields are very low; about 0.6 tons/ha and 0.5 tons/ha of clean coffee for
Robusta and Arabica, respectively. Yet six clones of Robusta coffee capable of giving yields in the
rage of 2-3.5 tons/ha of clean coffee, with some application of fertilizer, have been available from
the research program since the mid-1970s. Only small quantiies of these clones have been
forthcoming from the 28 existing nurseries. Pardy as a result, the yields obtained from the research
trls have yet to be fully validated at the farm level. A major replantng program is needed since the
coffee trees are not only very old (30-60 years) but have boe neglected. Aside fom introducing new
high-yielding varieties, Uganda must tackle the problems posed by diease and pes, low soil
producivity and poor management pracices.
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AS.6 COon was once a major expott earner for Uganda, second to coffee. The industr was at
its best around 1970 when the area plane reached 900,000 ha and production peaked at 469,730
bales (86,900 tons) of lint." From this strong position the industry went into a long period of
decline. By 1988 the farmers had pracally ceased growing cotton: only 1.8 tons were produced In
that year. A steady recovery has been evident since then and, in 1992, some 60,000 tons of cotton
were produced.

A5.7 Although cotton is cultivated in many parts of Uganda, the main growing areas are Teso,
Busoga, Lango and Bukedi districts as well as parts of the western and northern regions. It is a
smallbolder crop grown at altitudes of less than 1,500 meters, requiring annual rainl of over 800
millimeters. The medium-long staple cotton produced in Uganda is of high quality but the yields are
very low. Average yields are estimated at 0.25 tonsiha of lint cottoD. An important reason for the
low yields is the lack of improved vaideties. Ihe present standard varieties (SATU and BPA) are no
longer pure. They have become susceptPile to a host of pests and dseas. Istitutional weakness
in the industry, as exemplified by the lack of competition among ginneries and exports, also
constitte a major constaint on production. In the absence of these constrain and with good
management, it is possible to achieve yields of 0.75-1 tons/ha; yields of 1 ton(ha and above have
already been achieved in some field tris.

A5.8 The other major traditional export crop is tea. Production peaked in 1972 at 23,000 ,ns, of
which 21,000 tons was exported. Production then dropped off dramatically during the years of
political and military upheaval; In 1979 only 1,500 tons were exported. Being a tree crop, the tea
bushes more or less survived and thus are only in need of rehabilitation. Approximately 22,000 ha
of land are presendy under tea, of which about half has already been rehabilitated. The gestation
period for rehabilitation investments in tea is vety short - about 3 months. This means that
production from existing tea gardens can be incased very quickly; output of tea is already nearing
10,000 tons.

A5.9 Tea requires good soils, altitudes of over .,WA meters and rainfal of more than 1,200
millimeters per annum. T'e best growing conditions can be found in the districts of Bushenyi,
sukugiri, CKabarole, Hoima and Masindi as well as the northern shores of Lake Victoria, especially

near Lugazi. Tea is produced on smallholder farms (accounting for 9,400 ha) and small-to-large
estates which account for the rest of the area planted. In the past Uganda achieved high yields in tea;
averge yields in 1972 were 12 tons/ha and 5 tons/ha for the estates and smallholders, respectively.
Yields dropped precipitously over the years and are now in the range of 1.4-1.6 tons/ha. With
improved management of the plantations and the introduction of improved clones over the long term,
Uganda should be able to regain the previous yield levels and even surpass them. Full rehabilitation
of the remaining tea plantations would enable Uganda to attain the previous peak pioduction.

A5.10 The other traditional export crops are cocoa and tobacco. Cocoa has always been a minor
crop in Uganda. Presently only 300 tons are exported in a year. Given the oversupply from the
traditional producers, cocoa is not desdned to become a major export crop in Uganda. Tobacco, on
the other hand, is a major import-ubstitution crop which is grown by smallholders. The crop has
been revived, thanks to BAT, the cigarette manufacturer. Aside from procurement, BAT provides
a full range of resch and extension services to the farmer. Production is now around 5000 tons
per anmmm. About half of this production goes to meet domestic requirements and the rest is

AbuWewei&a I5kg.
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epoted. Exports are, bowever, not expeted to increase much beyond this level primarily becase
of the worldwide health concerns about smoking.

Matoke Bana)

AS. 11 Matoke is the major staple food crop in the high rainfll areas of the country. It occupies the
single largest cultivated area, estimated at 1.5 million hectares in 1992. The yield, presently about
5.5 tons/ha is low, because of declining soil fertility and problems caused by disease and pests. Given
the favorable climatic and soil conditions, the yield could be increased to 10-20 tons/ha with the use
of disease-free improved clones, better managemeAt practices and fertilizer application. There is no
prospect of matoke exports on any significant scale, even to markets within the subregio-i. Domestic
(human) consumption therefore sets the upper limit to production.' Accordingly, grow;.. vf matoke
output can be expected to equal the population growth rate. The first priority is to stabilize yields at
current levels. This in tum would suggest that resesrch and ex.ension activities should be focused on
making present varieties pest resistant and capable of gViQg suFstained yields under variable
conditions. Ihe expansion of the cultivated area would thus continue to account for much of the
growth of matoke output. The next stage is to initiate programs aimed at raising yields. Ihis is
necessary in order to free some of the land occupied by matoke for o .er crops.

AS. 12 The main cereals produced in Uganda are millet, maize, sorghum and rice."F Rnger milt
is extensively cultivated in the drier and less fertle areas in she east and north. Bulrush millet is
grown mainly in the semi-arid areas of Karamoja. Millet is an important part of the diet in the areas
where they are grown, have a high nutritive value, have high toleran, * for drought, and they can be
easily stored. They also form the basis , ! an important local beer brewing and food processing
Industry. The production of finger miUlet declined sharply between 1970 and 1982, from 783,000 tons
to 401,000 tons, although producion has since picked up to just under 600,000 tons in 1992. Yields
have always been very low. On average farmers obtain 0.8 tons/ha while research stations have
ahieved yields of 3 tons/ha with improved varieties and better management practices. The main
constrais to increased output are low-yielding varieties, poor husbandry practices, degraded soils,
low adoption of improved varieties, competition with other crops and disease and pests, including
birds. Given its place as a staple food in mainly the low-rainfall areas of the country, millet deserves
high priority in Uganda's agricutual development strategy.

AS.13 In terms of overall output of cereals, maize ranks second to millet. Although historically
maize has not been part of the Uganda diet, the cultivation of this crop has expanded rapidly over
the past ten years. The area under maize inceased from 260,000 ha in 1981 to about 440,000 ha in
1992. The cultivated area and output actually peaked at 527,000 ha and 674,000 tons, respectively
in 1976. Except for a sudden burst of output expansion in 1989 to 624,000 tons, maize production
declined or stgnated during much of the 1980s. Maize yields have remained very low, fluctuating
between 1.2 ad 1.5 tons/ha. Although climatic conditions in Uganda are very favorable for high
maize yields, production is constrined by a number of factors. One of the most important constraints
is the lack of sutable improved varieties. The present cultivated variety, a Kawanda composite, was

i doe n of comm, mi ot X emgee of indusi uses for malok..

Wha is also grw in Ugamda bt on a vey sl seae (aoud 10 MT pe anm).
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released In 1971. l is a tall late-matuing varlety which Is susceptible to maize steak virus. Other
constraints include inefficient faming practies, nonapplicaton of ferizer, poor harvesting, dryig
and storage. The production potential for maize is very good a shown by the fact that new selections
from the ongoing maize research program at Kawanda have given yields of 34 tons/ha, based on
trials in farmers' fields. Moreover, maize variedes with a higer yield potential (5-7 tons/ha) can be
obtand from some of the Intenational Agricultura Research Ceters (IARC).

A5.14 Another importan cereal is sorghum. It b a staple food as well a raw material for beer
brewing. It is grown mainly in the drier areas of Karamoja, Teso and the highlands of Kabale. Ihe
area plan under sorghum has remained more et less stagnan for a long time while production has
been on the decline. In 1975, 467,000 tons were produced; by 1992 production was down to 37S,000
tons. Present yields are very low (0.8 tons/ha) for the fmiliar reasons of low-yielding varieties, poor
production practices, poor soils and pests and disease. Improved varieties which mature faster and
are resistat to drought are aviable from the IAaCs. Under improved management practices these
varieties can give yields as high as 3 tons/ha.

AS. 15 The other cereal worthy of mention is dke, which is gaining in iortance in the urban diet.
Domestic demand used to be met largely fiou imports but the situation is now quite different.
Production has expand"d to about 60,000 tons per annum to meet domestic requirements. Aside from
increasing domestic demand, there is export potential in regional markets. The climate and soils in
many parts of Uganda (particularly the swmps) are very favorable for rice cultivation. The present
low yields of I -1.5 tons/ha can be increased to 34 tons/ha with the aid of high-yielding varieties and
improved production practices.

Roots ad Tubes

AS. 16 The main crops in this category are cassava and sweet potoes. In terms of outputthe former
ranks second and the latter third among the food crops grown in Uganda. Cassv is a staple food
in the eastn, northern and northeastem parts of the country while sweet potatoes are grown mainly
in the south and west. Between them cassava and sweet potato take up nearly one million hectares
of cultivated land; this is another measure of the importance of these crops in Ugandan agriculture.
There has been a steady improvement in cassava yields, from under 5 tons/ha in 1970 to around 9
tonsha in recent years but Ugandan yields still fall far below those prevailing in many other
countries. Uganda should at least stabilize yields at curt levels and possibly seek to achieve higher
yields by tackling the main production constraints which are: nonavailability of high-yielding, disease
resistant vaieties, the prevalence of pests and poor agronomic practices. The diseases that pose the
greatest threato cassava are the African cassava mosaic virus and cassava bacteral blight.

AS.17 There is also big ponal for the cultvation of swee potates. Compared to those of other
developing countries, the present sweet potato yields are exceptionally low. Yields are generally
around S tons/ha when it has been demonstated in the cast and north that yields of 35 tons/ha can
be achieved by planting currendy available high-yielding, disease resistnt varieties and introducing
improved cultivation methods.

AS.18 A recent addition to the list of roots and tbers grown in Uganda are Irihpoktaoes. The crop
now occupies 40,000 ha of land which produce aFout 300,000 tons a year. Kigezi and Ankole
account for the bulk of the production. While soil and climatic conditions are favorable for potato
growing, present yields are very low: only 8.5 tons/ha. Other countries achieve yields which are
severa dmes higher thn this. M3reover, using new selections, the Kalegyere Reearch Station has
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demonstrated that yields of ZS-30 tons/ha (four dmes curnt levels) are possible. The production
constraints that nee to be addressed are lack of Improved varieties and plant diseases.

Plses

AS.19 Of the plses, the only one grown on a large scale in Uganda are beans" The area planted
under beans now stands at over s5o,000 ha and the anual harvest Is around 400,000 tons.
Production is concated In the western parts of the county but significant quantities are also grown
in Buganda, the east and the north. Beans provide a cheap source of vegetable protein in the Ugandan
diet. Beans also have export poteatial. In spite of Its atctions, bean production has either been
stagnant or bas 1 .nced during the past two decades. Tbe main constrain on production is the lack
of improved varl' ie together with the associated improved fming practices. The present variety
grown in Uganda (1(20) was rdeased as far back as 1968 and now gives very low yields of 0.6-0.8
tom/ha. Uganda is considered capable of achiaving a yield of 1.5 tonsiha. Still higher yields may be
possible since research sitons have been able to achieve yields of over 2 tons/ha With improved
varieties two and possibly three cWps can be grown each year. To reaize this potenti Uganda must
tacdkd the other constraints on production, ta Is, radicate viral, bactetial and finga diseases as well
as the bean fly pest.

Oibeeds

AS.20 The most impta oilseeds grown In Ugana are groundnut (peanut) and simsim. Groundnut
is both a food crop and a cash crop and is a source of proteL - vegetable e1. It is grown all over
the country but more so in the north than elsewhbre. Ln the 1960s significart quanities of groundnt
were exported. However, there was a sharp decline in area planted between 1979 and 1985, with a
corresponding drop in anAm output to as low as 70,000 tons. Since then steady increases in area and
output have been recorded. Production has almost returned to the 200,000 tons level that had been
achieved in the mid-1970s. Hoiwever, output remais constrained by the la:k of high-yielding
varieties, the ravges of disease and pests, poor husbandry practices, nonapplicadion of fertilizer and
unreliable ranl in some areas In the north. The pre yield is estimated at 0.8 tons/ha of dried
pods. Ibis could be raised to 2.5 tons/a, a result that has already been achieved on expeimental
plots in some part of the country.

AS.21 SSnslm (seswme), the other important oilseed, is grown mainly in northern and eastern
Uganda. Production was adversely affected by insecurity in these areas but it has been boosted in
recent years by the return of peace and security and growing export demand. The area under
cultivation is apaching 150,000 ha and annual output is in the 60,000-70,000 tons range. At about
0.4 tons/ha the yield is very low. Aside from the absence of high-yielding varieties, production is
plagued by the shatteng of maure pods, leaf disease, insect pests and poor agronomic practices.
Given improved varieties and fauming practices, yields can be raised significantly. Research tials
have already shown that yields can be doubled.

AS.22 Among the oiseeds, soya beans and wfoe are also grown in Uganda. During the past
three years the area planted under soya bean has expanded rpidly to about 60,000 ha at present, with

Mm otdher puses pdm d peas, cow pes and pigeon peas which c '.. prodcd in oonvairely smul quantkie.
YU combined am ocui by the te the is I= eh 150,00 h.
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a corresponding rise in output to a little over 50,000 tons. With regard to sunflower, only
insignificant quantities are being produced at present.

Industrial Crops

AS.23 Aside from cotton, the only industrial crop of significance i sugwaw. Favorable climatic
conditions for cultivation exist on the northern shores of Lake Victoria and there are three sugar
faories (Kakira, Lugazi and Kinyala) which process the raw cane. Production of process4d sugar
peaked at a little over 154,000 tons in 1970. However, with the expulsion of the Asians !n 1972 and
the general chaos prevailing in the country, the sugar industry suffered such a sharp decline that In
1985 only 1,000 tons of sugar were produced. The cane is produced on large estates owned by the
sugar companies as well as on small outgrower plots."

A5.24 The cane yields and sugar yields are low. In 1991 Kakira and Lugazi achieved cane yields
of 70 and 83 tons/ha, respectively. Tbe respective sugar yields were 8.6 percent and 6.9 percent
These cane yields could be raised substantially with the help of improved varieties, better crop and
soil management practices and adequate pest and disease control measures. A major rebabilitaion of
the sugar plantations and the factories at Kakira and Lugazi has been underwy since 1986. As a
reswlt the annual output of processed sugar has climbed up to a little over 30,000 tons, enough to
meet about one fifth of the domestic demand which is estimated to be in the rnge of 150,000-
200,000 tons. Domestic consumption is expected to increase to 250,000 tons by the mid-1990s,
implying thereby that even when production capacity is filly restored (oo around 170,000 tons per
annum) it would still not be adequate to meet domestic requkieme.

Hotcultual Crops

A5.25 A large variety of horticultural crops are grown in Uganda. These include fruits, vegetables,
spices, flowers and ornamentals. There exists a wide range of soil and climatic conditions which are
ideal for the cultivation of these crops. The main vegetable-growing areas are Kabale, Kasese, Mbale,
Masaka, Jinja, Mpigi and Kampala. Fruits are grown in small lots in most parts of the country. There
are no reliable figures on horticultural crops, on either area planted, total anmnal production or
marketed production. However, it can be said that horticultural crops make only a minor contribution
to agricultural GDP. Encouragingly, small but increasing quantities ofpineapple, green beans, chilies,
passion fruit, ginger and citrus are now being exported to Europe and the Middle East.

AS.26 The potential for increased production of horticultural crops, especially for export, does exist
but there are formidable obstacles. To st with, being a landlocked county, Uganda faces high
transport costs. Then there are problems of poor produce quality, poor post-harvest handling, weak
distrbution and marketing infrastructure and inadequate or nonexisten refrigeration facilities. In
addition to fresh produce, Uganda could at a later stage enter the market for processed products such
as juices, concentates and canned products.

a k is eudmt. that the an 130,000 outoas wah with 2-3 bed.. of eugae.
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livestock and Dahry

AS.27 Poultry, sheep and goats are sources of cash income for large rnumbers of farmers. They are
also a source of protein in the Ugandan diet. However, in numbers and value the livestock subsector
Is domina by catte. lTe zebu, w indigenous animal, accounts for 70 percent of the catfle, the
sanga (Ankole), another indigenous animal, 15 percent, the cross-bred animals, 13 percent and the
exotic breeds, 2 percent. The Indigenous animals are adept at surviving in the local environment but
they are also susceptible to epidemics of rinderpest, contaous bovine pleuropnonia (C3PP) and
tyanoso miasis. The exotic and cross-breeds are prone to cath tick-borne diseases and must
therefore be kept in fenced farms or some other enclosure. Livestock depend almost entirely on
natural grass-dominated pastures. The productivity of indigenous animals Is low. Cows mature in 34
years, calve every second year and produce about 350 liters per lactation. The mortaliy rates wa 
high; for example, for calves it is 25-30 percent annually.

AS.28 Annual domestic ment consumption is estimated at 55,000 tons which is equivalent to about
3 kg per capita. Domestic demand is expected to increase in line with the growth of population and
per capita income. Based on the 1989-90 Household Budget Survey, the income elasticity of demand
for livestock products i put at 1.S. This would imply a strong growth of domestic demand for meat
products in te future. Regional markets also offer opporunities for increased livestock production
and offtake. Moreover, Ulganda should in prciple bave acces to overseas markets too, particularly
the lucrative EEC market -'.verned by quotas. Access to foreign markets outside of the region will
require the attainment of .,,wrous quality and health stndards in the livestock industry, fiom
production and processing to maiketing.

AS.29 Milk is the only dairy ktm if any importance that Uganda produces. About 350-400 million
liters of milk are produced each y o :. The bulk of this production i consumed on-farm and in the
rural areas. About 10 million litr6 are collected, procesed and marketed by the Uganda Dairy
Cotporation (UDC). UDC's output falls far short of the demand for milk in the urban centers. This
means ta additional capacity for collecdon and processing is needed. This is turn should stimulate
milk producon at the farm level.
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Labor Market Policies for Poverty Reduction

'he coowes da have s=cced In reduIng povt ovwr d on8 term have eouraged
broad based rural devel nt ad ba eqalo..nt, ihereby resig the rehrns to mall
farm protucdon and wage lbor. X eWord Dewloe Report, 1NVO, World Bank, p. 56)

6.1 The purpose of this chapter is to identify policies and programs for the inr, roved functioning
of factor markets from the standpoint of facilitating economic growth and reducing the incidence of
povert in Uganda, particularly with respect to the functioning of the labor market, although access
to land and capital are also discussed. The first section puts together a pictu:e of the acftual pattern
of the distribution of employment and labor use in Uganda today. The second section analyzes some
of the distinctive features of Uganda's labor market. The final section outlines policies that would
help improve the productive use of labor resources in Uganda within the framework of a pattern of
distribution of benefits of increased productivity that would help reduce the incidence of poverty in
Uganda.

TMe Distribution of Labor Force

6.2 Uganda does not have a recent labor force survey. However, the HBS provides some basic
information about the distibution of labor force by gender, location and secw. of occupation which
is summarized in Table 6.1. Combining this information with the esimates of population by gender
and location, Table 6.2 provides the bare outlines of the allocation of Uganda's labor force, along
with its gender distribution, into three broad sectors - agriculture, industries and services - in each
of the urban and rural economies." Table 6.3 attempts to further disaggregate the urban labor force
into employment in the public sector, the formal private sector and the informal sector by pooling
the information from the Census of Civil Service (1987), the National Manpower Survey
(implemented in 1988 and published in 1989) and government payroll statistics.u Together these
hee tables provide a picture of employment in Uganda, whose broad features are discussed below.

6.3 Sede'wl Coepsodon ./of FAso7yneu Most Ugandans work in the rural economy and are
predominandy employed in agriculture. Eighty-mine perc. at of the members of the Ugandan labor
force are employed in the rural economy, a dightly higer sare than that of the rural sector in total
population, reflecting a higher activity rate in the rural sector than in the urban sector." Nearly 80
percent of all workers and more than 87 percent of the rural workers are employed in agricultur.
Ever ^. the urban economy, agriciture employs 18 percent of all workers, a third more than are
employed in all industrial sectors, broadly defied. Most of the agricultural employment i in
household-farming based on a very high degree of labor intensity. On average, a member of the
agricutral labor force works on 0.9 ha of land. Jt is esdmated that the amount of land per
agricultual worker could be raised to 3 ha if labor a/dlor complementary resources to bring land

As Is th cms t simi arinfmin fa laborfomo snVo bowhero, ths an distibuton of indiidua by
"priipa ooupo, not drutuo of atu laor m.

Se Anonx to th chater for das.

# ThW 'actvi m is us to me e =So of abo foe to popAalalion
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Table 6.1: DstbUtion od Popuation by hhnary Activity
(Prent of ropulatio in ERC Cakgory)

Activity Urban RUI
Mae Female Mab FanaIO

Members not in labOr forCe S6.6 69.4 S8.6 64.9
o/W sHomemakers* 1.3 19.8 1.3 13.2

Members in labor force 43.4 30.6 41.4 35.1
olw employed in:

Agricultue 5.6 7.5 33.7 33.0
Industries 8.7 1.3 1.3 0.2
Services 27.6 20.4 6.3 1.8
Unenip1oyed 1.4 1.5 0.1 0.1

Note: Members not in the lbor force chde ditose who are too ,owug or old to work, stutrden, dthae
attnd to Joehold work (1homemakm'), pe_or, rearrd a maU J.2prcetftotal)
d e resUal category q"odurs'. Agrldswe dasfarfaing,fSs, anima hAbw,dy and

foresoty. hdusrl inwlde bo* moder an tradioal (tage) naaj gr as wenl as
cotaction, elkcricy, gas and wawr. ServiCes cost of a dte rest As noted in e text, these
are conibtons Qf indwi 'prhcal oc'adons, not dbtbWon of tabor me.

Sorc: he Husehol Bdget Swvyfor 19Q9-

under cultivation were available.87 Relafive to land, labor is in this sense a scarce factor of
production. Only a tiny proportion of the agricultura labor force is employed in largescale
commercial farming for wbich no reliable recent esfimate is available.

6.4 Services rank next to agriculture in terms of the share of the total labor force, employing 16
percent of all workers. Their incidence is however vasdy different between the urban and the ural
economies: 65 percent of all urban workers and only 10 percent of the rural workers are employed
in services. Services include a wide variety of activities, ranging from the relatively highly
productive, but numerically tiny, tertiary services (e.g., modern finance, transport and trade) to
rudimentauy trading in the urban informal and rural subsis sectors. Employment in urban
semrices is dominated by public sector workers (see below).

6.5 Industries - broadly defined to include both modern and traditional as well
as construction, electricity, gas and water - employ only 3 percen of all workers; 13 percent of the
urban workers and 2 percent of the rural workers. Formal ma curi enterprises - those
employing five or more workers - together account for a mere 53,500 workers, 0.8 percent of the
labor force.' Thus a very large proportion of ose employed in industries are actually engaged in
infmal and mdimentary activies providing low output and income.

An Oimated 4.6 mIion ha wer uderCUition in 1990 which is heole t be only 30p.t of total caaivaP
ama. Se Ugand. Agcadusa Sector Me _oum, ibid.

Ths inf"omain band acthe Naona Macow &nvW and ise to the yr 1988.
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Table 6.2: Estimated Md-Year Diribution of Labor Frce, 1992
rotuad Pa)m)

Urban Uganda Rural Uganda
Catgory Male Fenale Total Male Female Total

Employed in:
Agcltue 53.6 75.8 129.4 2530.0 2573.1 5103.1
Industries 83.3 13.4 96.7 98.4 17.9 116.3
SerOies 264.2 206.7 470.9 473.3 139.7 613.0
Unemployed 14.1 14.7 28.8 9.8 6.2 16.0
Total 415.2 310.6 725.8 3111.5 2736.9 5848.4

Total Uganda
CateWo Male Female Total

Employed in:
Agriclture 2583.6 2648.9 5232.5
Industries 181.7 31.3 213.0
Savices 737.5 346.4 1083.9
Unemployed 23.9 20.9 44.8
Tota 3526.7 3047.5 6574.2

Note 1: The Januay 1991 cewswpopdation of 16.6m is aswndto havegrown to 173m £y7Ju 1992 (re.,
an annuagrowth rate of about 2.8 percent) A variaion qgrowth rate wihin th above range wl
not hawv a snifcan effea on d nmbers. he growth in urban pop"idon between Jany 1991
and Jul 1992 is assuxed to hae been higher (5 percem over 18 mrnhs) An dis growwh In
Uganda's populo The overaU gender du ution is assenued to be the same as in the 1991
cens. Thegender siuton of urban poplo is assened to be the sme (48.6 percent mae)
as in dunuoalts and tim conils sho In Tabk 35 of the ckgewat teO Budget, 1992-93.
The gender diuWn a rurat Uganda fs reduly otaba The povation for JuAy 1992 by
gender and ocaton are .s: urban. 1.972W fV.956m male and l.014mfemale) and rurak 15.31Um
(17.512m maie and ,.802m femal). Rao in Table 6.1 have been applied to these populaton
eabuates.

Not* 2 Overall actiy ratsw (excluding the "h f1a kers1fr the laborforce) are: 38 percent (41.7
perctfor de male and 34.6 percetfor thefemale). fdie 'hmmak are includd as mebers
ofdthe lborfove the activity rates turn out to be 42.9 percetfor the male and 48.6 percentfor the
female.

6.6 Gander D Suion ofn enf lymext. If labor force Is conventionaly defined to exclude those
who are predominandy occupied with 'household activities' then tne male activity rate in Uganda
would be higher than the female activity rate. On this basis 42 percet of the males and 35 percent
of the females are memoers of the labor force C(able 6.4). The gender gap in activity rates thus
defind is greater in urban areas than in rural areas.

6.7 There is however litde justification for adhering to the above conventional definition of labor
force. Those who are predominanty engaged in household activities should be included in the labor
force because: (i) "household activities* by and large represent worthwhile labor that produces
welfare, though conventional national accounting does not capture it; and Ci) women "predomiantlyI
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TaWble 6.3: Some Facts About Urban and PWblic EtFploymet

A Further Caauifiati of Urba Employmet, Mid-1992

Tboumnd Peron Peet Of Total

Public Sex . 314.7 43.4
of which:

Tradtional civil sWvice 97.9 13.5
Ote govment/pastatas 216.8 29.9

Form Puivate/Coopemfive Sector 80.4 11.1
Informal Sear 330.7 45.6
Total Urban Employment 725.8 100.0

Growth of GovormetPublic Sector Employment

July 1987 Civil Serve Employment 239,S28
January 1988 Govrnment Employmt 244,195

Parasta Employment 53,593
Totd Public Sector Eiployment 297,788

July 1990 Public Sector Payro 320,669

Growth of Traditional Civil Service

July 1987 89,750
July 1992 98,873
August 1992 97,854

No.: See Aim= to X* dapw sowcn a andcatmad

engaged in household activities also engage in more conventiona kinds of productive work. In an
economy like Uganda - without an overt abundance in the supply of labor - both these phenomena
are stronger than elsewhere in a typical labor abundant economy. For a Ugandan woman being
predominantly engaged in household activities" almost always means having two sets ot occupations:

domestic work and work in the normal economic enterprise of the household. The factthat the former
is the dominant activity does not mean a lower overall intensity of work, but its exact opposite (see
discussion in Chapter 3). Although no sysmaic docmntion can be presented to justify this claim
there is little doubt about its general validity.

6.8 If those 'predominanly' engaged in household activity are included, the female activity rate
substantialy exceeds the male activity rate: 49 percent of the women and 43 percent of the men are
engaged in productive labor Crable 6.4). There is litte doubt that women contibute much more to
social labor than men. A higher proportion of women than men are members of the labor force when
the latter is appropriately defined. Secondly, it is virtaly ertain that, on average, a female member
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of the labor force works more hours than does a male member, especially if domestc work is
included.

6.9 Discrimination against women as Table 6.4: Percent of Male and Female
members of the labor force does not simply in the Work Force
consist of extting more labor out of them.
They are also relegated to less productive Exduingthoe in "RrinIpay Employed
sectors and activities and more often kept out of n Household Work"
direcdy remunerative activities than men are.
For each man principally engaged In household Male Female
work - which is not directly remmuerative, nor Urban 43.4 30.6
condi-cive to control over household income - Rural 41.4 35.1
there are more than eleven women. In industries Oveal 41.7 34.6
and services - secto with higher than average n
producvity - for each female worker there are ui n those hPodpaly Employed
respectively 5.8 and 2.3 male workers.' in HouehAd Work"
Women account for only 20 percent of Male Female
enployment in the formal sector and 26 percent Uban 44.7 50.4
of employment in the skiled categories." Rul0 42.7 48.3

Ovrall 42.9 48.6
6.10 Dominnc of Public pn ent in
the Foml Sedor. The public sector accounts Some: Tabs 6.1 and 6.2.
for less dm 5 percent of aggregate employment
in Uganda, but a staggering 0 percent of the
urban formal sector employment.91 Ihe public
sector also accounts for 43 percent of all cate-
gories of urban labor force.

6.11 It is difficult to determine, a priori, if a certain level of public sector employment is too high
or too low. The appropriate level of public employment would depend on numerous factors, e.g., the
structure of the economy, the need for public services and the composition of public services
(especially between directly productive and *unproductive* services). Considering the extremely
undiversified struture of the economy and the low level of public services (especially in directly
productive and production-promoting activities) in Uganda, even the five percent share of aggregate
employment would appear to be too high a share for the public sector.

Naoe of thee broad so is hmog u in tms of pv&Aiiy andlot earning. Them is no infomation about
the gender dist emply in homoeo actvie wihin each broad sotr.

Manpower Panning Departm, Minsy of Planning ard Econoric Developmet, Mower and Enfoym in
Uanda, Ro f ,Rh Naonl qM.OW &Wwy, 1989, Kampala, xi.

9 1Is the a nnudan foml sector? In principle, th ver layge comer fams may be consided to form that
caegory. The NAI M ower SU icdd some gvnment, pastatal and prv agricuiturl entses
(together amploying 30,578 peros) as a pat of the fod sector. To the extat te are loctd in to nal
ara, thewuan fomAl (infoma) sector emp ent in Table 6.3 in overtatd (undetatd). T extnt of moadem
arSe-scale nterises in tho nual economy that have not been captued by the National Mapower Survey is not
known, but it is likely to be small.
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6.12 Of far greater concern however is the overwhelming dominance of public employment in the
formal sector of the economy. Modern economic actLvities under non-government enterprise together
employ only 1.2 percent of the nation's labor forcel

6.13 The Annex to this chapter discusses how difficult it is to estimate the growth in public
employment in Uganda in recent years. In the five years since 1987 public employment in Uganda
has increased by something between a tenth and a third, not a very helpfil range of estimate. The
point, however, is that even the lower limit of this range would appear unwarrated in the context
of the rudimentary levels of public services and their failure to achieve a meaningfil expansion.

6.14 2&e Low Incience of Unacployment. The HBS data indicate that unemployed workers
represent 1.5 percent of the urban labor force and an incredible tenth o. one percent of the rural labor
force.'2 By and large, these estimates are consistent with the phenomenon of relative shortage of
labor in the economy. The shortage of labor is relative to the compa.ative abundance of land and the
virtual absence of complementary inputs to cultivate land. The result is a great deal of unassisted
labor required to eke out a modest living under almost primeval conditions. There is litfle opportnity
for labor to remain idle although the return to it is modest.

Feature of the labor Market

6.15 Needy Universal Access to Land. In agriculture, which employs most Ugandans, there is
nearly universal access to land and a negligible incidence of landlessness. The HBS reports that there
re 2.9 million households (2.5 million rural households) and that 2.4 million households have farm
land. Approximately 2 percent of agricultural labor force is located in urban areas. If one assumes
that landownership is uniformly distributed among the rural households and those of the urban
households that supply agricultural workers, then approximately 95 percent of the rural households
have land. If one assumes that only rural households havefarm land (i.e., urban agricultural laborers
work on others' land or on nonfarm land) then 97 percent of the rural households have land.

6.16 The HBS also shows that most households have small farms, i.e., 62.2 percent farm
households have 1 hectare or less land; 85.1 percent farm households have 2 hectares or less land;
and 95.5 percent farm households have 4 hectares or less land. These refer to the distribution of
operational landholding units. Ownership distribution of land is much more skewed, although no
quantitative measurement of it is available. Large-scale commercial farms - including plantations -
command very small proportions of both agricultural land and labor.

6.17 The inequality of the distribution of land ownership by itself is not a major source of income
inequality. This is because land rent is negligible. Kibanja tenants of mailo land do not pay any rent.
Even informal tenants of mailo land and the sub-tenants of the freeholders pay very little rent."

The Ntnal MapoNwer Survey claims much hier rat of unemploymnit, S pereat in urn ars and 7 peret
in nurl aea. Sieo ti srvey was limied to the foma secor and to a vey rdimentay enumtion of the ubn
infonld setr, it is hard to asign it as much credility as to the HBS. As noted in the Anex to this chapter, a
number of oemas made by the Naltonl Manpower Suvey ap implausible and/or inconstent with us
xpectatio is claim of a high rate of unemployment in nal are than in uban aeas is yet another example

of sch imauility.

here is no infornation available an hes al rates. A fied trip to some villges in Luweu in Augs 199,
yield evdene of annul ma per ha being as little as U Sh 200.
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6.18 The Low Inddence of Wage LaborInAgdcullww. Universal access to land means thatnmost
membes of the rural labor force are predominandy engaged In agricultual work on their own farms.
There is no significant rural proletariat, i.e., the landless workers, who are perennially available for
wage employmn. lhis means that wage labor is limited and that a very small proportion of
agriculural wage labor consists of permanent workers.

6.19 There are three types of wage employment in agricuore: (i) casual laborers hired and paid
on a daily basis; (ii) permanent workers paid on a monthly basis and hired for even longer durations;
and (iii) contract workers who are paid at piece rate specified for given tasks per ha. Most of the
wage labor takes the form of casual labor or contract labor. In the past, permanent workers,
employed by large commercial farms, were mainly drawn from inmigrant workers from adjacent
countries. At present, however, this source of labor supply Is ins.gnificant.

6.20 There is little quantitative information available on the incidence of wage labor in ruri
Uganda A recent study staes that 32 percent of farmers (28 percent in the western region, 37
percent In the ceal region and 28 percent in the eastern and northern regions) use hired labor at
some time to meet their labor requirement." The critical question is what, on the average, is the
proportion of hired labor to total labor used by the labor hiring farms. Given the extraordinary fact
hat 68.3 percent of faums use no hired labor at all and the implausibility of a clear dichotomy
between farms using hired labor and farms using family labor, it appears that the average share of
hired labor In the labor hiring farms can not be very high. It may be reasonable to consider one third
as the upper limit. Indeed it may be much lower. Thus hired labor would at most account for only
about ten percent of aU labor used in agriculture.

6.21 Another source of information is the recent UNDP survey of 334 rural households in western,
southwestern and easte regions.m These are the relatively land scarce and labor abundant regions
of Uganda. Ninety-two of these households, about 27.5 percent, reported wage labor of all kinds
(ia.e., including wage labor In -onfarm activities) as their primary economic activity. Once again, the
questdons are: what proportion of the labor of these households is used as agricuttural wage labor and
what proportion of labor of the remaining households (for which wage labor is not the primary
economic activity) is used as the same. Assuming, quite arbitrarily, that the former is two fifths and
the latter is one fifth, the incidence of wage labor in these regions tuns out to be about aquarter of
tot labor used in agriculure [0.4(27.5) + 0.2(72.5) = 25.5 percent]. Since these regions are
relatively labor abundant, the average for rural Uganda will be lower, let us say less than (perhaps
far less than) 20 percent.

6.22 Where within the above range the figure actually lies is impossible to ascertain. On the basis
of the available records of visual reports of observers however one would tend to tilt in favor of the
lower limit of the range.

Alism Evars, A R*Wew f kW Rw%d LabowrkMve: is Ugma, School of Afrian aid Aa Stui, Unveity
of Sussa, May 1992, Tablo S. TM autho, does not cite the souroe of the data, north tfie peiod to which they
refor.

UNDP, PSparty $A* s Pow" lo kv and RwW Devopnvn in Ugnd, Draft Repolt, Kampal, July
12, 1992 ( d by Ma_amat Syats & Ecoeonic Comuktu lAd.).
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6.23 The two conclusions that are suggested by the above may be summarized as follows:

(1) In agriculture, where most Ugandans work, the incidence of wage labor is low, perhaps not
much more than a tenth of total labor used.

(u) Of the total wage labor employed in agriculture, casual and short-term contract workers
account for a very high proportion. The incidence of permanent workers is very low. This
is because most members of the rural labor force are predominantly occupied with work on
their own farms. Very few are available for employment on a long-term basis.

6.24 The labor market is constrained by the fact that the supply of wage labor comes from farms
who are tied to their own faums. Thus differences in the regional balance between the demand for
and the supply of labor does lead to substantial differences in wages, often between adjacent
regions.' This has probably been exacerated by civil unrest, the lack of information and the
absence of infri-actre necessary to promote greater labor mobility. The critical constraint however
is the institution of small scale farming that permits nearly universal access to land.

6.25 Labor AUocation ad Retuw to Labor. Small-scale farming still appears to be about the
most profitable economic activity for Uganda so that it has not been possible for other parts of the
economy to offer high enough wages to pull labor out of it. The vast rural household farming sector
is the primary pool of labor supply in the economy. Any movement of labor between this sector and
the rest of the economy would depend on the relative remuneration of labor in this sector and in
competing activities. Labor could be pushed out by low reun to work in household farms or pulled
out by high earings offered by alternatve activities that are p,rofitable enough to be able to do so.

6.26 Alternuive activities to household farming exist in both rural and urban economies. Within
the rural eoonomy these consist of. () working for other household farms on a casual basis as a
source of income supplement; (ii) working for large-scale commercial farms as an alternative to
household farming; and (iii) finding alternative work in other, often finformal', activities within the
rural economy either as the principal occupation or as a source of supplementary income.

6.27 The alternaive to remaining within the rural economy is to migrate to urban areas where
three kinds of employment opportunities might be distingied: (iv) entry-level uskilled employment
in the formal sector of the economy; (v) government employment; and (vi) employment in the
informal sector either as a transitional stage before finding more permanent formal/government
employment or as a sufficiently remuneraive pemnt activitY.

6.28 The return to labor in household farming is perhaps the standard in relation to which the
remuneration in all the alternative acivities are determined. This is because the household farms can
potentily compete for the labor of the small pool of permanently available workers and the casual
workers are principally employed on household firms. The relationship between the return to labor
in household farms and wages in alternative activities can however be very complex. Permanendy
available workers may accept permanent employment in large-scale commercial farms at a lower daily
wage equivalent than the wage rate for casual workers in order to have the assurance of condtned
employment. The wage rate for casual labor can fluctuate quite a bit around the return to average
household labor depending on the return to labor of the particular grou's of peasant households that

n See Alison Eva=, Op. Ca
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Table 6.5: Relive Eangp f Lab in Dlffet Actives
(Ugada Sbd s)

1. Retr to fmily labor in household frming per day 1991 sumo 606
2. Wag of casual agriculbWal labor per day Fbnmy 1992 700
3. Wag of permanent agriultur labor per mou Febury 1992 10,000
4. Wag of agricultu ooutact labor per ha Febuary 1992 30,000
S. Urban rmal sector wag for unilled labor pr month July 1992 6,000 - 15,000
6. Aveg wage of group wokes in govoenent per month Augu 1992 10,263

Source:
I. Aricuatural Secresra * qf Ugada), RP.w on Epew wpa cd odwerP*es im. I he

coversio of the figure at Febuay 19 prc h. bem made by sbW dse prc We for Kmwala
betwe J} 1992 and Fdrmy 1992 (27 pecent h:rew

2,3,4 Akubual Secretar, Bank f UgandaL

5. Dat gthrwd by mhlWo be dhfi*/

6. pOffice of * Comnamr of Data hc8a, MM" of Rnzcc.

suply casual labor, the pattern of seasotality and the extent of dtress supply of labor in order to
meet cash needs. To induce labor to move to urban areas, urban wages must be significandy higher
tha the return to labor for the relevant groups of household farms with potential migrants to
compeae for the increased cost of urban living.

6.29 Table 6.5 summarizes some information on the relative earnings of labor in different activities
and secors. Even aRer allowance is made for significant error in the measurement of these indicators,
t Is quite clear that work in household farms is, on the average, the most remuneative occupation

for an unskflled person. If an average worker ventures out of the household farm for cash earings
as a casual worker in agriculture, helshe has to settle for a lower daify eaning at the margin thathe
average return to a day's work on the household farm. Ihis means that casual labor is supplied by
peasant households with less than average return to labor and/or that casual labor is supplied by
households that would encounter sharply diminishing returns by trying to use available additional
labor on household farms.

6.30 More intriguing is the fact that, on a daily basis, the wage rate for permanent agricultral
employment s lower tan he wagrate for casual labor. At this wage rate it is sti possibleto attract
the small pool of permanently available workers (the landless, including the asurplusu members of
households endowed with large supply of labor relative to the supply of land). But this wage rate is
lower than what would be necessary to induce workers on any but the very marginal of household
farms to move out. It is not surprising that the estate sector has been finding it hard to attract as much
labor as it needs.
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6.31 'ne entry-level wage in the urban formal sector has a rather wide range. Even at the top end,
the earnings ar only modestly above that in household farming.9' Unsilled wages in the public
sector are significany below the average return to labor in household faming on the assumption of
a reasonable Intensity of work.98 Thus, it would appear that, none of the activities in the formal
sector has the dynamism and productivity high enough to enable them to offer labor an earning higher
than what labor on the average receives in household farms. The silver lining to this gloomy scenario
is that, despite the overwhelming dominance of the public sector, the formd sector of the economy
has avoided foisting an artificaWly inflated structure of wages. As a result the incentive to migrate to
urban areas has remained low and the urban informal sector has remained modest in size.O Another
implication of this is that the suffering of the civil servants retrenched by the civi service reform
program, which the Government has recendy embarked upon, will be mitigated by the fact that
household farming and/or the urban informal sector can offer them returns on their labor which are
comparable to what they were receiving from the Government

Which Employment Categories are Poor?

6.32 A direct ranking of the employment groups in terms of the incidence of povery is not
possible. It is, however, quite obvious that the greatest concentration of poverty is in the group of
smaler household farmers, among those 62 percent of farms that have a hectare or less land. This
statement may appear to be in apparent conflict with the preceding argument that return to labor is
about the highest in household farming. Buit that comparison was with the average return to labor in
the entire household farming sector, a finding that need not have any conflict with the proposition
that the per capita income of the very small household farms would be much lower than average.

6.33 Virtually nothing is known about the incomes of the nonfarm households in the rural
economy. n.ey account for about 13 percent of rura households. In view of the reatively widespread
access to land in rural Uganda it does not appear that nonfarm occupations generally consist of
residual activities providing very low incomes to which the landless are driven. It is nevertheless
possible that these groups have a high Incidence of poverty. Even so, the poor among them must be
a small proportion of all the rural poor simply because these groups represent a small proportion of
the rural population.

97 Anu ta an ae lborer on a houehowd fam has 200 days of wo* pe yar. At the av estoimatd day
IOU= of U Sh 770 Xhi works cA at U Sh 154,000 per year or U Sh 12,833 per month. Th upper end of th rngs
of wage for unskilled eaorice, accodig to dat nm available to the mision (am annex to this chwr), was
U Sh 15,000 in July 1992, pe barely enough to compenae for Xt difference in ¢ost of living.

How has it ben posble for tho Govenrnnt and the forma sectr to get wokem for eaployment? One ca een
obseve modetro queus for arch enploymen which need to be explained. Tentaivey, the following explnation
miught bo advaced. Pir, to a dege is d to 'msrkt seretan. School levs in urbman nk
th_ensv out of tho nual lbor market and offer hmeevs for emlmt onl in the urban formal sector,
specialy for publ¢ sector job. Seondly, an aiggestd by the Minisy of Labor, it is poible to rerk at the

bottm sod of thX anp of unilled waW in the formd stor if the ente s makng _ustm at locatd e
deposd rurala fmm which lbor is drawn. Thinrly, a Anthf fxibility is available in the public sector in the
form of tho oppotuniy for moonligting and effectivy reducing the cnrbuw of lblor Ci.e., incasing th
aming per hour of aod work doe).

In thoe past uran mwdng ws Anther relievd by civi sfo tht encoured migion oaut of urba mu.
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6.34 hose employed In the utban formal sector are probably protectd from extrme poverty.
There are of course several Instces of very low waes for the unskilled categories In some of these
eterises, but these probaly represe cases of low supply price of labor (due to the proximiy of
the locaton of employment to the workers' homes in rura areas) or the failure of the inseco of
the Mistry of Labor to account for al tl'. Nlt_. It Is neverdheless possible that a certain
proportion of these workes would bedong to arty groups although it is hard to Imagine that their
number would be large.

6.35 Eanings in the urban informal sector were estimated by the National Manpower Survey to
be only about 13 percen below the average earnings in the fmal seor. s therefore
reasonable to conclude that te incidence of povery in the urban informal sector is only moderately
higher than the incidence of poverty In the frmal sector.

6.36 To conclude, there probably are pockes of povet a g the rural nonfarm households,
houseds of the low paid workers in the udr formal sector and the families employed in the
informal sector. But the grest concentration of poverty in Uganda is among the smallest half or
so of the peant households in tems of the size of land holding. Focussing atention on this group
i also critical in view of the earlier conclusion that a risn the earing in the peasan sector is
likely to push up eaninp throughout the economy.

The Objective of Employment and Labor Market Policies

6.37 'he above analysis suggests that the ceral objective of employment and labor market
policies for the reductio of poverty in Uganda should be to increase the enings of labor in
agcture. lhis will direcdy reduce poverty because most of the poor in Uganda are employed in
agdrtre. Tis will also help alleviate whatever povey eists elsewhere in the economy becase
a rise in the earning of the agricultral workers will filter down to the rest of the economy and raise
the earnin of the workers in the other productive setrs.

6.38 The overall context of the strategy of development wit the framework of which the
objectve of increaing the eamings of agricultural labor is to be pured needs to be spelled out
lealy to make it possible to determie the elements of employment and labor market policies in a

consitent and coherent manner. In principle, there is no unique path along which to pursue the
objective. One might illustrate alternative paths by citifg the following polar cases.

(i) One possible strategy is to promote a system of peast agriculture by hirther consolidatig
the de facto universal access to land. In this case the proposed land reform legislation must
find ways of g _aranteing tenancy rights to all the exisig ers of land and by improving
the land endowment of the very small farms. TIs must be supplemented by the instittion
of a system of supply of tecnology, extension services and credit that is appropriate for the
small peasants and adequat in enabling them to overcome the absence of economies of
scale.

(ii) he polar opposite strategy is to creat a firwork for the exploitation of economies of
scale by promoting as much of large-sce commercia farming as possible. In this case the

AMpow PkmniaS Deputmmt, Miniay of Phaing an Emooa Do1opnmwnt M.pow d E4leYO9W La
US=d, RAqepo N bmw tNew iwy, 1989, K1nb, p. 181.
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proposed land reform must perform a very different finction. It should limit tency right
only to those cases In which the right has already been grated de facto (e.g., the kObanja
tenants on mailo land). Elsewhere the landowes might be encouraged to resume their
ownership by ovicting the ifmal t and converg them Into ruri proletaiat.
Inentives for large-scale agriculul en ip migbt be srentened. Employment
and labor market policies might be backed by technological policies for an qapp ialt
expansion of demand for labor. Conceivably real wages in agriculture would rise as fast as
agricultural productivity to help reduce poverty.

6.39 While in principle both of the above strategies can lead to povery reducing growth of the
rural economy, their practical feasibility needs te be carefidly anayzed. Aso the choice among these
strategies is not simply a matter of economic calculations. lhere are lwportant socW and political
issues to be considered. The point however is that the overall streg needs to be clearly oudined
and agreed upon to provide a consistant framework for the determinton of employment and labor
market policies.

6.40 It does appear from the objectives of the proposed land rarm legislation that Uganda wants
to take the fist route to rural development. This paper cannot possibly oudine the components of
such a stae in any detal,m but it is usel to highlight the following three main sets of its
elements.

6.41 Fist, the proposed land reform should clearly detennine the institutional framework for rural
development. Freehold rights must be garanteed to all cultivatos, not merely those who have fomal
tenny contractso . Thus, for example, in the mailo areas, it apps that in addition to the kibanja
holders there exists a large category of tenants who rent and borrow land without any written
acknowledgement of arangements from landlords. On such land often the landlords deermine the
cops to be planted. This category of vitual squatters must also be given freehold rights if the
strae of peasant faing is to be successly implemented. t is not clear from the doc au
related to the proposed legislation if adequate provision is being made for this. Land endowment of
the smaller size groups should also be improved both by investment in land augmentation and by
changes in the system of incentives to make it unprofitable for the large land owners to leave land
unused, a practice that seems to be widespread.

6.42 Secondly, to enable the small peasants to overcome the absence of the advantage of economies
of scale steps should be taken to facilitate their access to an appropriate technological package. At
preset Uganda agriculture operats under almost primeval conditions: the limited spread of tractors
and ox ploughs that took place in the past has been wiped out, frtilizer use has dropped to virtually
noting, there is an acute absence of basic implements, and the knowledge of farming system and
crop husbandry practice is rudimenry. Basic equipments supply (weeder, planter, thresher for grain

hiPwther da of X ld teuroee. mand e propod ld rerfon, se Ugoadag 4aulA Scr
mo,unu. ibid.

Th puTps of tX ppw is not to pevid. a b&wpra for andfoa, wbb Inolv cowplx ime, bt mrl
to anphahet unXWea amcs to bad hud be hutlMlondized. In d m_lo am ts cam leal be do. bet
by pendi fiehol d$ rlfgt to th tmnss. Th quastiot f umteeta am to had in aea. of tmdkioaXd land
uam - whr communa coa ov land preva-is .obviu amomp anwfxd mebed cafl analsis.

A sstm of pNgO lad tax, if feib, woud hp a_o s.
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crop aras, harvestig tools, and a reiutroducton of ox plough and selective access to tractor service
where les al) needs Improvement. Selection and multiplication of appropriate seed varieties for the
use of the peasants Is of high priority. Soil ftlity meures and the introduction of fertilizer desere
attention. Ail these need to be backed by the dismination of knowledge about farmng sytms and
crop husbandry practices. Tle emphasis should be on the provision of these serces through the
market, baked by an access to credit. he role of the public sector should be to help augment the
supply of the technological igred by providing appropriate incentives to private
producers/suppliers and build a network of etnsion services.

6.43 Tbe third major element of the strategy is to enmure an appropriate compositon of peasa
output that would help avoid the constr on demand. If agricultul growth takes place without any
change In the composition of output, soon the production of most subsistence crops and many
traditional cash crops would face some kind of demand constrain tat would lead to reduced prices
and profit For the eanings of the peasants to coniwe to grow, it would be essenal to bring about
a change in the composion of output in Awor of products for which demand is not a constaint In
the case of Uganda it would mean looking for agricultural products that would end up as aepts,
with or whout proeig. An agricultur consistig of small peasnts woud seed outsid help in
anticipating the appropriate pattern of demand and in obtaining the inucture necessary to get
access to new markets.

6.44 While the emphasis of the development strategy In Uganda should be on agriculture with a
focus on the small peasants, the process of gadual lowering of the share of the labor force employed
in agriculture must begin to take place. the necessy condition on the supply side would be created
by the improved productvity of te agicultural laborers. On the demand side, nonfarm activites in
which Uganda has comparative avana must be identified and developed. Several categories stand
out as potenti candidates. First, agricultural development should create demand for a variety of both
producer and consmer goods. This should create a basis for the growth of ural nonrm
employmet. Seowndly, a part of tis demand should spill over in the form of dlemand for the output
of industries and services in the formal sector. Existng industies, reprted to be operatig at a
fraction of capacity, should be able to productively absorb mnre labor. There should also be a basis
for the creation of production capacities in new actvities, i.e., to supply producer and consumer
goods to the rural eonomy and to proess the agricultura products both for export and for
absoption in the domestic market.
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Anuex to Chapter 6: Urban Employment

A Furhw Disaggregton

A6. 1 The purpose of this Annex is to disregate urban employment shown in Table 6.2 into
employment in public sector, the formal private sector and the informal sector. There are severa
estimtes of public sector employment for recent years although it is not always easy to reconcile
them.

A6.2 First, there is the Census of Civil Sevice for July 1987 which shows a total goverment
eriployment of 239,528. Second, there is the National Manpower Survey of Janay 1988 which
shows a total formal sector (enterprises employing five persons or more) employment of 378,227
divided into the following categories:

Government employment 244,195
Parastatal employment 53,593
Formal private sector employment 80,439
(including cooperative and 'other')

A6.3 The same survey also implemented a rather limited enquiry of informal sector employment
in fou cities. It arrived at an estimate of total urban informal sector employment of 7.136m which
must be rejected as too high.10 Clear'y, there was an illegitimate extapolation of the incidence of
infbrmal activities In four major cities in which there is a concentration of such activities. Finally,
there is an estimate of govment/public sector employment of 320,669 for July 1990 based on the
payroll statistics.1 0

A6.4 The problem is that It is not altogether clear if government employment according to the three
sources are quite comparable. For example, does the payroll esftimat for July 1990 include
employment in parasttals? If it does, employment in the pub sector in two and a half years since
the Manpower Survey in Janmary 1988 went up by only 8 percet If it is assumed that the July 1990
estimate excludes the parastatals then govemment employment over the same two and half years went
up by neuay a thirdl It is impossible to know which is the right assumption and what happened to
employment in parastatals if the July 1990 estimates exclude them. This paper makes the assumption

a' Manpow_r PbPanng De_asnt, Misty of Planing and Economic Depatmat, Mwawr ad EJloym in
Vgad, Repor qUitd 1&4W MZj w Srwy, 1989, Kmpala, Ocober 1989, mqya t the inomal sectr
... is eghmed to be pcoviding work oppo tice to about 13.7 peou of the labour fame as compared to a
forml setor anloywa of 5.3 pecet of th labor fo p.ix-x). Te implied esimat of th labor fo& is
7.136m which itef is too high for 1988. lbe s RU no nationwide wiw of lbor foreo at tho time and bhe one
must conclud tha this estmae was based on a psumed et of activity mt which an too hish Morwer, the
e of inml sector eoympJ is far sratcon aggrege usban _alynpcut based an the atios of HBS,
the only soue of lbor fone partic4tion sates for veout yeao. Thu this esimat of infenal sector emplkymn
mug be rjcted as beig too hig.

Quoted ina unpubliHd pwr by tho ILO conmAtant Q.U. Mhmn, Ea_oywAn Eenad i Gownm Seber, in
the Manpowwr P ning Depr_ut (undaed "pscz*).
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that the 1990 payroll staUacs actualy Include the par;statals which are excluded from the 1987
Census of Civil Service.0a

A6.5 To arrive at 1992 midyear estimates the following additional sumptions are made:

(1) Form:al private-cooperative sector employment remained unchanged between 1988 and
1992.10?

(d) For mid 1992 the only part of pux'ic sector employment for which a direct estimate is
available refers to traditional civil service, employing 9 7,854*.t No estimate is available
of total employment in government and parastatals. We make the plausible, but unconfirmed.
assumption that this is 314,669, i.e., 6,000 fewer than the level in July 1990. It is well
known that there has beer a reduction in public employment in recent period and the figure
that is often meotioned is 6,000 although it is not at all clear to what time period and/or
categories this number refers to.

Oii) Al fbrmal sector employment is located in urban Uganda, an assumption that seems to be
implied by the National Manpower Survey.

A6.6 These assumptions, together wkh the esdmate of total urban employment in Table 6.2,
provide the following distribution of urban employment in mid 1992 (in thousand persons):

Public sector 314.7
o/w Traditional civil service 97.9

Other government/partatals 216.8
Formal private (& miscellaneous) sector 80.4
Informal sector 330.7

Total utban employment 725.8

6 lDeide eaiqg tdat pmt untsiy me uum all th data, wa woud li to age that th iX ntalon is
addionaly Jtfd by te widopad belif thw th 1990 pubi empkyst ecamas suffer from a sios
upward bias due to tho high incidenc of 'ot wwb. We wat to avoid a posbl futh ov n aof
publrio stor wpoy evea at th rid of underttin it somewhat

A suvq of 26 _teprie - mloying a tdal of 15,511 pesn in 1991 - b1e on the ispion repots of th
Mishty of Labor had us to conclde thit tm is no way to judg wht happnd to employmt in pvat form
stor d the pe viod de rview. No changp smm to be as od an awsum as any other.

ma susts is prvdd by tbe offio Cethe of Dah rocemiS, US=& Cow Sav, ay
of Pianee and Plmaing. Ecuded ltou eachil sevie, so-caled gecpnRoyMA (emporary

), ad pusa_k
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Growth In Public Sector Employment

A6.7 Ile above sources of data shed a limited amount of light on the trend of public sector
employment. Indeed the only part of public sector employment about which the change in recent
years can be established is traditional civil service in which employment changed as follows:1'

July 1987 89,750
Jy I992 98,873
August 1992 97,854

A6.8 'here was a 9 percent increase over the five yean since 1987. As a result of the recent
government effort to reduce public employment the number of traditional civil servants declined by
just over one percent. '°

A6.9 Precise changes in total public employment are much harder to determine. It is quite clear
that there was a substial increase between 1987 and 1990 although the precise measurement of the
change is obviated by the problem of comparability of data over time. If the 1987 ceasus of civil
service accounted for the parastatals then public employment during the next five years increased by
mnore than a third. If the 1987 census excluded the prasls and our assumption that the 1992
payroll data include the parastats is correct then the increase was of the order of 12 percent.

A6. 10 The comparison over time is made even more difficult by the problem of gbost workers. It
appears that there is a widespreaj practice of inflating the payroll by including nonexistent workers.
No one knows how their incidence has changed over time. There is an ongoing goiernment prog- a
to weed these ghosts out lt seems highly likely that the recent decline in employment in traditional
civil service was largely the result of the elimination of some of these ghosts. Currentiy an attempt
X being made to eliminate them from teaching and other services in which their incidence is believed
to be greater.

00 Th locsw am as folows: July 196?: Con of Civil Soloe; the odhr dte: the Offic, of the Con*dsoer
ofDat P_csiug.

tno Th offic, of the C iof d Daa PwzueinS av the irnos tIe_ the declie in the aumbe in the
tadiiona ovil sevie pqynU bete July nd Auguet 1992 actuay tok paeo over a lbnet perod. Thoe
rdtawhe in f seaI time Wom 0 tak out (fi th payol unti tw oth of Augugi
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Providing Key Services and Safety Nets

*Growh s vIl to redcgaU apecu ofaaolWepove~... Bw growh nccom by other
measures my neiher boost te bmes of th poorw mac, nor lead to much progresson the non-
ucome aspecs of povery. On both cow,. hwnan development progras have a pan to play.
(Povrt and Hhanan Developmen, World ank, 198, p. 63.)

Introduction

7.1 As the World Development Report 1990 stressed, economic growth is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition for the reduction of poverty. It is imperative to ensure that the poorest segments
of society are able to participate productvely in such growth. Consequently, public expenditures,
specially on social sectors, have an important role to play in tackling poverty and reinforcing a
growth-oriented poverty reduction strategy.

7.2 The most inportant goal of economic development is the improvement in the standard of
living of the population. In a poor and resource-constrained country such as Uganda, where socio-
economic indicators reveal extremely low levels of welfare (rable 1.4), such improvement in the
standard of living requires substantial investment in human capital (education and health care) and
in rural infrastucture (rural feeder roads and clean water supply). It is also important to insure that
the growth in population is not so rapid as to undermine the growth in income and the generation of
investable surpluses. The development of human resources is both a means and an end of the
devtopment process. It is a means to an end in that investment in human resources and economic
infrastructure is a prerequisite for increasing productivity and expanding income-earning opporunites
both at the individual and national level. It is an end because those with a well-developed human
capital base can insure a better quality of life for themselves and their children. Investments in human
capital and rural infirtructure, however, have long gestation periods and therefore require active and
sustained government involvement in these sectors for long penods of time.

7.3 While public expenditures have an important role to play, the Government's role must
necessarily be guided by cost-effective criteria. It is essential that the Government allocate its limited
resources to those activities which provide the maximum social and economic rates of retrn. For
example, it has been shown that the average social rates of return to primary education fur Sub-
Saharan Africa, Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean, are 26 percent, 27 percent and 26
percent, respectively; these are roughly twice the social rates of reuns from higher education.
Furthermore, experience from several countries has demonstrated that it is the poor in general, and
girls in particular, who benefit most from expenditures on primary education whereas it is the
norpoor who benefit disproportionately from higher educaton. The nonpoor also generally have
sufficient financial resources to bear the cost of such higher education. Consequendy, where the
beneficiaries can afford to pay for services rendered, it is advisable that cost recovery mses be
insitued. The Govemment of Uganda, therefore, faces a number of challenges in aUlocating its
limited domestic and foreign resources efficiendy and in implementing cost-recovery schemes
successfully so that economic growth is facilitated, poverty is alleviated, social equity is enhanced
and the welfare of its people is m:aximized.

7.4 The following sections briefly review the level and composition of government expendure
in key economic and social sectors, particularly primary education, primary health, and rura
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Table 7.1: Sectoral Expenditure lefonne of the Central Government
(OcAllY Funded Expeniture)

As a % f GDPP As a % of Tot Expdtures

Preul. Budget PrulI. Budget
1989190 199W91 19919 1992M 1989/90 1990191 1991192 199M9

Socal Services 1.6 1.8 2.5 2.4 20.0 23.2 29.7 33.4
Education 0.9 0.9 1.3 1.1 10.5 12.0 16.0 15.6
Health 0.4 0.4 0.S 0.6 4.7 4.9 6.3 8.5
Local Gov't 0.2 0.4 0.S 0.6 2.5 5.0 6.3 8.5
Other 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 2.2 1.3 1.0 0.9

Eoonomic Services 1.3 1.4 1.1 0.9 15.7 17.3 13.5 12.5
AgkuiculIu. 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 2.9 3.3 3.7 3.5
Infasruvctu 0.7 0.8 0.6 OS 8.S 10.7 7.2 6.4
Other 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 43 33 2.6 2.5

Defense 3.1 2.8 2.3 15 38.7 36.3 27.8 21.7

Public Administration 2.1 1.8 2.4 2.3 2S.6 23.2 29.0 32.4

TOTAL 8.1 7.9 8.4 7.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100."

So3Dm: ACsy of Fisaax tad FEcowe P?Inng. Bwkromdto sA Badg$ gme 1992) and s&W esifZs.
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Government Expeditue on Xt Sod Seto

7.5 A review of the structue of public expenditures in Uganda indicates dtat the expenditure
pattern is characterized by a low level of a,gregate public expenditure even by Sub-Saharan Africa's
stanrds. Constained by an extremely low domestic revenue effort, public expenditure as percen
of GDP was only about 10.5 percent in 1987188 rising to 20.6 percent in 19 91 /92,12 as compared
to an average for Sub-Saharan African countries of 30 percent (the average for developing countries
in general is about 21 percent). Between 1987/88 and 1991/92, reveues collected as percent of GDP
increased slightly from about 5 percent of GDP to 7 percent, as compared to an average revenue
effort of about 20 percent for SubSaharan African countries. Consequently, the weak revenue effort
and the serious internal security problems until the late eighties, which required high expenditures
on defense, have prevented the Government from allocatng surcient funds to priority sectors such
as education, health and rural infrastructure. It has also forced the Government to rely on foreign aid
to fince a significant proportion of its expditiur; in 1991f92, foreign aid finaced nearly 60
percent of government expenditues. Ihe Government's localy fnded sectoral expenditure

III Foradeted am_matof tepoli, pt ad eoituinthe araf heal educaon, and population,
toe ktsd rade is refemd to U=Aw edal Sbk y, 1993, Repot No. 10765-UG, Word BDan.

to 7Thr is enas agremat tdat data prior to 1987/88 am dt vey glade. Thrfo, dto bias year usd hm for
the pu_ma of e tg changes in public pmiu i 1987/88.
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Tabl 7.2: Povert Foci of Govemnenet Curet Expeditures
(As a Peaut of Total Cumrst Expenditu)

198990 199019m 1991192 1992/93
Aetuab Actub Prem. Bud8g

Human Resource Development 20.4 24.6 32.S 35.1
Educaton 13.9 16.2 20.8 19.5
Hedl 4.6 S.4 6.3 8.3
Local Govemment 1.9 3.0 5.4 7.3

Economic Sezvices 5.9 5.7 6.8 7.7
A8riculWe I2.S 2.7 2.9 2.8

_fasbucture 3.4 3.0 3.9 4.8

TOTAL 26.3 30.3 39.3 42.8

Noe: ACtab r 1991192 are preanJar. ha dit to t AMn of He and Edond, te Mnsby
of Loca Cowrnme also pvide heatth nd ecaam servaic.

Sour": MAm of Fwe and Ecnossc Pai..

performace is summarid in Table 7.1. As the table shows, the share of expenditures allocated for
defense purpos has traditionally been several dmes higher than those for the social sectors,
reflecin the security concrn of the Government. However, expenditures for 1991/92 indicate a
noticeable reducdon in defense expendiures as percent of GDP (from 3.1 percent in 1989/90 to 2.3
percent in 1991192), a real decline of 14.5 percent, reflecting the improved security situation
throughout the coutry. Defense exendit are projected to furiher decline to about 1.5 percent
of GDP in the 1992/93 budget.

Inidence of Government E dis

7.6 It is possible to evaluate the effectiveness of poverq-teducing government expenditure
programs by determining what frction of government expenditre in any given sector acually
reaches the poor. Such analysis, however, requires reasonably precise information of who the poor
are, what proportion of the total population they represent, where they live, their sources of income
(agriculture, infornal sector activity, wage labor, etc.), the level of their education (primary,
secondary, secondary, tertiary) and the types of diseases (preventable, curable) that they are afflicted
with. Detailed household budget survey data, which contain the relevant questions to enable a fill-
fledged incidence analysis, can usually be used to determiame such inormation. Unfortuately, such
data do not exist for Uganda and the anal)sis will have to await the results of the Integrated Survey
which is preseny underway. Although data limitations make it extremely difficult to analyze who
the actul beneficiaries of these expenditures were, the following sections try to infer this from the
existng bits of information and from the evidence in other countries.

7.7 Table 7.2 examin dte relative share of broad categories of poverty-oriented programs in
current expendiures. The table shows that while the share of expendiures wihi the potenad of
reducing povery in Uganda remains low, recet years have seen a significant improvement in the
right direction, reflectiag a recognition on the part of the Government of the irportancc of economic
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Figure 7.1: Primary Education Expenditures

and social sectors. The table shows that in 1991/92, approximately 33 percent of total locally fimded
expenditures were allocated for the purpose of enhancing human resource development, while about
7 percent went towards critical economic services.

Education

7.8 The role of education in increasing economic productivity and improving the quality of
peoples's lives through better health and nutrition has been well docmneted.11 As mentioned
earlier, it has been demonstrated that the economic and social returns to primary education are
significantly higher than the rates of return for secondary and tertiary education. Policies that expand
access to good quality primary education contribute significanty to poverty reduction. Furthermore,
even if they never enter the labor force, the returns for expenditures on educati women are
subsntially higher than those for men. Studies in Bangladesh, Brazil, Kenya, and Columbia have
shown that families tend to be better fed and the children less likely to die, the more educated the
mother. Countries are justified in giving priority to primary education both on equity and efficiency
grounds.114 The Government of Uganda appreciates the importance of education and its
expenditures on education as percent of GDP increased from 0.9 percent in 1989/90 to 1.3 percent
in 1991/92, implying an average real growth rate of over 20 percent.

n Por ezampha, se PNinay Ecu A World 5 Poky Pu,r, Word Bank, 199; for the aoi-ecoonmic
benefi. of educang women, soe hwAing in AU she Peopkl: EdArstbg Womam n Dewloping Cowties, Lawrence
&vnmers, 19 (aumaied in Box 3.9).

114 Te econoc nd asoia reun= of prima education viwe known. Acoding to the Word Bank's poliy papwr
on prima educaton, fwr yea of oducation iead sU-farm productvity by 7 paee ascr 13 deveopig
coues and by 10 prcent in counries wat new agrisut technique w being intoducd. Primay educaion
is alo obsrvd to hav positive soci effect. For instance, wanm1 wth -m than four ye4s of educaon hwve
30 pcet fewer chUd than wonen with no eduo and their child have mortality oy half as high.
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7.9 The Goveramen also clcirly recognizes primary education as a priority area in its poverty
reduction strategy and its stated objective is to achieve universal primary education by the year
2001/02. The strategy, as set out In the White Paper on Education Policy, is to shift the distibon
of expenditure away from seconday and tertary instituons towards the primary levels.115 At
present, secondary and teruiy educadon continue to receive financial resources which are in excess
of what can be justified, given the resource constraint and the Govenmment's priorities. While the
share for secondary education has remained stable at an average of 0.2 percent of GDP during tle
period under review, the share of expenditure on tertary education, as percent of GDP, has grown
from 0.3 percent in 1988/89 to 0.8 percent of GDP in 1991/92. This represents an increase of 170
percent as compared with the 131 percent increase in pimary education. In addition, on a per pupil
basis, government expenditure On secondary and tertiary education is quite high relative to prmary
education. Expenditures on university education and secondary educaion were 157 times and 3 times
that of primary education respectively in 1991/92. Generally, post-primary students come from
relatively better-off families, who can afford to pay for the advanced education of their children.
Given that the r.ch benefit more than the poor from expenditures on higher education and that the
reun to higher education are less than those for primary education, prompt action to increase cost
recovery at the tertiary level, as recommended by the White Paper and the Report of the Makerere
University Visitation Committee, is justified.

Halth

7.10 I is common knowledge that poor health reduces the capacity to work, constrains the ability
to increase income and adversdy affects the quality of life. 'Me link between poverty and poor health,
therefore, is direct. Investmen in health and nutrition have a variety of socio-economic benefits,
including gains in productivity, learning and life expectancy. The gains from adequate health care are
particularly significant for women of child bearing age.116 It is, therefore, encouraging that, in the
Three Year Health Plan, the Government is aiming at increased expenditure on preventive and
primary health care, while selectively introducing cost recovery for curative health services. It is also
equally important to insure that the poor, irrespective of gender and place of residence (rural or
urban), receive their share of the benefits from investments in health.

7.11 The overal resources allocated to the health sectlr in Uganda are low; in 1991/92, about 0.5
percent of locally funded expenditures were allocated to the health sector, and this amount represented
a 28 percent real annual average increase over 1987/88. When donor funding is taken into
consideration, expenditures on health increased to about 2.5 percent of GDP in 1991/92. It is
generally accepted that the absolute minimum recurrent expenditure necessary for effective primay
and secondary health care is equivalent to about US$34 per capita per anm. 1 I7 Uganda recurrent
expenditure on health is less than US$2 per capita per annmu as compared with Kenya which spends
US$6, Zimbabwe which spends US$14 and Botswana which spends US$29. An important feature of
expenditures on health is that the share of exrpditures on preventive health care is very low as

Ins S. abo Blc to doe Budget, 199Q-93, Mnitty of Fmum ad Economic Pling, June 1992

USt Aooo¶dI to tha Wodd aks policy pper on pina edtcation, mot _ ano fouth of all deaths of women of
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compared to expenditures on curative scrvices. In general, only about 10 percent of the expendit
on health go to preventive health care while curaive care receives the remaining 90 percent.1 s
During 1989/90-1991/92, the share of total expenditure on preventive health care, as percent of GDP,
averaged 0.1 percent per year, while the corresponding share for curative health care during the same
period averaged 1.3 percent, i.e., 10 dmes that for preventive health care. Since curative health care
often benefits wealthier members of society in genr, and those who live in urban areas in
pardeular, the poor beneft disproportionaely less from such allocation. A poverty-conscious
program, therefore, should make more resources available to prmary and preventive health care ta
curaive health care. Charging wealthy members of the Ugandan society for curative medical services
and using funds mobilized thus to improve access of the poor to preventive health care would be an
appropriate strategy.

7.12 The Government recognizes this and its commitment is reflected in the high growth rates for
the budgetary allocations to this subsector in the last few years. In 1989/90, the total actual central
govermment expenditure on preventive health care (both reurret and capital expenditure) amounted
to U Sh 1,396 million. The corresponding amount for 1991/92 represents a real increase of 54
percent, with the budgeted amounts for 1992/93 representing a ftrther real increase. Despite these
improvements in the allocation of fimds to the health sector, Uganda's per capita recurrent
expenditures on primary and secondary health is very low compared to a number of African
countries. lhe recent resurgence in preventable diseases is a clear indication of these low levels of
expenditure. In 1990, preventable diseases like malaria, AIDS, diarrhea, pneumonia, anemia, and
meningitis alone contributed to 53 percent of the deaths reported in 20 hospitals.1 9 Nutritional
levels, particularly of children, are also unacceptably low. Low nutritional levels expose a

lw Acoording to tb Wor Delopnaut Rspost 1990, an to X gw.w, an eaiated 70-85 pancat of th fewloping
word's expesdtu an heathd (b pM ad pvate) goes to utvm halth am. It appea that Ugaas
xpdir on thi secor is ovn iwgher than th for th dweloping word.

For daelsee Ugada Sodal &anw S* , Wod Dk, 1993.
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considerable proportion of the population to killer diseases. It is alarming to note that 54 percent of
the deaths in hospitals are related to children under 5 years of age and that 55 percent of these deaths
are due to malnutrition. Improvements in the quality of health conditions, therefore, have important
implications not only on the welfare and productivity of individuals but also on national welfare and
productivity.

Family Planing and Environment

7.13 Chapter S highlighted the quantitative implications of the high rate of population growth on
poverty reduction in Uganda. The population growth rate, 2.5 percent according to the recent
population census and higher according to the Social Sector Strategy report, is extremely high. The
fertility rate of 7.3 per woman places Uganda among countries with the highest fertility rates in SSA
(the other counies are Ethiopia 7.5; Cote d'Ivoire 7.3; Yemen 7.7; and Malawi 7.7). With such a
high fertlity rate, the average Ugandan women would spend about 22 years of her life with a child
under six, as compared to only 10 years for the average Thai woman.'1 Projections made by the
Population Secretariat of Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning indicate that if the fertility rate
of 7.3 per women continues during the period 1988-2018, recurrent expenditures on primary
education would climb from U Sh 9 billion in 1988 to U Sh 31.5 billion in 2018, in constant 1988
prices; reducing the fertility rate to 4 cbildren per woman during the same period would cut these
expenditures by more than 50 percent. Similar projections for expenditures in primary health care
indicate that the Government wil save about U Sh 30 billion over the same period if the fertility rate
is reduced from 7.3 to 4 children ;er woman.

7.14 The growing population has increased the demand for charcoal and building poles and this
has resulted in an increase in encroachment on the forests. In certain areas, population pressures have
reuted in an intensification of farming resulting In soil erosion and stagnating yields. Population
pessures, supplemented by several years of war which resuted in a breakdown of govemment
control and abandonment of natural resource management and policies have taken a further toll on
the environment.

7.15 The Government of Uganda does not have an explicit population and family planning policy
and lags far behind other SSA countries in encouraging its citizens to have small, manageable families
and informing them of methods of doing this. It is therefore imperative that the Government accord
high priority to developing a national family planning program and closely monitor progress towards
decreasing the presently high fertility rates.

Development of the Rural Areas

7.16 Uganda is a predominandy rural society, with a high dependence on agriculture for income
and employment, and the poor are largely concenaed in rural areas. Consequenly, emphasis on
agricultural research and extension, rural roads and rura water supply should be areas of high public
ewenditure priority in order to impact positively on poverty reduction. As has been discussed in
Chapter 5, Ugandan agriculture is characteized by extremely low productivity which can more than
double if adequate provisions are made for effective and sustainable research and extension systems.
Upgrading existing technology through adaptive research and supplementing this with efficient

X F**cvw Fanil P^fng Pgnu, Th Worl Bak, 1M, p.2.
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agricultura credit, marketing, input distribution, and other support services wUi go a long way in
facilitafting agricultural growth and reducing nrur povert.

7.17 Despite significant progress made over the last few years, a large proportion of the 20,000
kms of feeder roads In Uganda continue to remain in a state of acute disrepair. The rehabilitation of
feeder roads should be a high priority as this will facilitate the Inflow of essential farm and nonfam
h., '-and the outflow of farm output and will accelerate the proccas of the monetization of the rural
economy. Moreover, it will also encourage an expansion in the area under cultivation. While full
rehabilitation of the entire feeder road network will not be possible as a result of economic and
institutional constaints, even over the medium term, the rural feeder road rehabilitation program
should be accorded high priority and should receive real increases in amnn fiscal allocations. Where
rehabilitation cannot be justified, the roads should be kept passable by making spot improvements so
that smaller traffic can access the roads at all times. Ihis is particularly important from the poverty
reduction objective in that a significant amount of produce is transported via bicycle and motorcycle,
particularly matoke, milk, poultry and charcoal.

7.18 At present, only about 20 percent of the entire population and about 15 percent of the rural
population have access to clean, safe water. While the Government's long-term goal for the water
and sanitation sector are wel defined and seek to provide safe water and effective sanitation and
health education for all who can be practically serviced, based on at least full cost recovery of
recurrent costs, no formal sUegy has been adopted to bring this about in any determinate time
frame. Moreover, allocation of resources to the ministy dealing with water and sanitation have been
extremely low historically. For instance, in 1990/91 and 1991/92, the share of ministerial expenditure
(capital and recurent) for water and sanitation as percent of total expenditure, was only 6.2 and 8.2
percen, respectively; these shares are extremely low when compared with other neighboring countries
in SSA. Furthermore, the problems have been compounded by an extremely weak institutional
structure characterized by poorly remunerated and motivated staff.

The Provision of Safety Nets

7.19 As dicussed in Chapter 2, among the poor there is usually a segment of the population who
need special assistance becase they may not be able to take advantage of regular" poverty
alleviation measures or because these measures may not be enough. Social safety nets are intended
to fill this gap. They include assistance (e.g., income transfers) to those whose poverty derives from
a chronic inability to work (too old, too young, or handicapped). They also include temporary
transfers to those affected by natural disasters or economic recessions. By their very nature, therefore,
safety nets must be targeted. But targeting can be difficult and costly, as it requires careful monitoring
to ensure that the assistance provlded reaches all of those for whom it is intended and nobody else.
Indeed, the admirnistrative cost of targeting may be so high as to be unjustifiable. The following
sections attempt to assess the effectiveness of existing safety nets and make suggestions for future
interventions.

7.20 Generally speaking, al people falling in the category of the core poor are likely to he in need
of special assistance, as they are unable to secure adequate nutrition and access to basic social
services. In some cases, appropriate intervenions may enable them to break the cycle of poverty
within a relatively short period. For example, landless peasants may be given land and farm
implemets, and become self-sufficient within a couple of (good) cropping seasons; similarly,
appropriate assistance to retenched civil servants and demobilized soldiers should enable them to find
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new ways of eaming a living. But In other Insances, the assistance needed Is likely to be long term,
as In the case of orphans, or pemaent, as in the case of the severely disabled.

Keeping Afloat

7.21 Poor and vulnerable people are constandy obliged as a matter of routine survival to devise
their own coping strategies. ITis is particuarly true of sitations of increased stress and risk, such
as those faced by the groups described earlier. They have no choice but to find their own solutions,
because they can not afford to wait for assistance which may or may not come from outside. It should
not be surprising, therefore, that in Uganda, as in many African countries, extended families have
traditionally repesented the main safety net. 'his safety net is most efficient in the rur areas, but
reaches also Into peruiban and urba. areas thianks to strong urban-rual linkages.

7.22 The role of the extended family in securing survival is best exemplified in the way
cmmities have reacted to the orphan crisis. Throughout the country, orphaned children have been
taken in by relatives, to the point that finding a family only caring for its own offspring is becoming
a rarity. This is true in urban as well as in rural areas, and among all socio-economic strata. 'In
Rakai and Masaka children can be found with their patern grandparens, uncles, aunts, and with
their single parents, and maternal relatives. These established practices are now being used
extesively and there are even examples of unusual and newly-emerging adaptations of this kind of
child cae such as divorced stepmothers and neighbors volunteering to look after children upon the
death of parents.w The fact that in Uganda the muDber of street children is not particularly high
for African standards (althoug it is growing) in spite of tlfe large nmber of orphans indicates that
communities are doing a commendable job in coping with the situation.

7.23 A number of factors, however, appear to threaten the continued effectiveness of such systems.
First and foremost is the general Impoverishment felt by people who find themselves struggling for
survival and unable to offer assistace to their less fornmate relatives. In mrual areas, such
impoverishment appears to be caused by a combination of low agricutural productivity (becau of
lack of technology and labor shortage), a rise in the price of basic items, and localized land shortages.
In the urban areas, households are physically separated from their larger famiies, and difficulties in
communication and travel may be daunting. Should distance not be a problem, dependence on a
(generly meager) wage has made it harder for households to afford responsibility for members
outside the nuclear family. The AIDS pandemic has exacerbated all of the above. As the most
productive members of society die leaving behind their children and parents, the surviving adults find
themselves unale to care for an ever increasing number of dependents.

7.24 When the burden becomes too heavy, two reactions are possible. One is to literally give up,
as in the case of the man in Rakai who abandoned his whole family when he realized that he had
nothing to feed them. These cases are very rare. The most common reaction is to lighten the burden
artificially by concentrating assistance selectively. As food and other resources become scarce, those
outside the nuclear family are increasingly neglected. As a farmer put it, "if the choice is between
feeding my children or my husband's mother, I will feed my children". In spite of the traditional
respect accorded to older people, it appears that the elderly are the first to be left behind, but there
are as reports of orphans who were refused by their indigent relaives. In the poorest areas, widows

at A,Aldu Jo, GWd Said ean John Wiiamsn , rug Ug's 0 C0S0, sepoit piapd for USAD,
Jtly-Augus 1991, p. 26.
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road mntenance. Communa systems of labor saring ae frequent especially In the Norther
districts, and are known by differt nanmes depending on the type of labor performed and on the
region - Orwot kweri", 'rwot awor", "kalulu", awaku, amnwi, etc. (Box 7.1). Usually, they
conssht of a group of fatmers (often of the same gender) who wil get together on a regular basis to
work on the field of each one of the members in tum.

7.27 In the absence of in-dept studies, it is difficult to quantify the contribution of these
arrangements to indigenous social security systems." It appears, however, that communal labor
systems play a very importan role, becase they enable poorer families to share labor, agricultural
tools and some times food (generally superior food rich in proteins) with more fortunate farmers.
As labor shortage and lack of access to even the simplest technology are two of the main causes of
poverty, it is clear that a system which gives the poor regular access to a pool of labor and tools acts
as a powerful safety net. What is more, labor sharing clubs are not only an effective redistriuion
mechanism of key resources, but also a form of iance against illness or other forms of
incapacitation, bectuse thy guarantee continued agricutur production - and therefore survival -
for their members.

7.28 Other community-based safety nets have started to operate tha to the intiative of RCs.
While the record of RCs as effective community mobiizers is mixed at best, there is no doubt that
in many inaces they have managed to organize youth clubs, women savings groups and other typer
of associations which function either as a safety net for the members themselves, as in the case of
women's groups, or as a charit institon for the deste, as in the case of youth lubs lending
their labor to widows and old people (Box 2.4). There are also reports of savings associations based
On occution, e.g., among school teachers and among city prosuts.

7.29 'Me posiftive role that RCs have the potenl to play should not be underestmed. The deep
emotional scars left by the horrors of the civil war and the disastrous spread of AIDS are manfsting
themselves in withdrawal from commun activites, and generally spaking in lak of interest in life.
Indeed, the majorit of NGOs consulted felt that the biggest obstacle to poverty alleviation is people's
lack of hope and the breakdown of traditional solidarity networks. In this context, the RC system,
particularly at the lowest three levels, can provide a much needed catalyzing effect by forcing people
to come out of their shell and search for common solutions to shared problems.

s lhee Anybody to Help?

7.30 Responsibility for assistance to the most vuleble goups falls mainly on the Miistry of
Labor and Soci Welfare (MLSW)0" and the M sinity of Local Government (MLG). The former is
tmdatd to assist vulnerable children (i.e., orphan, displaced, delinquent and abused minors), and
also to handle distress cases, such as victims of nfatur disasters and abandoned mothers and children

lather is in chage of community development in general and of disabled people (but disabled
children are under thejurisdiction of the MLSW). Displaced families and Ugandan refugees reurning
from abroad are handled by the MLSW, while foreig refugees in Uganda are haneled by the MA.

For t 7uen _iad; of 'labor t W and a dimumim of their pmpicn Afioen oont so losahi woe
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7.31 Both ministries have staff in each district, with a district officer in the district capltal and field
personnel (socW workers, community development assistants) to cover the ural areas. In reaity,
many posts are vacant (either de jure or de facto), and personnel are concened in towns. Lack of
transport makes it impossible to do field work, so only those able to report to the town office receive
assistance. Even then, little assistance can be provided in the absence of a proper operating budget.
District welfare officers, for example, have an imprest account of U Sh 70,000 per month for
operating expenses. This sum should include an emergency fnd for public assistance, but most often
It has to be spent to keep the office nmning.

7.32 In the end, it tends to be up to the eourcefulness of individual civil servants to find ways
to provide effective assistance. That is, it is a question of contacts with NGOs who can provide the
needed support. Indeed, working with or through NOOs is so common for staff of MLSW and MLG
that, without exception, those inerviewed (both in headquarters and in the field) admitted that without
NGO's help they would not be able to do their work. It must be recorded, however, that personnel
in these two ministries appear to be very competent and surpringly dedicated, given the difficult
conditions under which they operate. One can not but sympathize with the frustration they expressed
at their inability to carry out their mandate effectively.

7.33 A couple of examples may illustrate the degree to which the Ugandan Government depends
on NGOOs to provide safey nets to its people. When a displaced child comes to the attention of the
social wcrker, there is seldom money to p for public transport to take the child back to his/her
relatives, let alone to pay for meals to be eaten while traveling. In any case, often children are not
sure of where to go or public transport is not available, so they need to be accompanied with a
vehicle. But usually the ministry has either no vehicles or no money for fuel. At this point, NGOs
and donors are asked to step in and provide needed transport. It is esdmatd that about half of the
operating budget of the Rehabilitation and Social Welfare Department comes from UNICEF and Save
the Children.

7.34 lhe sitation is similar for the handicapped. As it was mentioned above, disabled people
(excluding children) are the responsibility of the Commuiity Development Department. Each district,
therefore, has a community development assistant in charge of such cases. But with no transport and
pitifully little money, all the community development assistant can do in response to requests for help
is to refer cases to NGOs, hoping to find one able to provide funding for the necessary treatment and
aids. Tbis happens in about 10 percent of the cases - 90 percent of Ugads disabled will never
receve any assistance.

7.35 As a result of the inability of government finances and insttions to provide safety nets, a
large :umber of intenaional and local NMOs (sometimes backed by donors) have stepped in to give
much needed help. While it is difficult to quatify the propordon of assistance provided by NGOs
and by tlse Government, there seems to be wide agreemnt that NOOs are delivering about 90 percent
of the assistance. The quality and type of safety nets offered by NMOs vary considerably, and it is
beyond the scope of this document to offer an inventory. Some are very localized and specific, others
cover enire counties with integrated development progra. t m0 But the sheer nunber of NGOs
(over SO0 registered) and the fact that they appear to have taken responsibility for the delivery of
almost all assistance should not be interpreted as an indication that help will be there for those who

f Pudbcr digsoulo of tbo M6 of NOO is ptmted in Cha 8S.
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need it - regardless of the quality and scope of the services offered by different NGOs, only a very
small proportion of those in need are reached.

7.36 In addition, NGOs have a tendency to concentrate on some vulnerable groups (generally, the
most visible or the most 'attractive for sponsors) and in some areas. For example, last year there
were 32 NGOs working in Rakai district,'12 but only three NMOs active In Kitgum and two in
Karamoja. Similarly, there are over 70 NGOs and donors focusing on orphans, but we could not find
a single organization concentrating on the elderl,. lTus, it appears that whatever help is available
from non-govermental sources is spread unevenly.

7.37 Asking whether it is preferable to have the bulk of public assistance delivered by the private
sectr raher than by the Government may be a rhetorical question. NGOs and government officials
alike agree that it would be unrealistic to expect the MLSW and MLG (or any other ministry, for that
matter) to be able to take primary responsibility for the delivery of assistance to the most vulnerable
groups. The Government not only lacks the resources to implement direct intevention programs, but
lacks the flexibility to respond rapidly to emerging local needs. NGOs are filling a need that canot
be met in any other way.

Safety Nets for the Future

7.38 What then should the role of the Government be? There seems to be wide agreement among
civil servants and development workers that the MLSW and MLG (and other ministries) should focus
on three responsibilities, i.e., providingpolicy guidance, coordinating and monitoring NGO activities,
and ensuring that government bureaucracy does not get in the way.

7.39 The recently compieted National Plan of Action for Children is an example of the key role
the Goverment could play in ensuring that national policy is sensitive to the needs of the most
vulnerable groups. The Plan is the result of a collaborative process which involved different
government bodies and NGOs and will carry a very important message, as it will be the first case
in Africa of a complete rewrite of laws for the rights of children - and inevitably, of mothers. The
point here is that, while it is true that the Ugandan Government (ike man! other African
govenments) can do little to provide concrete safety nets, it can at least prevent some people from
ever needing safety nets by safeguarding their rights. In this vein, a revision of inheritance and
marriage property laws to strengthen the position of women and children would represent a
substantial contribution, at a relatively low cost, to the welfare of orphans and widows, and of
divorced women and their cbidren.

7.40 The need for Government to coordinate and monitor NGO operations can hardly be
overemphasized and will be discussed furer in Chapter 8. While most NGOs are doing excellent
work, the activities of some local NGOs (the so-called briefcase NGOs") appear to be detemined
by political or financial ambition more than by the desire to help the needy. In other cases, intentions
may be good, but a limited understanding of the situation or mere incompetence produce projects
which are actually harmful. A case in point are orphanages where children have been found to live
in unsanitary conditions or without proper care. Not only were these orphanages unable to provide
appropriate assistance, but their very existence undermined traditional coping mechanisms, as

|# lobJan AMd=n et a., op. ch., p. 36.
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communities will tend to slacken their efforts for self-reliance if an institutional altenative is readily
available.Y"

7.41 Given the proliferation of NGOs, and the doubtfl nature of some of them, the recent
establishment of some umbrella NGO organiaons (UCOBAC, NUDIPU, etc.) to coordinate the
activities of WlI NGOs operating in a specific field should be welcomed. But these umbrella
organizons cannot be a substitute for govenment leadership. The Government must take
responsibility in ensuring that the efforts of donors and NGOs produce the best possible results given
the means available. This requires coordination, dose monitoring, the setting of standards and, where
needed, guidance.

7.42 The resources presently available to the MLSW and the ?;LG are not enough to allow them
to carry out effectively the responsibilities described above. Notwithstanding the fiscal constraints
discussed above, their budget needs to be increased to pay at least for the travel and communication
neceary for effective moioring. Coordination would be facilitated by the creation of a
computeized database on projects intended to provide safety nets, including their scope, location and
target group. This would avoid waseul duplication, help spread scarce resou.ces more evenly and
identify neglected areas for future interventions. An in-depth study of how effective NGOs operate
would make it possible to draw general guidelines for implemention and allow th.e Government to
establish (and possibly enforce) standards for the operation of NGOs. For example, the MLSW and
MLG are keenly aware of the imporance to base outide assistance on existig coping mechanisms
at the community level, so as to foster self-reliance. Identifying the key features of NGO projects
which have successfully used such an approach would enable the MLSW and MLG to capitalize on
the experience of these projects and to guide other NGOs in a similar direction.

7.43 Better coordiation among government bodies is also essential. While the WSW and the
MIS have the major responsibility for the provision of safety nets, their work should be facilitated
and complemented by the concerted efforts of a number of other ministries. The computerize1
database on NGOs mentioned above, for inance, could only be cated with the asssance of the
NGO Board in the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Similarly, a revision of existing laws to strengthen
the position of women and children necessitates close collaboration with the Mistry of Justice,
especialy for its enforcement. The provision of basic social services which are presently beyond the
reach of the most vulnerable groups is primarily the responsibility of the Ministries of Health and
Education, while the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting could play a critical role in dhanging
societal atitudes and behaviors which contribute to, or even cause, the misery of the neediest (e.g.,
shuning of the handicapped).

7.44 Regardless of the effrts of Government and NGOs, the bulk of the work will still have to
be done by the communities themselves. Community mobilization is therefore imperative.' The
question is how to bring it about, especially because the capacity to mobilize peopie tends to be
determined more by personal quaities than training or position. Some NGOs have employed village
development workers with good results, while others have relied on community development
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assistants (whose work Is facilitated by providing transport or other perks). Indeed, experience from
other poor African countries suggests that one of the best ways of mobilizing communities to improve
their own welfare, and to do so in a sustainaefashfon, is to work through local people reputed for
their honesty and their leadership skifls.rn Teachers, traditional chiefs and RC1 members are likely
candidates to play such role, provided there are mehanisms to prevent them from taking advantage
of the increased power they will inevitably acquire. Biannual popular elections of RCs are one such
mechanism, as demonstrated by the considerable turnover observed in the second round of elections.

7.45 Self-help initiatives at the community level can go a long way, but where absolute poverty
is widespread, little can be achieved without extra resources. In extreme cases, it is a question of
handouts such as resettlement kits. But in most cases, the challenge will be to find a way of
reinforcing the capacity of communities and families to care for their less formnate members while
at the same time providing outside help for those who are likely to fall through the local safety nets.
Integrated projects run by a number of NGOs have chrsen an approach whereby communities are
mobilized and their efforts complemented by the provision of in-kind inputs, either material
(agricultural tools, blankets, iron sheets) or technical (training, preventive care). But NGOs can only
reach a small minority, so an alternative mechanism for giving communities access to extra resources
must be found.

7.46 Because hardship cases are generally well lnown in the village, the community itself is in the
best position to identify those who most need help. Thought should be given to the establishment of
a village development fiud to be used in projects that would increase the effectivercss or coverage
of safety nt at the community level, either by assisting the disadvantaged people directly (e.g.,
giving hoes and fertilizers to widows) or by enabling the community members to provide assistance
(e.g., giving hoes and fertilizers to those who take responsibility for abandoned old people). The fund
should be made available directy to the communities and accountability at the local and national level
should be firmly established. The prorosed Community Action Trust appears to be conceived along
these lines and deserves closer consideratior. (Chapter 8).
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Institutional Framework for Delivering Essential Services
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Background

8.1 The curren situation in Uganda offers unique oppornitdes as well as challenges. The
aftermth of decades of war, contnuing security problems in some areas, AIDS, and drought magnify
the general problems of poverty. Despite the advances made by the G rernment to improve the
security situation, the rural poor (indeed, the rural population in general) receive few, and in many
cases, no services from the government administration. While the RC system is bringing rural
Uganda back into a coherent polity, there is still little government infrastructure on the ground. If
the poor of Uganda are to make advances in the medium term, capacity must be strengthened or
ceated to provide them with key social services. Building such capacity is dependent on the needs
and characistics of the ultimate clients - the citzens of Uganda, the communities in which they
live, and the institutions which already serve them, or might be expected to serve them. These
institutions include organizations such as government agencies, NGOs, and commercial service
providers, as well as institutions not embodied in organizations, such as customary law, and shared
labor and revolving credit associations. These inter-related institutions form networks which can help
or impede communities in reducing poverty.

8.2 Given the urgency and magitude of the problems faced by the poor of Uganoa, the
Government has recently shown inest in a model of development oriented toward goverment
support for community initiative. Supported by the Government's stated objective of decentralization,
the emerging model is one where communities will be given increasing responsibility to formulate
their own development activities, which will then be supported by the district administrations with
the help of NGOs and other community based organizations. The objective of this chapter is to lay
out some of the issues which need to be addressed to make this model work, and to suggest some
initi steps.

Governmental Institutions

8.3 The Ugandan administration can currendy do little more than it has been doing: pay
mimnscule salaries (often late), provide equipment and supplies occasionally, and in far smaller
quantities than needed, and pay allowances for meeting attendance to Kampala and Entebbe based
civil servants. There are staff on the ground, but the Government is without the means to pay them
a living wage or to provide fuel and vehicles for them to visit their wcliens."I When they do reach
the communties they are meant to serve, it is almost always through donor projects - with donors
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in Uganda consisting of both official bilateral and multilateral aid agencies and of non-governmental
organizations.

8.4 Many civil servants at all levels have been able to survive only by supplementing income
from government jobs. Often they do this trough outside business activities, or through having
salaries supplemented by donor and NGO projects. The "tipping" system also seems extremely
widespread. In effect, these tips represent user fees. Now, in addition to the civil service, there are
reports that some RC members also must be "tipped" for vadous functions.

8.5 The net result is that many staff are unable to perform their duties on a regular basis. This
system will wt end among civil saervants at least until they are paid a living wage. Despite the
resulting low morale, NGOs and donors who have worked with Ugandan staff in the field indicate
that most are eager to do their jobs, if only they can be assured of a reasonable salary in return.
When field staff are drawn into adequately funded projects, they have proven, in most cases, to be
competent and dedicated.

8.6 While no reliable information is available on how many communities are being served in this
way, obsevers agree that most of rural Uganda is not systematically receiving basic services that
contribute to poverty reduction. In recent policy documents, the Govemment has emphasized
refocusing the institutions of Government on basic poverty-reducing or -alleviating services such as
community-based primary health care, clean water and basic sanitation, primary education, feeder
roads, and integrated agricultural extension services, but Government presently and for the
foreseeable future lacks resources for staff and equipment to implement this policy change.
Considerable emphasis must be put, for the short and medium term, on projects and programs of
official donors and NGOs.

8.7 Outside agencies, both official and NGOs, have been implementing service delivery projects
directly through parallel systems, such as project implementation units, often using their own
personnel and equipment. These are managed outside the mainsteam of government minisies so that
donors have more contol over the outcome. Often these agencies are motivated by their need to
account, in turn, to critical sakeholders: their own financiers. However, with such a system in place,
government agencies and staff are shut out from the learning experience they could be getting in
planning, managing or producing the services. Individual Ugandans may acquire experience and skldls
while working for these projects, but instional problems cannot be solved simply by improving
the skills of individuals; instead, the pattern of relationships ad behavior (including accountability)
at the organizational level must change. This is what is mising when quasi-independent
implementation units are set up.

8.8 Another problem has been the f on of government ministries: donors (again,
including some NGOs) fund vertical interventions which ultimately work against focusing mmistries
on integrated efforts to relieve poverty. The result has been a series of unconnected services offered
to communities by different individuals in an uncoordinated way; the total may be less than the sum
of the parts, rather than more, as some of the intervenions may work against each other. Rather
narrow objectives may be achieved, but at the expense of even more basic concerns.1
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8.9 An unntended effect of projects like the Program for the Alleviation of Poverty and the
Social Costs of Adjustment (PAPSCA) may have been to Increase the perception of poverty
alleviation as something which is not done through the core functions of line ministries. Orignally
meant to be a focal point withn Government for the coordiaon and monitoring of poverty reduction
work, PAPSCA has come to be widely regarded not as part of the Ministry of Finance and Economic
Planning but as an autonomous World Bank project (even though other fimders are also involved).
Its physical location in a suburb of Kampala acct'mpanied by a general lack of information about it
(among other government bodies as well as NGOs) reinforces its isolation.

8.10 While PAPSCA was set up with the intention of facilitating anti-poverty efforts, the long,
slow procedures and detailed rporidng required have made it difficult for NGOs to work with
PAPSCA. As implemented, it has underscored the fact that, at present, providing essential social
services e.g., in the areas of primary health and education, is not the core fuction of Ugandan
ministries, but rather the province of a few scatered projects. The design team, including the NGOs
on it, each put in a piece In their area of action; the few donors who contribute to the project have
completed the 'Christmuas tree' effect by funding projects in their area of intrest. The result is
ceinly not a national program; rather, it is a marginal collection of projects of varying quality
spread far too thinly to have a broad impact on poverty.

8.11 The overall result ef the -projectizton" of ministries has been that staff are geting paid and
doing work, but the senior ministry officials are little involved in pnoritizing, deciding the mix of
projects, or in realistic strategic planning, and they have no responsibility for seeing that the complex
system moves overall in the desired direction. They also get very little experience in managing the
budget, whereas the project directors have much more conol of resources. In this context, there is
little incentive for government planning to be anything more than devising a 'wish list." While the
arguments for donors keeping control of the money can be compelling for the donors, and for the
sake of the desired programs, the problem of government incaacity will never be solved if this state
of affairs continues.

8.12 Ihere are signs that this trend is being reversed both within Government and among donors.
The Government has recently embarked upon a comprehensive civil service reform program aimed
at "professionalizing" the civil service and the beginning of movement toward strengthening
government ministries to carry out core poverty alleviation functions has been perceptible. Among
the donors, UNICEF, for example, has consolidated diverse projects into one project called "Capacity
Building for Sustainable Primay Health Care," to support the Government's desire to put primary
health care at the core of the ministy's functions. Ultimately, Government and donors will have to
agree together on the priority actions for Investment in the productive sectors and in human resources,
as well as on how to fund safety nets in the interim. Better coordination of aid to Govemment
(imcluding aid from the large NGOs) is a prerequisite to long-term poverty reduction.

Self-Help Groups

8.13 At the same time, Government recognizes that self-help groups have often organized to meet
their own most pressing needs; for example, communities have kept schools running through parent -
teacher associations (PTAs) which have supplemented and paid teachers' salaries and overhauled
facilities, and families have expanded to take in AIDS orphans. Policy documents emphasize the
Government's desire to design a system which will support these community initiatives. A major step
in this direction is the decision to decetalize many government decisions to the district level, and
to redeploy much of the administaton to district and local field offices. Certain policy documents
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have also referred to Government's intenion to establish policy and mobilize resources for the
provision of services, but to arrange with other bodies to actuly deliver the services. Ihe
Government can contract with either voluntary or commercial sector orgmizaionse to actlly run
the services. Indeed, the Government increasingly recognizes the important role played by the
voluntary sector,= whether organized into community-based groups or non-governmenal
organizations. Ihe net sections will discuss features of community self-help groups and NGOs which
affect the degree to which their capacity to serve the poor can be increased in the short and medium
term.1m

8.14 Community organization has been responsible for keeping some services - most notably
primary education - ruNning in Uganda. The developmental resources represented by communities
have always been underutilized because development was conceived of as ioming from the outside,
*modern sector. Ite Goverment now recognizes that it should support the efforts of the ordinay
people of Uganda, rather than expecing them to wait for government-initiated development activities,
which may be long in coming and unsuitable for prevailing conditions.

8.15 Those communities that have received support services from Government and donors bave
often received them through vertical projects, with one agent prepared to offer only a narrow, if
essetia , service - vaccinations or drugs or nutrition, advice on livestock or on crops. Both
Government and donors have stated their int to move toward ingrated service delivery, where
the same person could be a resource for all basic healdth services or for all of a farming system. This
would ensure that separate interventions do not work against each other, and that clients can have
"one-stop shopping.'

8.16 The Government's new position of suppordng community action would ensure a more
demand-driven system, with communities empowered to say what they need. The resulting projects
would be better adapted to their micro-environments. At the same time, community-maaged
development projects, whether providing community services or upgrading returns from economic
actvities, are labor-intensive and require time. Community helth management committees, for
example, have a benefit (over the long term, better health means less tume spent caring for the sick
and more people engaged in economically productive activities which improve family quality of life)
and a cost (members have to aend meetigs, work out arrangemens with health care providers, and
manage the production of health services).

Non-Govenmental Organiztions

8.17 Government is increasingly stating its commitment to support community self-help, but NGOs
have long experience in doing so. The state of knowledge about NGOs in Uganda is typical for
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developing counties: we do not evem know how many development NGOs exist, much less how
many communities they serve, what kinds of activities they ewe in, how dfective they are, and
how muhb non-govemental funding they mobil. There is not even an accepted vocabulary to help
distingui between different kinds of NGOs (some orgnize charitable relief; others work with
communities to implemaet community development projects; others supply credit or other
development services; some carty out advocacy or policy-advising functions; some faith-baed NGOs
have been operating health and education services for decades, while newer seclar NGOs are
developing new programs)."w However, some general points can be made which have a bearing
on what kind of partners NGOs can be in Ugandan development.

8.18 In some circles, NGOs are respectd for those qualities that represent NGOs at their best.
Religious NGOs run the best medical failities in the countryside, and supply more health care of
better quality than the Government Many NGO staff work long hours for little money becase of
their commitmat to development. They work in comanmities with groups that present the toughest
development allenges: the disabled, AIDS orpham. war widows. lheir work is based on a
commitment to communt participation and pluralism, rather than dependency on Government. They
are closer to the clients and know more about their needs than remote officials. They can tailor
services to niches, whereas Gov ent is set up to offer a standard package which may not meet
all needs; they pilot new technologies. Their costs are lower than those of Government.

8.19 In other circles, it is suspicion, based on experience of some 'bad' NGOs, that dominates.
Bad NGOs are fronts for privat gain rather than communal beneft; they are private businesses
seekngthe NGO la" to get tax exemptions; they are agents of extena actors linked to political
actionalism in Uganda; they don't have anything to contribute to policy, since they don't understand
the macro aspects of development; they mobilize money from outside but are not required to account
for it; they work to benefit special interest groups, whereas the Government has the responsibility
to ensure services and benefits to all Ugandans. They have a reputation for low-cost service delivery,
but in fact there is little information available on costs.

8.20 Both of these attitdes are based on experience; there are NGOs doing excellent work, while
others caDling themselves NGOs are incompetent andlor fraudulent. These are the extremes; probably
most Ugandan development NMOs are somewhere in between on competence and accountability, with
hundreds who are at least trying to do good development work. While NGOs can choose their own
beneficiaries, those they choose are sometimes the most vulnerable.

8.21 It is inconstable, however, that NGOs will be an important element of the poverty-reducing
instittional famwok. The challenge is to develop a framework for partership among Government
(both adi-nisra and RCs), NGOs and community groups to enhance competence, transparency
and accountability in NGOs and community groups as well as Government. The recendy established
District (or National) Community Action Trust could be one such instrument (see below).

Coodinaion betwen Government and NGOs

8.22 The Government of Uganda has set up registraion and coordination systems to weed out
fraudulent NGOs and strengthen legitmate NGOs. 'Te inton has been admirable, but there are
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now many government bodies involved in NOO coordination, with no one having sufficien resources
and staff to offer real assistance to NGOs. 'he result Is that rather than assisting NGOs, the system
confuses them, with differeat actors each having their own requirements.

8.23 Ugandan NGOs are required to register with the National Bord for NGOs, housed in the
Ministry of Internal Affairs. International NGOs first have to work out an agreement with the most
relevant line ministry. To register, Ugandan NGOs explain their objectives and plans to their local
RCs. If they can get endorsements from the RCs 1-3 In the area in which they Intend to work, the
applications then go to the National Board through the district administratr. NOOs report that
recently an extra step, not specified in the legislation, has been required. The district administator,
instead of forwarding applications with endorsements from the RCs to Kampala, gives them to the
Internal Security Organization, wbich goes back to the RCs 1-3. If no problems are found, the
application is sent to the National Board.

8.24 The Board consists of a two members of the public and one representative from each of 12
ministrieslgovernment agencies.-3 Each NGO is required to presen its organization chart, work
plan, and constitution to the Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning (MFEP), which has to
cerify that the NGO's program Is in line with national priorities. It is recommended that NGOs take
this material in person to the MFEP; those which are sent from the National Board may languish in
someone's inbox. In practice, then, the system works best if someone from the NGO can come to
Kampala to hold the necessary discussions with officials in AEP, and often with the relevant line
ministry or ministries as well.

8.25 After registering with the Nationao Board, NGOs may be able to obtain tax exemptions for
imported goods and work permits for foreign staff. There are long delays in processing these, and
they are not always granted. As a result of the system of *tipping' officials who provide service (such
as sigures), NGOs may also need to make payments at any point in this process. When such
payments are large - reportedly 10-15 percent of foreign currency expected - NGOs inflate items
such as staff salary in their accounts for donors, since donors will not supply money for 'tips,' and
NGOs cannot affbrd them from their own resources.

8.26 Records on NMOs are kept in different locations in Government. The National Board keeps
the applications, but work plans, constitutions and organization charts, as mentioned above, are sent
to the MFEP. The Aid Coordination Secretariat (ACS) in the Prime Minister's Office has been
designated as the lead government agency for NGO coordination, and it has periodic progress reports
which some NGOs send. Many NGOs are never heard from again at the national level until it is time
to re-register. They should, however, make annual reports to their District Development Commitee.

8.27 Both the ACS and the National Board try to monitor NMOs activities, the ACS through
requestng regular reports and the Board through occasional field visits. Fuel, vehicles and allowance
are necessary for the latter, and they are rarely available. The District Administration (DA) may also
have progress reports or otherwise be well informed about what NGOs are doing in the district. Some
DAs have held coordination meetings including NMOs; others have sought to control NGO activities
too closely, and have lost the cooperation of NMOs for these meetin.
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8.28 With formal authority for NGO coordiadon, the ACS holds monthly discussion fora. Ithe
ACS has also tried to mediae In NGO-flnancer disputes. The ACS seems to be generally considered
by the NGOs as trying to offer assisunce, even if this is limited by resource constraints. Officials of
other ministries also have an interest in coordination: Ministy of Local Government in the
coordination of NGO activities on the ground; MPEP in advising on how foreign currency should
be used; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in the programs of Inrational NOOs and local dcapters
of Iteational NGOs (such as the YMCA). 'he Ministry of Labor and Social Welfare may try to
revive the National Council of Voluntary Social Services, a body which used to have some of the
functions carried out by the ACS. In addition to all these agencies, NMOs may need multiple contacts
in the line ministries as well.

8.29 As of July 1992, 506 NGOs were regitered, of which 104 were listed as foreign NGOs.
Estimates of the total number of NGOs In Uganda range from 800 to 1,000; some may be registered
at the district level without being registered at the nazional level.

Cng a Framework for Collaboration

8.30 The instutional challenge facing Uganda is to create a framework in which Government,
NGOs, self-help groups, and donors all make a contribution to poverty reduction. Uganda, like many
countries, is a conglomeration of micro-environments which makes it difficult to apply blanket
solutions to the whole country. Activities in one sector may be organized quite differently from those
in another, e.g., a system fbj providing rura credit can be quite different from one providing primary
health care or education. [he system that is ulimately needed is a 1learing system", in which
numerous small activitie develop effectiveness and then efficiency before expanding.137 These
grassroots-level activities should be closely adapted to local needs and preferences, and supported by
government policies creating favorable conditions for increasing productive activities and investment
in human resources at the local level.

8.31 Ass gComunyProjects. Intheshortterm, thereislittlequestionthatwithGovernment
and NCO capacity for delivering services able to satisfy only a portion of need, community self-help
will be the vehicle for many community improvements. In line with the intention to support self-help
efforts of Ugandan communities, the 1992/93 budget speech introduced the idea of a District
Community Action Trust (DCAT), a fund which would finance community projects throughout
Uganda. Development eforts would not have to go through the long, complex donor project cycle,
and money could be released quicldy for small projects. Community groups would be the primary
users of such funds, but they could call on NGOM for technical assistance if needed. The fiunds would
be adminerd at District level, and not necessarily by GovernmenL

8.32 There is experience in Uganda with this sort of assistance to small, local NGOs and
community-initiated projects. The experience of the Small Funders' Network and some NGOs is
pardcularly relevant, since many already provide this kind of support. The Community Action
Program in the Northern Uganda Reconstruction Project will generate frther lessons about setting
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up a nadti progam. The rest of the development community needs to list carely to and len
from these fds as these are the groups who have the experience of finding community projects.

8.33 Typically, the fund is mea to respond to community demand. Communities articulate their
needs; the finder investigates the feasibility of the project, and then provides mateials and/or small
amounts of money. However, as one of the officials runing a find for small projects said, 'We have
concluded that pure responsiveness is not resonsible.' Communities ofen present the kernel of a
good idea, but need much assistance in making it into a workable activity. Even before getting viable
project proposals, there is also a need to help communities analyze their situation and priortize
actions. Getting involved in this kind of community preparation is labor-itensive, both for members
of the community and for the outside facilitators who are needed to help the process (supplying
information as well as process facilitation). The smaU funders' limits are set less by the amount of
money they can mobilize than by the small number of projects to which staff can give the necessary
attention. A recent workshop on community-based women's income-generating activities showed that
much of the women's profits were invested in community services, but the women's own longer-term
needs were neglected.

8.34 While the DCAT would make fimding available, the problem of technical assistance to
communities in deciding what to do remains. Many NGOs and small funders in Uganda are convinced
that it is a mistake to begin development activities without prior preparation of communities, in
particular to identify strategic actions. In their experience, this preparatory phase - which might once
have been called consciousness raising - can itself be slow. This stage requires outside facilitation,
meaning that there must be considerable staff on the ground. These efforts should be supported by
inormation sharing so at communities can learn from successful activities in other places.

8.35 Th. Role of lfonnaien Syes. Community experiments can faW if thepolicy environment
does not support them. Policymakers need to know what is happening at the grassroots. But
development cannot be only bottom-up, just as it cannot be only top-down; a mutual learning process
is necessary. Policymakers need to know how innumerable small farmers make decisions about what
to grow, and what the effects of policy changes are likely to be; communities need information about
prices, markets, improved health and nutridon behaviors, etc. One dimension of learning systems,
therefore, concerns two-way (or multiple-way) information channels.

8.36 Policymakers therefore have to learn: (i) what information they need; (ii) who has it; and (iii)
what incentives need to be offered to the people who have the information to share it. NGOs often
have useful information which is underutilized. Two typical obstacles to information sharing arise.
Sometimes dminisators do not recognize that they could use such information, and that the NGOs
have it. At other times, the Government and NGOs cannot agree on terms under which they could
share information; the Government may want the information NGOs have, without offering anything
in return The institutional chain has to get information back to the communities that need it, in ways
that make sense to them. The RC system has been designed to be such a two-way system. While they
have made much progress, more could be done using mass media, especially radio, as well as face-to-
face communications.

8.37 In addition to developing channels for sharing information, a learning system has content
requirements. Gi-ren the gravity of Uganda's problems, and the sense of urgency, there is a tendency
for those trying to alleviate poverty to carry out as many activities as possible at fill speed;
unformately, often without learning much in the process about the impact of these activities on
individuals and on sets of people. Success tends to be measured in terms such as numbers of people
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trained or crops planted, rather than enquin what behavioral changes bave occurred as a result of
the intervention.

8.38 Without knowing much about impact of particular activities, it is impossible to cumulate
learning through a system. Thus, while there are appareny numerous coordination meetings and
mechanism in Uganda, there is apparently too litle learing as a result. In some cases, waves of fads
sweep through the development community and are adopted with littde examination; in others, a
multiplicity of conflicting approaches leads to divisiveness. The result is the same in both cases: little
learning about what works.

8.39 The activity frenzy has also led to a willingness to fund projects involving community-based
organizaions or NGOs with little investigation of the legitimacy of such organizations.
Accountability, to either fPmders or client groups, is not very advanced, with the exception again of
the RC system (three-year terms, .; ith community recall possible).

8.40 The result has been too litde cumulative learning about what works. The information that is
available quantifies activities and inputs, but not usually outcomes. The entire system - donors,
Government, and NGOs - must begin to ask more questions about, and require more evidence of,
impact. Monitoring and evaluation systems should be devised to help individual organizations
(whether community-based, NGO, government office, or donor) learn whether they are making
prgress. Recent participatory evaluation designs developed by several Ugandan NGOs are an
encouraging sign, and should be discussed in the NGO fonum and among the issue-based networks.

8.41 As important as the content of the information is the form in which it is presented. The
mothly and quarterly reports from field offices (Government or NGO) are rarely converted into a
form which is interestng to read. Central ministries may colate these into reports for the Prime
Mimister's office, but they still need to be transformed in a way that highlights innovations and
lessons learned. A number of NGO consortia have started sectoral newsleaers which are readable and
offer useful information. At the level of the development community in Uganda, there is also much
more potetal for organizations to learn from each other, If information-sharing systems can be
consUtcted. These do require the investnent of resources in staff who can write readable articles
geared to particular audiences and the communications equipment to support publication and
dissmnton.

8.42 lbe development of a learning culture would mean that Government, donors, communities,
and NGOs wold have to build a sense of shared purpose. None of these actors can control the
others; they have to work from mutual appreciation and influence. Each set of actors has its own
intes and constrais; nevertheless they also share a core commitment to building a socio-economic
climate of development and poverty reduction. At present, there is little (positive) appreciation among
some of the actors, and a lot of name-calling. Yet no one set of actors - Government, NGOs,
donors, or commnites - can achieve development on its own. The institutional framework has to
build trust and interdependence.

8.43 Egdiiag NGO Capad*. In the current donor climate, there has been relatively abundant
funding for NGO projects. Financial resources do not translate direcdy into good programs, however.
In some instances, abundant funds have tempted NGOs to expand beyond their capacity to manage
and program contol quality. Sometimes they branch into new areas in whitch they have little
experience, which also maskes demands on management capacity. At one of the large intnational
NUOs, a staff member declared that they have reached their current limit and will need a period of
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consolidation before aking on new activities or more cliens. lbus, oven with abundant financing,
NUOs may not be able to expand capacity quickly.

8.44 While official donors have sought to fund NGO projects, they have been less eager to fund
itutioul development for local NMOs. bere ame two basic reaso for thbis:

(i) NGOs are valued becase they are seen as cheap service providers, and supporting better
management systems and staff training rase cots;

(i) donoes wantheir money to be used for the poor, not to support overhead.

However, investment i institutional development Is necessary to help improve the quality of NGO
ptograms as well as being a prerequisite to expansion. Monitorng and evaluation systems are scarce
in NGOs (as they are in government programs). They take time and some specialized knowledge to
set up. Receiving donor fuding notoriously requires NGOs to st up specW acuntig and financial
mangment systems. And NGO staff, no les ta staff of official development agencies, need
occaional training to keep up with the innovations in their fieds.

8.45 Abundance of donor funding carries another danger for NGOs. In addition to mobilizing
voluntary contributions, by definition NOOs are supposed to represet independent cizen initives.
Donos (NOs as well as official) have thdr own interests and priorities. NGOs seeking fuading
fiom such sources quickly learn to cast their proposals in terms of these donor priorities if they
seriously expect to be funded. The result is strikingly parallel to government-t-govermnent
sistanc: the donors, not the Government or the Ugandan NGOs, make the decisions about which

progms are implemented and which we not. Nationals are shut out of one of the basic instituional
development funcdons: setting priorities and strategies, unles they are prepared to risk losing donor
fuding.

8.46 Improving NOO competence Is another complex process. In Uganda, many people have the
most respet for the work of small, localized NGOs which mobilize committed local people to work
for community benefit. Typically, such people can only spend part of their time on NGO work,
because NMOs do not have the resources to pay a living salary. Whie their commitment and local
understandig give them cne set of competencies, such NGOs ofken plunge into activity to relieve a
problem without a very broad analysis of the conte and therefore without a strategy. They may end
up intervening in the wrong time or place - for example, getting street children to return to their
families rather thaD working with vulnerable families to prevent run-aways. Often such NGOs do not
have monitoring and evaluation systems in place that would allow them to learn systematically from
their expience. Their management sysm are weak, timitng their scope to a very restricted scale.

8.47 Improving quality is often seen as professionalizing NGOs - hiring staff who have skills at
project analysis, feasibility studies, proposa writg, monitoring and evaluation, acoounting and
management Hiring professionals, however, is expensive, and often demotivates the volunteer staff
who were the organizations' strength. It also tends to move the organizations toward a Kampala base,
which adds further expense and distance between decisio ks in the NGO and the dients. Opening
a Kampa office to mobilize donor resources also opens the NGO to the temptation to tailor what
it does to donor Inteests of the moment.

8.48 Another solution which is practiced in the NGO commuity is training. Typically, this
training is offered to local NGOs by 1itiona ones, or by Ugandan professional intermediary
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NGOs that specializ In sevices to the more localized ones. Staff can be tr4 ined through courses In
accounting, proposal wrting, analytic tchnques, ad so on. Staff can also be developed through
working with larger (often Irnatonal) NGOs on their projcts. A small number of Ugandan NGOs
are in a posidon to train other NMOs. Unlike other developing ounties, in Uganda the inrnatonal
NGOs appear to be more oriented toward Implementg their own project th to strengthening
capacity of Uganda NGOs, though there are a few exceptions such as OXFAM (which acm in
Uganda purely as a funder).

8.49 A third option woud be to develop a corps of consultans or consultant NMOs who work with
these small, local NGOs as needed. Such consultants would perform the tasks for which individual
NGOs do not need fell-time, long-term staff. lTey coud help NGOs turh their project ideas into
proposals which will stand up to feider analysis; set up new management systems to meet fender
requieme; develop indicators for monitoring and evauation. lhe use of these consultants noeed
not be eaxpesive: many NGO-orlented consultants offer their seices at concessiona rates to NG0s.

8.50 Networks or consortia of NGOs, or which include NGOs with other actors, can also help
improve quality. The ones which have the most impact appear to be those organized on a subsector
or issue basis."I At their best, networks and consortia structure the exchange of experience
(informiag members of innovations and lessons of experience) and information (about policies,
research findins, etc.). Uganda also has an NGO-speciflc network, DENIVA, which attmpts to
raise quality by offering training, issue discussion sessions with donors and Government, and a code
of conduct (adopted by the General Assembly but so far un-ir1plementable because of lack of
sanctions).

8.51 Discussions such as these also help NGOs, Government and donors become more familiar
with each other. They Identify possible allies and sources of inteest new approaches. These
discussions can also help oraizions judge each others' quaity, although field visit must also be
part of a system of choosing reliable part .

8.52 Buildig Gowvneta Cpzch,. The Government has begun to ardiulate a vision of poverty
alleviation through inutonal pluralism (combining government initiatives with those of the
voluntary sector in areas where market mechnism wil not suffice). The model is an attractive one
built on recent understandings of limiaons of the state and the value of independent citzen
development action. The model is one of facilitation rather than control, and conforms closely to
lessons learned fom 30 years' expeience of development interventions: where there is an economic
base of millions of small fimers, Government can influence but not control socioeconomic activities.
The same is true of the relationship between Government and NGOs: Govemnt .in seek to
influence NGOs; it can control some areas of behavior regarding taxes and legal standing; but it risls
lsing their pport altogether if it tries to turn dm into mere instumets of Government.

8.53 As a consequence of its newness, this model is not yet widely understood or shared within
Govenment With much outside funding already going hough NGOs, due in part to lack of
accountability in Government, Govermen will not, in the short term, even be responsible for paying
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for all public services.$" This gives the Government some time to develop a common understanding
with the public of the role of the public sector, and to begin teorienting civil servants toward the new
development model which emerges from the dialogue.

8.54 If the agreed upon system is one in which Government retis control of identifying,
designing and producing services, the government needs to prepare one set of staff to plan and
manage projects and to strengthen technical skills of extension staff in health and agriculture so that
they can act competendy as service producers, in addition to strengthening policy analysis and
formulation skills. If an objective is to encourage community participation, staff will need some kind
of training or reorientation. Supporting incentives will have to be designed to reward staff for
working collaboraively with communities rather than executing directvves from their superiors within
government.

8.55 Certain govermment documents have recendy proposed that Govemment will provide for
services, but not produce them directy. Ithere are two alternaives possible that conform to this
model, and there is a crucial difference between the alteaTives as far as both management of
government staff and working with NGOs are concerned.

8.56 One alternative is for Government to hire contactors to carry out government-designed
programs. In this case the Government will need personnel to identify, design and set standards. They
will still need staff who are technically competent in community health, agriculture, and water and
sanitation, but they will use these skills in judging how competenty sevices are being provided by
conactors, and they will need s1dlls to write criteria, judge res , and manage contracts. Many
NGOs may decline to work with the Government on these terms, which would make them little
different from conractors In the commercial sector. NMOs and many outside observers value the
independent solutions and perspectives which NGOs bring to the development process, which would
be in jeopardy under this system.

8.57 lhe other alterative is that Government and NOOs would jointly work out the nature of the
programs to be implemented, possibly in consultation with the affected communities. For this option,
govenment officials will need yet another set of skills, in negoatn, listening, and facilitating, as
well as some fmiliarity with the technical fields.

8.58 Whichever option is chosen, Governmen will need to allow lead time for the development
of training and personnel management systems congruent with the option they choose. Many of these
skiLls, such as decentralized financial management, are discussed in more detail in the District
Mnagement Study.M Training and management systems can be tested in the pilot deceization
districts. Others are implied by the Government's decision to move toward itegrated service delivery
in health and agriculture; the Ministry of Health in particular needs to design incentives to reorient
senior staff away from hospital-based health care to community health.
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Denatralizat1on

8.59 'Me decentralization process offers an opportunity to simplify procedures for project
prepaation and financial management (including procurement). A simpler system will support
community and NGO initiative, while complex regulations raise transaction cost, providing
disincentivs to collaborate with Government. Public information may be more helpful than conplex
procedures in bringing transparency to use of financia: resources.141

8.60 For projects designed outside the communities they are intended to benefit, client assessment
(preferably carried out in a participatory way) should become a regular part of identification and
design. Uganda does not have money to waste on projects that do not meet client needs.

8.61 Donor as well as government discipline is necessary in this process. Ideally, Government,
donors and NGOs can agree on thi priority programs. Public expenditure reviews can be used as
tools to hold both Govenment and donors to these agreements, which would include recentering
government ministries around poverty-reducing programs and reducing the number of project
implementation units. At the district level, NGOs could also be included in these reviews, permitting
a more compreheasive picture of developmen intervenions.

8.62 Donors should provide modest support for inf)rmation sharing at central and district levels.
District Development Committees should convene quwerly sectoral meetings including NGO and
government staff. At these meetings, special attention should be given to NGO projects which are
developing monitoring and evaluation systems and/or who have promising new approaches to share.

8.63 Making districts the primary level for registration of Ugandan NGOs is a logical extension
of the decentraization policy and should be tested in the pilot disticts for the decentralized
management. District officials can forward information to the designated office in Kampala. With
increasing security In the country, it may be time to reconsider the institional location of the NGO
Regstaton Board; its placement in the Ministry of Interal Affairs sends a powerful message of
suspicion. More of the burden of coordination should fall on Government rather than NGOs (i.e.,
getting information to the nwcessay officials in different central ministries).

The District Community Action Trust (DCAI)

8.64 To address poverty on a broad scale, the DCAT should be designed as a social investment
fund which disburses fumds quickly for projects generated by sef-help groups, with technical
assistance being provided from NGOs or possibly local private firms as needed (and funded by the
DCAI). The staff of the DCAT would be relatively small and based at district level; the main
fuction would be publicizing the existence of the Trust, project appraisal and monitoringevaluation.
The district-level project approval committee should also be small and should include at least one
representative of local NGOs, preferably chosen by NGOs within the district. Government or NGO
technical people would not be permanent members, but would be invited to have a say on proposals
in their sector. Some local resources should be mobilized for the projects in addition to outside
financing.
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8.65 The process of designing the DCAT will be critical to its success. Few people in Uga. a
(whether Government, donor, or NGO) now understand what is meant by a social investment fund
(SIF). However, the Govenment needs to establish a design process which will have the greatest
possible chance of gaining commitment from donors, staff of the Govermment itself, and NGOs. In
this process, focus group discussions (a well-understood methodology in Uganda) will be useful in
genetin ideas and concerns about the DCAT. Action-planning workshops could be used at a later
stage to involve different groups of GovernmentldonorlNGO stakeholders.

8.66 The Government might start by forming a small task force of no more than 6-8 people,
including one Ugandan NGO, one international NGO, and one represenive of the small funders
network in Uganda to design the process for designing the DCAT. This group would draw out
lessons from experience of the small funders and the NURP with such me"nanisms, and would visit
other countries (such as Guinea, Sao Tome and Principe, and Ethiopia) which either have or are
farther ahead in designing SIFs. Part of their terms of reference would be to share their knowledge
with others. This Task Force would not be charged with acually designing the DCAT (although they
might ultimately do so); they would be in charge of seeking out information and ensuring that critical
stakeholders participate in the DCAT design process, so that maximum ownership is generated.

conclusion

8.67 The Government of Uganda presendy lacks the capacity to deliver key social services to the
poor, thereby adversely affecting their capacity to participate in the economic growth process. The
deceralization program adopted by the Government, together with the interest that Government has
shown in supporig community initiative, offers a unique opportnity to put in place an institutional
framework capable of reaching and delivering these services to the poor. However, this new model
is not w!dely understood or shared within Governmenm To take maximum advantage of this
opportunity, the Government should devote some time and effort to develop a common understanding
of what the new system will entail ani to begin reorienting civil servants towards this new
development model.

8.68 In order to effectively involve community based organizations and NGOs into the new
process, govenment officials will need to lean to listen to their problems and to play a facilitating
role. lhe excessively stringent procedures that presently exist for NGO registation, e.g., the
verification by the intemra Security Organization, are not warranted and only serve to confise and
isolate these organizations. The Government should establish a simplified procedure for NGO
registration, preferably at the district level, and there should only be one government body vested
with the authority to coordinate NGO activity. As has been discussed above, such coordination should
only involve the diemination of valuable information and should not be interpreted as permission
to regulate. The information system that is developed for the purpose should be a two-way system
which provides policymakers with data of what is happeang at the grsroots level and also feeds
infomation back to the NMOs and the communities. With the right design, the DCAT can be used
effectively as a tool to develop a framework of partnership among the Govemment and the NGOs
and community groups. Leaming from the experience that other countries have had with social funds,
the Govermet should give high priorty to designing a system which will gain the maximum
commitment from the donor ommunity, the NGOs and the cadre of civil servants who wiUl ultimately
be responsible for the dayto-day functioning of the system.
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A Statgy for Reducing Poverty
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9.1 As has been discussed earlier in this report, the decade and a half of civil strife which plagued
Uganda during the 1970s and the eady 1980s sbattred its economic base, depleted its stock of human
capital and, despite its rich soil and fertile climate, reduced it to one of the poorest countries in the
world. While peace and security have now retrned to most parts of the country and the economy
has sarted to pick up again, the quality of life in Uganda today is much lowerhan it was when the
country attained independence in 1962. As if thbis historical legacy were not enough, the AIDS
pandemic has now gripped the nation in a vise and threatens to rob it of its most productive segments
of society, i.e., those fallitg between 15 and 45 years of age. Against this backdrop, and the
seemingly overwhelming problems facing them, the NRM Government must be complimented for
their tenacity and dtminon to improve the lot of Uganda's cWzens. During the past five years,
the Government has implemented a far-reaching eoonomic reform agenda which has today
transformed Uganda into one of the most libera economies in Sub-Saharan Africa. With the
liberalization of the excange and trade regime, the abolition of the Industria Licensing Act, the
promulgation of a new investment code, and the gradual liberization of agricultura pricing and
marketing, the Goverment has succeeded in establishing some of the fundamental pre-conditions that
are essent for susainable growth. However, the unfinished agenda is large and there is little cause
for complacency. If the Government's overarching objective is to make a serious dent in poverty over
the next decade, it will have to focus its atnion on two sets of policies: (1) policies which will
accelerate economic growth; and (O) policies which will deliver key services to the poor and, by
ivesting In human capital, ensure that the poor are able to paricipate equitably in that growth. Both
legs of this strategy are consistent with, and serve to reinforce, the recommendations of the 1990
World Deveopment Report. While there is broad ownership of these policies within Govermment,
the principal challenge ahead lies in building the capacity to ensure that policy changes can be
implemented efficiently. Furthermore, there is an urgent need to stengthen the database and develop
a poverty monitoring system which can prvide policymakers with reul infrmation on the impact
of economic and social policies on the lives of the poor.

A. Polides for Acceaftn Growth

9.2 As pointed out in Chapter 5, experience from other counties has shown that macroeconomic
stability, a high rate of investment backed by domestic savings, and high rates of literacy and
numeracy are vita for rapid economic growth. Uganda continues to do poorly in each of these three
areas. Inflation contiues to be high and savings and investment continmu to be low as do rates of
likev and numeracy. The key to achieving mc stability is to get firm control over the
gO eat budget. Despite the rationalization of the tax and tariff regime and the establishment of
the Ugand Revenue Authority, the Goverment's revenue efort remains one of the lowest in the
world. In the coming years, it will be imperative to further tighten tax adminio on and to broaden
the tax base. The Government has made remarkable progress in keeping expeniu in line with the
budgeted amounts and such disciline has to be maintained. However, given the low revemnes, the
Govement will probably continue to be a daver for several years to come thereby necessitating
that the privae sector gerate the lar -creases in savings that will be necasay to finance the
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investment needed for rapid economic growth. Experience of counties like China, India, and Kenya
has shown that poor countries are capable of saving 20 percent of GDP or mee. This places a
premium on the development of the financial sector beciuse the key to higher rates of saving is an
efficient financial system cpahple of mobilzing small savings from a large proportion of the
population. Uganda, at present, is saddled with an extremely underdeveloped and thin financial sector
where the ratio of broad money to GDP has been of the order of 7 percent compared to 38 percent
in Kenya. Uganda had, in fact, achieved a ratio of 30 percent in 1974.

Policies for Accelerating Agricultural Growth

9.3 At the heart of its growth strategy will have to be the transformation of agriculture. The
agricultur sector has the potential to feed the country, to supply food to the regional market, to
export horticultural products in addition to the traditional export crops, to produce industrial raw
materials (sugarcane, cotton, etc.) and generally to act as the engine of growth. The key to realizing
this potenti is increasing yields by raising the productivity of the farmer. That means security of
land tenure, investment in research and extension, control of plant and animal diseases and rural
feeder roads. For some crops high-yielding varieties are available from local research stations or
foreign stations. What remains is to adapt them as necessary, and propagate and disseminate them.
An effective extension service is needed to ensure rapid adoption of improved varieties by the
farmers. Many countries in Asia have shown that rapid and sustained improvements in yields are
possible. The key question is one of timing, i.e., how quickly can Uganda put in place the
infrastructure needed to raise yields. The answer partly lies in targeting incremental national and
donor resources towards agriculture, particularly research and extension and rural feeder roads.
Raising agricultural productivity, along with increased access to basic health and education, must take
priority in the Government's spending program. Markets, with the associated infrastructure of storage
and refrigeration, also matter a great deal. This is a matter for private investors rather than
Government except with regard to government support for the collection and disemination of market
intelligence.

9.4 In addition to raising yields, Uganda must pay more attention to the working of the domestic
markets in agricultural products. This is not an invitation to Government to intervene in the affairs
of producers, processors and trders. Rather, it is to draw attention to the need to use public policy
and public expenditure to facilitate the proper functioning of markets in agriculturl products. Poor
rural roads, for example, can place producers of cerain crops, or producers in a particuar region,
at a disadvantage vis-a-vis producers in other regions or producers of the same or other crops. Or
the way truck opeators are licensed or regulated may have adverse effects on the markets for
agriculturu commodities. In Uganda there is anecdotal evidence of very low farmgate prices for some
crops relative to final consumer prices. It is the legitimate responsibility of Government to find out
whether the gap between fingate and final prices is broadly reflective of costs or whether it is
indicative of a malfunctioning market.

9.5 Rural feeder roads constitute an essential element of Uganda's strategy for accelerated
agriculural growth. Roads are needed to bring in agricultural inputs and implements, facilitate the
work of extension staff, bring access to manuftred goods, create access to basic social services
such as education and health and, most important of all, provide access to markets for farm goods.
Durig the early phase of the ERP the Government placed emphasis on the rehabilitation of the major
trnk roads and much progress has been achieved in this area. The Government has recently shifted
attention to ral roads and the donors have responded enusiastcally with funds, equipment and
technical assistance. However, progress with the rehabilitation of rural roads has been slow. The main
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reason for this is the weak implementaion capacity of the Ministry of Local Government and the
district authorities upon which falls the responsibility for the construction, repair and maintenance
of rural roads. This is a task which will be gradually shifted to the districts, in parallel with the
necessary financial and trained manpower resources. The decentraization of responsibflities will
probably start with feeder roads maintenance.

9.6 In the drive towards greater reliance on market forces and on the private sector, Uganda has
moved quickly to dismantle the monopolies in the agricultural sector. These monopolies were the
Coffee Marketing Board for coffee exports, the Uganda Tea Authority for tea exports, and the
Produce Marketing Board for the export of food crops. In all three areas the emergence of
competition is acting as a spur to further market development. In food crops, for example, private
traders have been the driving force behind the peneaion of the European and Middle East markets
in simsim. Unfortnately, Uganda is not entirely rid of monopolies. The Lint Marketing Board still
has the right to purchase all cotton for export. Ginneries are free to sell lint to the domestic cotton-
processing mills. However traders in cotton lint and seed must be licensed by the Lint Marketing
Board. The Cotton Act, last revised in 1964, provides for the zoning of cotton production, the setting
of fixed seed and cotton lint prices, restrictions on the importation of, or trade in cotton and for the
licensing of ginneries and estrictions on the siting of the same. As a result the cooperative unions
have a de facto monopoly of cotton ginning. There has been much talk of amending the Cotton Act
and the Lint Marketing Board Act with a view to introducing more competition into the cotton
industry but little action so far. Given the potential for fast growth of a once-thriving industry,
Government must set itself monitorable targets for removing the institutional factors constraining the
revival of cotton.

9.7 Ineffective and inefficient financial intermediation hurts all sectors of the economy, including
agriculture. At present agriculture does not depend much on purchased inputs and implements,
whether locally made or imported; nor is the bigger proportion of agricultural output marketea or
processed. The heaviest demand for credit in the agricultural sector has come from the agencies
responsibleforthe procurement, pessing and marketing of thetraditional export crops, particularly
coffee. Apart from the Rural Farmers Scheme that has been operated by the Uganda Commercial
Bank, institutional credit has generally not been available to the smallholder. As a result not enough
is known about the capacity of the smallholder to absorb and repay loans. The usual presumption is
that credit is a constraint on production. lbis may well be true in Uganda but it does not follow that
rushing credit to the farmer would tanslate into increased production. Ihe first priority should rather
be to get a better understanding of the different factors limiting the smallholder's ability to expand
output.

Policies for Accelerating Industrial Growth

9.8 Although import-substitution, certainly the old-fashioned, state-direted kind, is out of favor,
it must be said that Uganda has substantial scope for replacing imports, provided this is done
efficiently. A wide range of basic products are still imported, including cement, paints, biscuits,
processed. milk, garments, blankets, tomato paste, and tined fruit juices. Import-substituion is more
likely to succeed if it is part of an outward-oriented development strategy than one focused entirely
on the domestic markeL The Republic of Korea, China, and other fast-growing countries have
demonstrated the superiority of outward orientation. Thus, Uganda must exploit, to the fuil, the
opportunities for entering export markes. As far as mamufactr exports are concerned, there are
no obvious winners on the horizon but these cannot be ruled out. It is private investors, not
goverments, who pick winners (or losers). Ihe Government's role is to ensure that the invesmen
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climate is conducive to attractig investors who can produce a wide range of manufactured goods for
the local and export market. In this regard, the great success achieved by Muritius in identifying and
exploiting an export market niche (in this case, wearing apparel) provides an indication of the
opportunities that Uganda can seize.

9.9 Given the dearth of long-term finance, modem technology, knowledge of foreign markets and
management skills in Uganda, foreign investment has a crucW role to play as the catalyst for the
transformation of the economy. In some countries minorities from a particular foreign country or
region have performed this role. In Uganda the Asians fit the bill. A significant number of the Asians
expelled by Amin in 1972 have become successful entrepreneurs in Britain, Canada and other
countries. Ihe courageous decision of the NRM Government to return the expropriated properties
to the owners opens the way for these etepreneurs to invest in Uganda. Having been dispossessed
once, they will most likely exercise maximum caution in committing resources to Uganda.
Nevertheless, the early signs are encouraging and a number of Asians have embarked upon a major
rehabilitation of their properties once they got the properties back. Uganda needs to be forthright
about the catalytic role that investors can play in the economy and it should mount investment
promotion exercises directed at Asian and other foreign investors.

Employment and Labor Market Policies

9. 10 As has been pointed out in Chapter 6, the central objective of employment and labor market
policies for the reduction of poverty in Uganda should be to increase the earnings of labor in
agriculture. From the objectives of the land reform legislation proposed by the Agriculture Policy
Committee, it appears that the Government rightly wishes to pursue a strategy of rural development
which promotes a system of smallholder agriculture by further consolidating the de facto universal
access to land. For this strategy to work, the proposed land reform legislation must find ways of
guaranteeig tenancy rights to aU the existing users of land and by improving the land endowment
of the very small farmers. To encourage the small farmers to overcome the absence Df the advantage
of economies of scale, steps should be taken to facilitate their access to an appropriate technological
package. As has been stated throughout the report, Ugandan agricuture operates under primitive
conditions and the knowledge of farming systems and crop husbandry practices is rudimentary.

9.11 Labor Mob*. The operation of the rural labor market will continue tO be constrained due
to the absence of a large and mobile rura abor force. Thisis not by itself a problem as long as the
concentration of labor in smallholder agriculture is not artificily promoted by inappropriate
incentives. Improved systems of information and in facilities, along with the steady
Improvement of productivity in smallholder agriculture, is likely to make as much labor available to
the rest of the economy as it can efficiently employ.

9.12 Govensnent Role in the Fonad Sector. Regulation of employment and wages in the formal
sector has traditionally been kept low in Uganda and the Government has rightly resisted pressures
to regulate fonnal sector wages, through such measures as the legislation of minimum wages. As long
as there is a healthy growth of earnings in the primary sector of the economy, the market might be
tmsted to ensure that the formal sector of the economy pays a price for labor that is adequate for
living above the poverty thueshold. Creating too great a differential between earings in the primary
sector and the earnings in the formal sector often leads to a lower than optimal rate of
lndustrialization, an unwarranted influx to urban areas leadiog to an overcrowded informal sector,
and a rising differential in the earings between the formal and informal sectors.
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9.13 &Auaion nd Trai n. Education and trainig facilaties must adjust to make the allocation
of labor more efficient. Improved productivity of agricultura labor hinges critically on the expansion
of primary educaton. Urban educational services would be better advised to reduce the focus on
general higher education and Instead Increase the emphasis on technical training. Clearly the entire
system of pricing of educational services is in need of a basic reappraisal. As has been discussed in
Chapter 7, at present a primay school student in Uganda is charged a tuition which is often a
significant proportion of the cash income of an average rural household whereas university education
continues to be free of tuition, often with access to additional subsidies.

9.14 AIDS. 'he effects of the AIDS pandemic on employment and the labor market in Uganda
canmot be determined with any precision. It is however clear that AIDS, which disproportionately
strikes people in their prime, wil increase the dependency ratio and make the task of poverty
reduction more difficult. The pessimistic prognosis Is heightened by the fact that measures to prevent
the spread of HIV infection - critically important though they are - will have little effect on the
incidence of AIDS during the next decade. The Goverment of Uganda deserves credit for dealing
with the AIDS iSSue in an open manner. Besides concent efforts on contining the fiurter spread
of the HIV infection, e.g., by promoting the use of condoms, the Government, working with the
NGO community, should explore the need to make targeted interventions in order to reduce the
extreme effects on households whose labor endowments have been depleted by AIIDS.

9.15 Publc SectorEnyployent. Expansion of public sector employment is not an effective method
of poverty reduction. Indeed an expansion in public employment almost certairly hurts the cause of
poverty reduction by appropriating resources that might be used to expand employment more
productively elsewhere in the economy. The number of persons employed in the public sector has
grown too rapidly over the years from the standpoint of the actual expansion of public services and
the capacity of the Government to protect real wages of public employees from serious erosion. The
result is widespread resort to corrupt and fraudulent practices (e.g., bribery, keeping 'ghost' workers
on the payroll) and moonlighting and second informal jobs. On the whole, the effective labor time
spent in public employment may have decined at the same time that there has been a steady rise in
the number of persons on payroll. Recendy the Government has succeeded in reversing the trend and
reducing the mnmber of persons on payroll. The task is incomplete and should continue. To the extent
that the reduction in government employment comes through the elinination of ghost workers and
attrition (i.e., not replacing the low priority retirees) the process does not impose any burden on the
current budget. A further opportunity may become available if the increase in capacity utilization in
formal sector enterprises provides a leeway for productive expansion of employment. In that event
positions in these enterprises might be filled by the redundant government workers. However, a
reduction in public employment is by Itself a rather minimal measure. A central objective of the
presently underway civil service reform program must be to introduce a culture of improved job
performance, matched by higher real earnings commensurate with skill levels. This in turn means that
a way must be found to prevent employment in public sector to be determined by the supply of high
school and university graduates in a system of highly irrational relative costs of different forms of
education.

Polides for Gender-Responsive Growth

9.16 As arged in Chapter 3, the strategies adopted by the Ugandan Government to reduce poverty
and to foster sustainable economic growth need to take explicit account of the gender dimension. In
this respect, they must recognize and seek to address the asymmetries in the respective rights and
obligations of men and women, and pay particular attention to the gender division of labor, and
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differential incentives and opportities facing men and women, as the country embarks on
monetization, diversification, and productivity enhancement in the critically important agricultural
sector. It is, in particular, necsary that gender-responsive actions be undertaken as an interconnected
package of measures which are mutually reinforcing. Ike priority areas requiring attention if Uganda
Is to enable both men and women to break out of poverty, and to contribute more fully to economic
and social development, are:

(i) to promote, through literacy and education, and in conjunction with the vigorous pursuit of
the gender-responsive legal (and customary) reform efforts underway, the legal rights and
protections enabling women to benefit from their own labor and to have greater access to and
control of economically productive resgurces, including capital and land, thereby raising the
status of women to enable more equal participation in household-level, community, and
national decisionmaking;

(ii) to raise the productivity of women's economic (paid) labor through investment in education
aimed at overcoming social, financial, and cultural barriers to female participation, including
at the post-primary level; through investment in basic, accessible, and affordable health care
responsive to the wide range of women's health needs; and through targeted actions aimed
at raising women's access to information, technology, inputs, credit, and extension services;

(iii) to alleviate the domestic labor constraint through substantially increased attention to and
investment in labor-saving technologies, in infrastructure (especially transport, feeder roads,
and markets), and in water supply and woodlots, that take explicit account of female users'
needs in design and implementation;

(iv) to provide maximum political and financial support to the efforts, spearheaded by UNICEF,
to reduce AIDS risk among young girls; and to protect the rights of children, including
through institutonal measures in the RC system to ensure appropriate representaion and
articulation of children's needs.

B. PoUlcies for the Delivery of Sodal Sevices

The Public Expenditure Agenda

9.17 The Govermment recognizes that, since the single most important asset owned by the poor
is their labor, the central element of its poverty reducing public expenditure strategy should be to
accord highest priority to developing their human capital. Human capital, more than any other factor,
increases the income earning opportunides of the poor and contributes both to individual and national
productivity. Accordingly, during the past two years, the Governmrent has been attempting to foster
such development in human capital by restructuring government expenditures in favor of the social
sectors and rural hifrastructure. Notwithstanding the severe resource constraints, the Government
must continue to ensure that these priority programs remain protected. Not only should more
resources be channelled towards prinary education and primary health care, but the efficiency of
these expenditures should also be improved by ensuring that money is spent on high impact programs
and hat the combination of expenditures within and across sectors are optimal. The Government
needs to critically review its portfolio of investment projects in order to ensure that it is responsive
to the country's changing needs. In other words, Government needs to ensure that expenditures are
made on a rational basis rather than the allocated on the basis of historical levels. The combination
of capital and recurrent expenditure also needs to be improved.
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9.18 As indicated in Chapter 7, both the quantity and quality of desired social services is adversely
affected by a lack of sufficient funds. In the medium-to-long run, mobilization of domestic resources,
through improved efficiency in tax collection and also through the judicious adoption of cost recovery
schemes in appropriate sectots, will be essential. This will need to be augmented by shifting funds
from relatively unproductive areas such as defense, state farms, teacher training colleges, universities,
curative health, etc. to areas where the economic and social returns are the highest, i.e., primary
health, primary education, agricultural research and extension, rural feeder roads and rural water
supply.

9.19 As has been demonstrated in Chapter 5, Uganda needs to slow down population growth in
order to reduce poverty within the shortest possible time. At present, the Government of Uganda does
not have an explicit population and family planning policy and lags far behind other SSA countries
in encouraging its citizes to have small, manageable families and informing them of methods of
doing this. Whereas most women in Uganda who know about family planning have favorable attitudes
towards it, contraceptive use is constrained because of lack of access and generally unfavorable male
attitudes. In addition to aggravating poverty, the growing population has adversely affected the
environment by increasing the encroachment on forests and by intensifying farming, resulting in soil
erosion and stagnating yields. It is therefore imperative that the Government develop a national family
planning program and closely monitor progress towards decreasing presenty high fertility rates.

Institutional Issue and the Provison of Safety Nets

9.20 Although a strong case could be made for this in the Ugandan context, targeting the poorest
and most vulnerable is far too expensive an option for the Government of Uganda to consider at
present, given the extremely low revenue effort and the weak administrative capacity. Instead, the
focus should be on providing fundamental services in rural areas: primary education, primary and
preventive health care, rural feeder roads, safe, easily accessible water, agricultural extension, and
marketing assistance. As has been discussed In Chapter 8, commun_ies can help provide some of
these themselves, with assistance from Government and NGOs. Govenmment, donors and NGOs need
to develop a tripartite system to support self-help projects, and to ensure that priority investments are
undertaken. If Government wishes NGOs to follow governmnent leadership in a scenario in which
Government formulates policy and sets standards, NGOs, including Ugandan ones, should be
involved in policy formulation. For the tripartite system to work, it must be *owned* by a substantial
portion of the three sets of actors (Government, NGOs and donors). The policy development process
in the areas of AIDS and child welfare could become a model for other sectors.

9.21 'he program of decentralization being adopted by the Government offers a unique opportunity
to support community and NGO initiatives, particularly in light of the fact that the Government lacks
the capacity to deliver much needed services to most of its citizens. For this new model to work, it
will be imperative for the Government to educate the population and to reorient and educate civil
servants towards its changing role. The DCAT, which should be designed as a social investment fund
which disburses funds quickly for projects generated by self-help groups, could emerge as an
important instrument to address poverty on a broad scale.
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UGANDA TABLE 1. 1

COUNTRY DATA SHEET

General
Area, land sq km 197,096
Population (1991) 16,671,705

Growth rate % per annum 2.5
Density (1991) per sq km 85

Socio-Economic Idicators
Total hours worked per day, women 15-18
Total hours worked per day, men 8-10
Female ownership of land percent 7
Share of credit to women percent <1

Social Indicators
Population Characteristics (1990)

Crude birth rate per 1,000 51
Crude death rate per 1,000 22
Life expectancy at birth, male years 47
Total fertility rate 7.3
Contraceptive prevalence rate percent 5
Female-headed households percent 30

Health
Infant mortality (1990) per 1,000 live births 117
Maternal mortality rate per 100,000 births 500
Female morbidity rate percent 76
Population per physician (1991) 24,700
Population per hospital bed (1991) 1,200
First birth in 12-iS5 age range percent 29
First birth after age 19 percent 22

Income Distribution, (1989-90) 1/
Highest quintle of national income % of population 8
Lowest quintile of national income % of population 30

Access to Electricity (1989-90)
% of Urban population percent 40.1
% of Rural population percent 1.9

Nutrition (1991)
Calories per capita 2800

Education (1990)
Literacy rate, 1991 percent, age 10 and over 54
Female literacy, 1991 percent, age 10 and over 45
Adult literacy rate, 1991 percent, age 20 and over 52
Female adult literacy, 1991 percent, age 20 and over 39
Primary school enrollment - total % of relevant population 72
Primary sihool enrollment - female % of relevant population 63

Sourw.: Household Budget Survey, 1989-90; Staics Department, MFEP;
Uganda: Social Sector Stategy, 1993.

11 Baed on expenditure deat from the Household Budget Survey.
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UGANDA TABLE 1.2

THE 1991 POPULATION AND HOUSING CENSUS
Final RmWts

Percentage
RAoon & District Totd male Female Urban Rural Urban

CENTRAL K-lanpis
Kampais :J"
Kiboga
Luwero st
Masaka :M, 42
mpigi WjkkM 4.441:
Mubende

j*��mukono
Rakiti

Totals

EASfERN lpnp .-EM
ji* 4U
Kamuli
Kapehorwa
Kumi
Mbale
pauisa
Soroti
Tororo

Totals

NORTHERN Apac
Arus 110

Oulu
Kit4um.
Kotido
Lin
moroto
Moyo
Nobbi

Totids

WESTERN Bm�&Iwpo
Bushonyi
Hoima
Kabale
Kabawle
Kum
KibWe
Kism
Masindi
Mborm
Rukungifi

TotBis

UGANDA Totals

souree- Swigicu Dqwtauw. MFEP.
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UGANDA TABLE I.3

POPUL^ATION DENSITY BY RBEGION AND DISTRCT

POPULATION AIEA POPULATION DENSlTY
'QOO sq km per eg km, kd

Region & D)istrict 1969 1980 1991 Tolal Land 1969 1980 1991

CENTRAL Kalagla

EASTERNampal

NORTHERN og A

WESTERN s .S 

UGANDA ~Totals .w;_= _

Source:~~~~~~~~~~~,: M-bsic DeaV MFEP

Kamuli M~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

KWhorwa~ ~~~~15



UGANDA TABLE 1.4

AGE STR UCIURE OF POPUIATION

<- RURAL ->c-URBAN -> <-- TOTAL -
'lxow 1000 100

A Group Male Female Tolal Male Female Total Male Female Total

M pfgfi 

*Sure 4ti Dq MEP
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UGANDA TABLE 1.5

POPULATION BY AGE AND POPULATION TYPE BY SEX

HOUSEHOWJ POPULATION INSTfrUTIONAL & FLOATING TOTAL POPULA-TION
POPULATION

AgOGroup Male Female Total Male Fealde Total Male Female Total

0 -4 
g-

25 -29
30 - 3

35 - 39

40 -44.
45 - 4

SD0- 54~ 

55 -59~~~~~6D t
65-6

Source: StadsUce Deprment MFEP
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UGANDA TABLE I.6

I?OPULATION Au'. 'CY BY R-S DEON
Age 10 and Over

RURAL URBAN TOTAL
Percffld Pesed PerceS

D La4 Tob I Le Toull Le Le Tos Lsen*e

_ai f G

Sourc¢: The 1991 Population and Housi8 Calsus, Sics Depa, MFEP.
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UGANDA TABLE 1.7

POPULATION AND LITERtACY BY SEX DISTRIBUTION
Age 10 and Over

MALE FEMALE TOTAL
Percent Percen Percent

District Literawe Tota Literate Literate Tota Literate Lterate TOta Literate

Apac 1'O....... 14"",'.. ...... . 0 . . . ..... ... 47 S6% 1..,....... ...-
Arua I$ 4 2i 6% 2.) 14IW 424,319~ 46%
Bundibugyo 6A30 3~43 5%1~# 3309 27 30%4 76,602 4%
Bushenyi ....4 227~ 0 . ......... .,4 $A9 7210 54%

Hoima414 .Z 5%6A4 4%7S$ l1) r

Jiunja 1 ~ ~ .**f ~ 26 ~ 41 
Kabale . ~ 44 1Z4 2 6,0 1
Kabarole .. 3, .21& % 4 4$9* 4$7 . %

Kamuh ~~~~~*721~ .......... ~4%561 .. ~ ~ *4 1

Kapchorwa M . . ..

K.asee 4 

Kisoro A$3 .~4* 42~%$,40 1.9 3

Kotidn 12 L* M4o~4 
Kumi $6 37S'5*647 .1*6±$ 1Z7 42
Lira ~ ~ 7 * . ~. 6.1 3,3 4
Luwero 25 115. % V9 AA . % . .

Masindfi 56A$ S85 44 9 *9 4 l. 3
Mbale A.1~Z7 '6% ~ 149 . 9 77 %

moroto 494l-%~ S %.142493 

Moy ' $44 8* . .......... 9 543 .. 5

Mubende 4%5% j949 5% ... 25.365 8
Mukuno 53. 7W . * tL .99s n3t39 512 i
Nebbi 6$2 ~8 .6%$$6 J~9 54 ),0 7

Toror 12(6t. i ~

Total: 34806~~50~4 4% 53,1 4

Source- The, 1991 Population and Housing Census, Statstcs Department, MIFEP.
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UGANDA TABLE 1H.I

GDP BY SECTOR AT CURRENT FACTOR COST
in millions of U Sh

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Agriculture 5)1 15 147 $3O 744 h4PI2(4

Cash Crops 8 86 $S 40 2W
Food Crops 11 64 ~ 9 4~6 $$. ?$6 f$7
Livestock206 6W 2Q2 76 01 iO7 193
ForestrY & Fishing 1? 18. r1..n M6~

industry R4~ 42 0R 'R.1#~t

Minin & Quaffying M7 1 . 7 ~ 7V '~ IP
Manufacturing 7 224267 44 tQ0 U$4

Coffee, Cotton, SUgar64 mi m.
Food Products, M7 . 7
Miscelleneous 1 W 46$04 4?8

Puiblic Utilities 10 29 m .... 50 t:~4I
Construction 706 I# 1$ 204 403 # I 140

Services 04 1$ 28 P? 340' Y 1

Trade -2*1

Transport & Communication#6 5Jj9.
Road %7 *37 114 #54 iw
Rail5? 5 57. .

Air 4 4 #0~ 2~ ~ 6
Communication 1 tf 10

General Government134 1¶ 3 'tI4. 29 $5W 614
Education X54 484 611
Health 
Rents.41 .. ) .
Owner-,occupied Dwellings 64 4$? 14. 10 406*

GDP - Factor Cost 44 5.131 911 123.

olw Non-Monetary914 200 14? Z$% 4191 W¶6 %0P

Indirect Taxes ~6~34 13 67 67 it 117

GDP - Market Prices181 04 227 197 11771991231

Source: Statitic Depwartet,M
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UGANDA TABLE 11.2

GDP BY SECTOR AT CONSTANT 1987 PRICES
In millions of U Sh

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Agriculture M :21VL11 94 1457 1W .176

Cash Crops 1?gM P $34M *$W~
Food Crops ~~O 4a 47
LiVestocki' M 
Forestry & Fishing 0 ~ 4 90~~4 10

Industry 04 110 2IZ 4R

mining & Quarrying *~. ~
Manufacturing f~~47 ~b 4~OZ 1

Coffee, Cotton, Sugar i."517 .

Food Products ~ ~ 3 4 ~ *Q
Miscfeilenos 4 

Public Utilities ~.
Construction ... ...

Trade 11WS1
Transport & Communication . *¶ 74 9944..

Road W. f7 65 
Rail...44 3 1
Air . . f29 %
Communication 9 .41 11 :4..

General Government $$9 *$ .43 46 *4.43
Education 43 ~ ~ 435 $8 5f 94
Health1 .14* .55 $906
Rents (4 j3.. .57 67 21
OWnAer-occupied Dwellings <4p~A ~ ' ~ 9 $9 53
Misceileneous ) . . .

GDP - Factor Cost i~Q uG2 ~9 40 593.241

olw Non-Monetary 47 #15 34 90 50

Miemorandum Item:w.. ..

GDP Deflator (19)87=100) 2 9 4A 20 451 3~ . 5I

Source: Statistis Department, MFEP
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UGANDA TABLE HI. I

BALANCE OF PAYAdEMM
in niillions of US$

Est
1986/97 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92

ExpetU (g+uft)
Mercliandise (fob) I'M
O/W coffee "O

*,KNon-factor services

Imlorts ft2 Ww"
(9+nh) ..... . . .

Merc&ndiie (cif)
O/W Petroi
Noti-fkctot services

Resource balance

Net factor income
o/w Not interest

cmw private himsfers

C/A balnce (exci gmnts)
C/A balance (mci grants)

ofricial tromfers
O/W import support

Net M&LT loans
Disbursements .4

Project loans
IM" support loam

Repayments
Foreip investmenttKmya comp.
Short-term, not
Errors/value adjustment

OveraU balance

Fineming.
Mmebry authorities

Gtoss reserve ebanges
IMF, not

SAFiESAF and purcham
Other, not

Short term/commercial
Exterad arrears
Excepti-inal financiAg

Rescheduling
Debt cancellation
Residual finance gap

Memorsdam item.,
Grow reserves (EOP) 11

in mandis of iuqwb

Source: Bmk of Uganda, Be, and staff eghmaws.
I/ bdudes msum of the Bank of Uganda held as tied &Vort support-
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UGANDIA TAUBLE m.2

COMJPOSMSTON OF EKNPORTlS (FOB)

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

VoJume. '000 Tons

coffe
Jœit Value: US$~~~~~~~~~4

Itale-be ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

Malw (FOB): USS rrSiofis~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Wlvl

°b1-~~~~ .. 2V

ottonesac e_ kO Uadl

Tea~~: 

Tobacco~~~~~~~~6



UGANDA TABLE 11.3

COMPOSMTION OF RECORDED IMORTS (CIF)
In millions of US$

F1Jf1irst
Sec

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1991

Imports not requiring foreign exchange

Food and beverages : .-, 4.. ..
Other consumer goods .:: ::: .. 2 .3
lntermediate goods 123 .5.... 12
Petroleum and petroleum by-products 0
Capital goods 0 34 32 12

Total 1 ~ 97 9~ I 1 9

Imports lequirig foreign exchage

Food and beverages 1/
Other consumer goods .. .. i
Intermediate goods IM for 24.s prio to 1990
Petroleum and petroleum by-products I/ Tbi table
Capital goods on a

Tot ba lI$d Cosqeg it does 2ot coon 14h

Totapl of recorded imports 238 $ %).

Project-related kimports 21 5 j 9* 9

Total imports 2# ~$$~ ~0 44 2~

Sourc: Researc Departmeont. Bank of Ugamda

I/ For 1986, this category also includes clwmtcals.
2/ Source is BEP for years prior to 1990.

Note: Detais of project imports are not recoded. This table
in reported on a calendar year i;asls and does not icude
barr impt. Consequey, it does not cor nd to the
Balance of Payment (Table MI. 1).
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UGANDA TABLE 111.4

SERVICE IMPORTS
In millions of US$

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Overdue bills `2$44 ,
Medical treatnrent 4) S 7 .4 ".- . .. ...
Education 1 1 1 0.9 0 -

Public 0.4 . 5050
Private 413 I .0.

Travel 96 14 15 1.04:
Public $ 15 . .
Private45 4 2250

Diplomatic missions 113 cg 1e commission
Savings and maintenance1 1XC115
Dividends and reinsurance 1 517 21 01
Others 1/ 4 ~ 50 49 $ 7
PTA clearing house settlements 14S
External debt payments .*.'..as56

Total services 1 175 14 1291

Source: Research Department, Bank of Uganda.

I/ Includes clearingtireigbt charges, fees, commissions
and services related to imports and exports.
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UGANDA TABLE IV. 1

EXERlNAL DEBT
1In millions of US$

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Total extemnal debt j 3 6 #1 )P1 *9 2Z$3863 W. 

Debt outsadtiDg &disbursed ~I0, >- 11 *W£ ~~Z

Multilaterals.3 At 00 13 14

Bonds 0 0 0 0~~~~~~~onue

Ote rvt 3 9 7 7. 5

Private non 4~~~~16



UGANDA TABLE IV. I

EXERNAL DEBT - Corn imied

1986 1987 1981 1989 1990 1991

Disbwrwments ~ S~ 4O 3 0 $
Long-term debt .. 5 0 V 212w 0 I'5

Public and publicly guaranteed debt M. () i i 0 21
Official creditors 14 0 11 0 2 f

Multilaterals A? 14 r
IDA 6 1 3 ~ 1 $
IBRD 0 0 

Private creditors ..... .~ ) $ 7 3 
Commercial banks..
Bonds SIR

Other private 32 23 M 

Private noguparantteed 0 ....
IMF purchase i

Principal repaynmets I 17 11 .
Lane-term debt $1 4 74 5 . *4

Public and publicly guaranteed debt 4 Z
Official creditors ~ ..2~.......1 *2 .

Multilaterals'h'1 .

IDA .. .

IBRD
Bilaterals .. .7

Private creditors 1 4 . ~ 2:$ a z.~
Commercial bak
Bonds .

Other private14.
Private nouguarateed0

IMP repurchases ~ 7.

inteest paymeants....
Long-term debt .: %

Public and publicly guaranteed debt
official creditors13. 

Multilaterl I.

IDA 

Bilaterals 
Private creditors .~'. ~ 

Commercial banks ... ~~~.. 
Bonds.0
Other private 

Privatr 'o-uamtei

IMP charges ~~
Short-term debt 

Contnudm
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UGANDA TABLE IV. I

EXERNAL DEBT - Continued

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991

Total debt service 16- 14' 10 12 3
Long-term debt 3 .5 9 .$14

Public and publicly guaranteed debt 0 ~ i 6
Official creditors 32 $ 6 _7 37 4

Multilaterals 3Z $4 $9 $
IDA 3 6~7 1
IBRD6 61

Bilaterals 6 1 4
Private creditors .R23'4 $ 2? 4

Commercial banks
Bonds0 0 04
Other private 6 235 1146

Private nonguaranteed0 000
IMF repurchases and charges12 935 059 4
Short-term debt (interest only) 455

Net Ilows '5~ 4 I 0 
Long-term debt14 35 11 24 25 14

Pubhic and publicly guarnteed debt 19 36 1~ Z4 Z
Official creditors14 4 17 23 2$ 14

Multilaterals I 14l4 ZI
IDA 4 l 6. 
EBRD .

Bilaterals54 22 9 1$ 3 
Private creditors . ...

Commercial bansS 2 2 2 .4
Bonds 00*
Other private

Private noguaranteed .c5

BeF credit
Short-term debt $6 16

Net ftrnsfars 
Long-term debt 3 9 2 *.

Public and publicly guaranteed debt 1Z 35 6*' 4
Official creditors 16 2 ~ 5

Mulbtiltrals ' 0 14~*
IDA10 47 9 26

Bilaterals 1 19 7 12 26
Private credfitors11 0 14* '#

Commercial bans.4 4..b.....~
Bonds I. .

Other private 1 W 2 $ 2 
Private nonguaranteed33.'.. 

EMF credit
Short-term debt (iteret only) 4
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UGANDA TABLE V.2

CENTRAL GOVERNMMNT REVENUE
In miUions of U Sh

Est BU480
1986/97 1997/98 19M89 1989190 1990191 1991/92 199M

,r N-. K.�' &M. WN.Taxes on income and profb 'M WSO 'g%.0 MM
NO-KX4 X

(Pay-as-you-carn) n .0, MPAYE
Company/individual profAs VW

_WX

Taxes on goods and services
'WIV4

Sal" tax

Local
imports

Excise duty
Commercial bmuction levy

T"es on interodo" trade g".g unw. g�x

Import dwaw
Petroleum
odwr

EWa duties
coffee
Other

Other tax revenm
Fees and ficeem

ToW tax mveww. few & Uccom .4

Non-m mvenue

Totid twenue

Grants

TotEd revenue & gma

Source: Ntinistry of Finaam and Econoinic Planning and EW.
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UGANDA TABLE V.3

CENTRAL GOVERNM EXPENDTURE
In nilibons of U SL

Est. Budgt
1986/87 1987/88 1988/89 1989990 1990/91 1991/92 1992193

Total current exp ture 4IMF.

Economic classIfMctIon 490 240 WX929 231 390
Wages and salaries of fl00 sore and cl1)t this tabl
hnterest paymenta I/ -0 30 $0 17 86 9MIIO

Functioal classification 00~ 10~ 4$ #9 34 201 *0
Ceneral public serviceas22 34 14k 1S1 243
Defense and security 82 1* 94 f~
Education T s 1 and 7.2.
Health U0 2*50 4431 4004 W37
Other accial services rn,0,..
Economic services
Interest payments r.....A

Total capita e-xpenditure .44 i60 :.z..:.~....

Ecoomic clasifiWcation442 10 800 si 10.

Externa Aj MM)7-nsn

Functional clasification442 10 86 30$ t s
Geneal public services 11 04 40* )47
ODefes aud security . $ . 29, 145 5 a
Education 47 1 3 )* 93 ~ *W

Health 7 4$
Othe socia service 3 3. ?$ 397 24 m43
Econmic service $6 II 34 0 oim

Net LendingInvestment 00 tn0 4* $0 7

Towa Expenditure 0 400 '* 79$ 20$ 510 746

Source: IMF.

Note: Because of different source and classifications, this table
may not wnecsarily be consisen with Text Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
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UGANDIA TABLJE VtI.2

INTEREST RATE STRUCTURE
In percent

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
Dec. Dec. Dec. Dec. Deoc. Dec. Dec. Dec. Jun

Base Bnk of Uganda.

B/ aximu ratesto .

commercialbauks 34 34 34 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.4$ ~~~~~..4~~~ 4~

Treasury bills ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 17



UGANDA TABLE V/1.3

EXCHANGE RATE MOVEMIENTS
U Sh per US$

OfflcwI
Burea Read

Burea Offiia Perio Effectiv
Burea Averag Averag Averag Rate
Market FY & CY Officia FY & CY Offl.cIal/ FY & CY Sept.

Mid-Rawe (Ncot 1) Mfid-Rate (Note 1) Bureau (Note 1) 1989- 100

1989 January $9 6$47'74

March ~411.
April

August $1

October I
November71 4$
Decembr d1

1990 January 1$s37491
Februar M15.
March . ... 9.
April$4

August . $September ~ *
October 4
Novembar~
Dec.nber 4*M

1991 January.- ~7)
Februar
March ~0 4
April .. 5 (9
may
June *..~7974 1 1

August )v~'~ ~.~
Septembera*7
October 14 ...... 7 $Novembr 1585 2Deocember.r..........n

1992 Jwjsiy . 99 1
Februayeh9 4
Aprl l'....~ 4
My F01 11 ...- $54

July '.'~$4

August If.f
September12311 .9.25

October ~ 23 4 4Nove-mber94 $.Decemaber ,4 4 4~9$ 9*$

Source: Bank of Uganda and IMF.

Notec: Au inrease in the real effctive exchange raeW implies that
Uganda becomes tens competitive.

I/ FY referstofsama, July to June, andis read fromth lwiceline;
CY reen t = ym, Jauaryto December, and is read from the December entry.
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UGANDA TABLE VIII. I

PRODUCTION OF PPINCEPAL bLANUFACTURED COMMODrrM

soft Embi- Lava&
sugm am Drii" Cigavemm ToxWes camwi ay v

Unk Tons 1000 L& 1000 L& Mfition '000 sq m Tons '000 Kwh Tons
Annad

1982 M. .4$.O.:
-.31983 K

1984 S. ow

1985 SM "d,H� >1986
1987 AN":
1989
1989
1990
1991

MOAWY
W,

.... ... ....

-�g iK

Fab M
A

�Mui§1989 Jan

mat
Apr IM n'.NUY ."iP
iuu
Jul

Aug
Sep
Oct

Nov
Doe ME

M.k

IM

Fab

Apr
May .0
Jun
Jul

Aug
Sep
Oct

Nov
Doe

... .......

1"I Jan
Feb
mar
Apr

may
Jun
Jul

Aug -W
Sep
Oct

Nov
Pee

im Jan
Fob
Mar
Apr
May
3un
ild
Aug
SW
soul Sadeties Departmod, MFEP.
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UGANDA TABLE VII.2

INEX OF INUSTRIAL PRODUCMION
Annua Summary, 1987 = 100

No. of
E}os Wel&i IM8 1986 1987 1988IU 1 490 IM 9 l99t**

.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~x ....... ...

M«,fihad teaibr.

Grai Am ebsdnll frtnnemnh o 92
SQWO:Sk D nt MEP

S and Jo~~~~~~~~8



UGANDA TABLE VII.3

INDEX OF INUSTwRLAL PRODUCTION
Monthly Summary, 1987 = 100

Drinks Tad. LeAd Tin&ae Che. BrieU
FeoW d and a nl d Pter PaW and Sld All

No. of homoa Tdbac aoth. Footme ect Soap Cem Prod. Misc. fe

Estabs 51 12 13 7 22 19 14 19 17 174
Weight 20.7 26.1 16.3 2.3 9.0 12.3 4.3 5.3 3.7 100.0
Avnd

198S

1991~~~~~~~~~~~8



UGANDA TABLE-VII.4

PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS OF PRINCIPAL AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

COFFEE TEA CaffON TOBACCO

Ddivaits Expofts Prod Expofts F-Mmft Prod Expotts
US$ US$ US$ US$

Tons Tons 1000 Tons Tons 000 Tons 1000 Tons Tons wo
Anougti
1982
1983
1984 14
198S '4MY,
1986 K .41987 12:1988 4

jg. �W
1989
1990 -.4 "i1991 RX
1992 1.0 ;4

montidy M.M.
1990 Jan M 4.44 IP3Feb

rAa ;' wqr.-�.j o.

. ...... ....M.,Apr

un
Jul

Aug V'i
M .......

Oct j�-"

Nov
DOC

1991 Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

Aug
SOP
Oct

KNov
DOC

1992 Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr

may
Jun

sai
Oct
Nov
VW

Soum: sutiodes Depaftmew.
Note., Owing to differot sources, this toMe might not be compamble to Tables M. I and M.2.
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UGANDA TABLE VIII. I

NEW CONSUbME PRICE INDEX: KAMPALA
September 1989 100, AU Households

Food Drink Caothi Rent, HH & Trans. Other Weighted Annual Monthy
& & Fuel & Pamr. & Goodsd Average Prcent Percent

Tobacc Footwea Wt. Goods Comm. Serv. CPI Change Change

Weibhts(% 48.6 10.2 6.1 12.5 10.4 4.6 7.6 100.0

1989 Januar .m . 20 6. 8A 1, 4~ Ti 8. ~
February 7* 4 L. ~ t. 4 4 O #. .
March . .1 .l4.: 5 S1 A $ 0
April $W' 4* . i* ik $ 'S

June ~ s. *4 "~ '. 4 L pA L.,

August
October ~ t..W ~ f~*.~. '~ 45 
Novemiber "4 *+ 4 13 .6 .
December I1 . 4. . 0 6 2.

March c

AprilgM *~~t 44~ 7

June 84 A$~~14 54 140~ 4 t9 ).
July 47 f7 3 j9 
August .. 0~ 1$ 1$? 10 .1O~~A S
September 4S 35 W, 4~~*~ 2
October '0'.4.'15 t4 .3.
November ~ W ,~ x4'1G 4 11 .18'~D 4 .

1991 January #''11' 17 94 I40 12? 19 .1.'

FebruaryA 4.14 ~ 
March ~ 4k i..'i7 64 1i 4 ~ 2A 2
April 2> 01

June
July 
August 
September ~~ 
Octobera~1Z 9# tA ~ 0 ~5 ,
Novembere ~> % &.2 1. 95 0, 
December ~ A~j'*~'~1'. 

1992 January 

February ~.5p4 ~97 ~ ) 45 4
March A 21'145 '~ 2 " 44 1. .84 8
April ~A~~4 ~j 241\**9~. 4

June ~**: 4 ~$ ~ f4~). 2
July 1 ~k 241 S# ~ W . 6. .

October kV4W6L 4 74.29 . 3 4 $4.
November " '''4' ' '- 

December #4 4 40

Source: Statistis Department, MFEP.

Note: This series is based on the 1989-90 Household Budget Survey.
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UGANDA TABLE; VIII.2

NEW CONSM PRIC INEX,K I
SePtember 1989 = 100, All households

A11 Item" ihnalM PerCaM
Index Chp

C81endr Year (January - December)

_~~~~~~~ X

1984~~~~~~8



UGANDA TABLE TX. I

ORPHAN CEMUS DERMW FROM THE 1991 NATIONAL CENSUS
Provisioual Resdts

Orpbm as% Total PopWation in
District CkAdrm Orpham of Chiklren Final Cemm Count

Kumi
Rakei
soroti
owu
Ki4pm
MOYO
LUWWO
Masaka
Kalangda
KibW
moroto
mpigi
Rukw*fi
Kabarole
Kotido
Mubeade
Lira
Mbarara
Kampda
Mukuno
masindi
Kabale
N"
Bwhmyi
Bmdibugyo
Am
Apac
Kibale
Hoima
Toroto
Kisoto
ji*
PWHU
isop
Kamuli
Mbdo
Kapchorwa
xasew

Totd:

Source: The 1991 Pbrdejm and Housb* Conma, Sbdsties Depeftnicut. MFEP.

Note. Chgdrcn are wWa IS yeam. Orphans are chUm under IS years
who hwe lod am or bodt puents.



UGANDA TABLE IX.2

PATTEN OF FOOD E§PNlUEBY RE3GION
in percent

urhm Kaw4ila Mbale Masak Mbam

Madm anaolr

Forct, nutsand Budgetables

Matoke and tubers~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

suw ~~~~~~~~~~~8



UGANA TABLE IX.3

PECESNTAGE, SHAE SPN ON SELCE CEDrR CATEORE
in perm

<-------- :emwtaccoulldfoErby ---
UrbaQ Rural Tobi Non-poor Poor Poore8t Towl

~~~~~~~~~~~. .. . WI

Hadth~ ~~~~~~~~~8



Annex II

Poverty: A Child's View



Ann II 
191

~~~~~~~ .

R£ch peopke sleep on a bed (top left house)
and hame dedli Ught bulb hangng from
celng In top left house). They own many
things, suc as spoons (bottom row in top
ight house), cups (above spoons), pUtes and
knives (above cups). heir houses have tled
roofs ()ottom house) or iron sheets. TheycUan 4ord shoes and handbas, and even
have cmw (tkey look like bases, bui it is
because they have to ft the whole famiyO.



Amex I 192

4-~~~ e 

Rich hones ae tidy (see ans arnged in
boxes) nd there ar many tngs in them,
-d;_inng glasses, cps, dtresses, chain. They
have elek y (bulb Is hanging fhrn the
ceiling, between boxes of tems) and irowsheet
rJoof. Here too, rkh people are depted as
wearing nie doties, with shoe aid
handbas, and haing a c.
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Am= il 194

A poor howeho&L

lhepoor use a hand hoe bewasey te cannot rd explughs laf *y ws abckye,
wed by he fh0er. House hao a hatsed moef, oft kaing (ht's wy thr is a pmane e
the rof to repir it). Water Is caded In oldfahoe day poet (oe ma) wr tAn in
modem but epends plasen can.
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Poor people live In shnple huts with thatche mofs. Their schools am~ In poor shape (note
:hw&y Unae) said pupils hame to sit on benches mwther than having proper daksk. Poor
housieholswasy own afew chicens, but ceeanldy not cow. Famners can enly qOird localy
wade hand hoe to cultiate thidr fdds (see two people at Ret boltu,), sad groin has to be
pounde by hand becaue wre, efflciet technolog k net avaiable (see person with s&ak on
eight. Thea are suaAes er theO schools and hoesa of the poor, became coWpound amw
peedy kept (a r4edleion of high dependency nowe and tine-coasmaing work preecticas).
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~~~-

3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4

*

Pffp 1 heae a' WaA 100 hw thtce au etO, leakt _. Perpepesvevdoaasj) the deli a(km e read.v IN Sb) aid hv tcr et . Tey ar kwqieeWwun= eam t 4ffe1Ipd jey ams te awry woew.
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Hja rA u 700i S,, 

bw pedIpk uv.dw do aadoafwund bow oet. ff (theW chid andh pemen en thu*e am
beth ivef in a &xdenai). They any wawe In day pots &wte than In wuedm but exped,.
jeny eaw. Emen Om peos taed $r coohiaug an hommmxade mwter th n mtd exus (see the=
ka. te hew).
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Adjustments to the IIBS Data



Annex Im

Adjustments to the Household Budget Survey Data

1. The fieldwork for the Household Budget Survey (HBS) took place over the course of the year
from April 1989 to April 1990 and the enumerators visited a different set of parishes in each district
on six different occasions during the year. Inflation in Kampala over this period was about 40
percent. Consequently, if we imagine two identical households, with identical purchases of goods,
one sampled at the beginning of the fieldwork and the other sampled at the end of the fieldwork, then
the second household will have expenditures which are approximately 40 percent higher because of
inflation over the year. So if we had simply added up total expenditure for each household for
comparison, we may have concluded that otherwise identical households had a 40 percent difference
in welfare. Similarly price variations across the country would lead to biases in comparing
households. Therefore, in order to correct for inflation and other regional price variations, we
calculated a set of unit-values for each parish sampled, using the information in the HBS on the
quantities of food consumed, from which we derived a food price index. For the adjustment of food
expenditure, we simply used this food price index. For total expenditure, in the absence of any
additional information on non-food prices, we assumed no non-food price variation in constructing
an overall price index.

2. In the HBS, when households were asked about the value of food from own-production, the
values sought were equivalent to farmgate, or producer, prices. So the reported values of food
consumed out-of-own-production are understatements of the consumption value of that food. So we
have revalued the recorded values of consumption out-of-own production at market prices, so that
the consumption value of all food is equally reflected in the valuations recorded in the HBS.

3. It needs to be stressed that like all large survey data, the HBS data will carry statistical noise
from unavoidable sampling and enumeration errors. The information from the HBS has proved to be
robust in aggregate; but we are utilining a level of detail, particularly in the calculation of the price
adjustments, which could lead to some increases in the statistical noise, rathtr than unambiguous
improvements in the esimates. Further refinements are presently being made to the data by the
Central Statistical Office and, as mentioned in Chapter 1, there is also further analysis planned to
estimate 'equivalence scales' for Uganda. AU of these efforts, together with the ongoing SDA
survey, are expected to further develop the database and provide additional insights into the poverty
situation in Uganda. Ihe results presented in this report represent a first attempt to put together a
poverty profile for the country, based on the HBS and other suppiementary information, and should
in no way be taken as final.
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